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Introduction
This thesis is a collection of ve essays on different research problems related
to discrete choice models. The ve essays are treated in chapter 3 through
chapter 7, while chapter 2 is auxiliary providing some basic ingredients. The
problems, besides being different from each other in nature, also originate
from different subdisciplines in economics. However, they have in common
that they deal with computational problems arising from efcient estimation
of discrete choice models. In this introduction we describe briey these prob-
lems and explain how they are related through the three themes referred to in
the title: computation, efciency and endogeneity.
As mentioned, in chapter 2 we provide some basics that facilitate the pre-
sentation of the problems. These are the well-known multinomial discrete
choice models: the standard logit, probit and the random coefcient version of
the former, the mixed logit. In line with our needs in the subsequent chapters,
for the standard and mixed logit we present the corresponding log-likelihood
function and the asymptotic information matrix, while for the probit we pro-
vide a way of computing the choice probabilities, known in the literature as
the GHK simulator.
Chapter 3 deals with the problem of efcient estimation of these choice
probabilities. Since these probabilities are typically integrals expressed as ex-
pectations of functions of normal random vectors, we use recent developments
from computational statistics on multi-dimensional integral estimation by so-
called quasi-Monte Carlo methods. These methods replace the random draws
from Monte Carlo methods by a well-designed deterministic sequence that can
also be randomized. In this chapter we present several quasi-Monte Carlo se-
quences and their relevant properties, and provide a simulation study that com-
pares their performance to Monte Carlo methods. The results imply that some2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
of the quasi-Monte Carlo sequences yield substantial efciency improvements
over Monte Carlo in the case of probit choice probabilities. This is the main
contribution to the literature of this chapter.
In chapter 4 we present different versions of a market equilibrium model.
These versions differ in their demand specication, namely, whether this is
based on the standard or mixed logit and whether the utility of a consumer
from consuming a product depends linearly or logarithmically on the differ-
ence of the consumer’s income and the price of the product. The supply is
determined as the outcome from oligopolistic competition. In the multi-rm
and multi-product oligopoly of this model the rms from the market compete
in the prices of their products. The prevailing prices are determined as the
Bertrand-Nash equilibrium of the pricing game implied. This model has been
well-known in the industrial organization literature at least since the work by
Caplin and Nalebuff (1991), who showed the existence of price equilibrium in
the one-product rms case. The interest for existence and uniqueness of price
equilibrium in the multi-product rms case increased after the seminal paper
by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995), who worked out the estimation of the
model. In this chapter we treat the problem of existence and uniqueness of
price equilibrium when demand is based on the standard logit. We contribute
to theliteratureby showingexistenceinthecaseoflogincome-price difference
and existence and uniqueness in the case of linear income-price difference.
Chapter 5 presents the estimation of the model described in chapter 4. Due
to price competition, prices are endogenous. This poses non-trivial estimation
problems since consistent estimation of the model should take this into ac-
count. Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995) solve these problems elegantly by
adding variables to the model thatplay the role of demand and cost characteris-
tics unobserved to the researcher. These authors employ generalized method of
moments (GMM) instrumenting prices by using intuition implied by the price
competition. The instruments used by these authors are not optimal, however,
in the sense that they do not yield efcient estimates. In addition to presenting
this method, chapter 5 deals with the problem of efcient estimation of the
model. Efcient estimation needs consistent estimation of the optimal instru-
ments, which on its turn requires computation of the price equilibrium for sev-
eral realizations of the unobserved demand and cost characteristics. This way
price endogeneity in the model is explicitly accounted for. Computation of the
price equilibrium is greatly facilitated by uniqueness of the price equilibrium,
a problem where chapters 4 and 5 are connected. Consistent estimation of the
optimal instruments amounts to estimation of high dimensional integrals, and
therefore the quasi-Monte Carlo techniques presented in chapter 3 are of great3
importance here. This chapter contributes to the literature by showing how to
perform, when possible, the efcient estimation of the model, and by provid-
ing an example in which the efcient estimator is clearly more useful than the
estimator obtained by the method of Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995).
Chapters 6 and 7 treat the problem of constructing statistically efcient ex-
perimental choice designs with potential applications in marketing. These de-
signs are obtained typically by maximizing the asymptotic information matrix
of the corresponding estimators. In chapter 6 we discuss statistically efcient
experimental choice designs when the data are analyzed with the standard logit
model. A crucial problem in performing the maximization is that the infor-
mation matrix depends on the unknown true values of the model’s parameters.
We solve the problem of unknown parameters by incorporating information on
managers’ prior beliefs. Since managers’ prior beliefs still contain uncertainty
about the true values, we accommodate the uncertainty in a Bayesian fashion
by replacing the unknown parameters by random values whose distribution is
obtainedfromthemanagers’priorbeliefs. Wemaximizetheexpectedinforma-
tion matrix where the expectation is taken with respect to these random values.
We contribute to the literature by improving the efciency of choice designs,
rst, by showing how to incorporate information from managers’ prior beliefs
and, second, by accommodating uncertainty about the unknown parameters in
a Bayesian manner.
In chapter 7 we discuss statistically efcient experimental choice designs
when the data are analyzed with the mixed logit model. We treat three main
problems here. The rst is related to the structure of the mixed logit design in
that we relax minimal level overlap, a common assumption for choice designs.
The second problem investigates the intuition that using misspecied values
for the variance parameters of the random coefcient does not affect the ef-
ciency of the design very much. The third problem investigates the efciency
of mixed logit designs from different design classes. This chapter contributes
to the literature by showing in Monte Carlo studies that misspecied prior val-
ues of the variance parameters indeed have little inuence on the efciency of
the design, by showing that the gain in efciency of mixed logit designs by
relaxing minimal level overlap is substantial, and by providing a rst attempt
to examine the relative performance of several design classes.
As it can be seen from the description of the chapters, each of them deals
withproblems relatedtothemultinomialdiscrete choicemodels standard logit,
mixed logit and probit. One of the major common themes in these essays is
efciency. Three out of the ve essays (those from chapters 5, 6, 7) treat the
efciency of estimators in versions of the standard and mixed logit model.4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
However, the other two essays (from chapters 3 and 4) indirectly serve the
same purpose: chapter 3 by computational efciency, and chapter 4 by aim-
ing at establishing sufcient conditions for efcient estimation of the model in
chapter 5. Computation by Monte Carlo or quasi-Monte Carlo simulation is
another major theme in the thesis. It appears in all chapters, apart from chapter
4. Chapter 3 provides methods that yield signicant improvements over com-
monly used simulation techniques. The third theme from the title of the thesis,
endogeneity, plays an important role in the estimation from chapter 5 of the
model presented in chapter 4 by accounting explicitly for price endogeneity.
As well-known, endogeneity is a typical economic phenomenon implied by
the optimizing behavior of economic agents. One may relate this endogeneity
to the exogeneity of the variables in the experimental context from chapters
6 and 7. Due to the fact that in a conjoint choice experiment the researcher
creates the design, price endogeneity is ruled out in this context.
Finally, we give a few practical indications for reading the book. Mathe-
matical notation is specic to each chapter, if not stated otherwise. Tables and
gures are in appendices at the end of the chapters.Chapter 2
Multinomial Discrete Choice
Models
2.1 Introduction
We present some discrete choice models that are applied to estimate parame-
ters of demand for products that are purchased in discrete quantities. In these
models the different products from the market are considered to be different
choice alternatives. The models we are concerned with assume that in a given
period one product or none of the products is purchased by a consumer, which
we regard as the decision-maker unit. The set of all choice alternatives that a
consumer faces is assumed to be nite and to contain all products available in
the market. Denote an alternative by  and the choice set of all alternatives by
. In a discrete choice model a consumer 	 who chooses alternative
 has a random utility 
￿￿ that is not directly observed by the researcher. In
many situations, however, the probability that  is chosen is observed with a
small sampling error in the form of the market share. Hence it is typically as-
sumed that 	 maximizes his utility choosing  such that 
￿￿ is the highest of all

￿o  The probability that 	 chooses  can be computed if we know
the underlying distributions in the utility. This chapter describes brieyt h e
main features of some well-known multinomial discrete choice models: the
standard logit, the mixed logit and the probit.
An early source of the logit and probit was the application of probability
models to biological experiments of binary choice in the r s tp a r to ft h el a s t
century. The rst applications in economics used the binomial probit model
(e.g., Farrell (1954)), which appeared to be the winner in the dispute among
biologists on the ability of the logit and probit to model binary choice. Theil6 CHAPTER 2. MULTINOMIAL DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS
(1969) generalized the binomial logit to the multinomial logit opening up sev-
eral further developments and applications. At the beginning of the 70’sM c -
Fadden and his collaborators, who studied some transportation research prob-
lems, generalized the logit model in several directions and made it scientif-
ically respectable by providing a theoretical framework in the utility theory
of discrete choice (e.g., McFadden (1973), McFadden and Reid (1975), Mc-
Fadden (1977)). For more detailed historical background we refer to Cramer
(1991, p. 39-42) and Anderson, de Palma and Thisse (1992, chapter 2).
2.2 The standard logit
In this section we present briey the standard logit model. We discuss its
major theoretical advantage and practical disadvantage. Then we derive some
basic formulae related to the asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood
estimator of the model.
2.2.1 Model specication
In the standard logit model the utility is a linear function of the attributes of
the alternative:

￿￿  ￿
￿￿
  ￿￿ (2.1)
where ￿￿ is a    vector containing the characteristics of consumer 	 and
alternative  
 is a    vector of parameters and the variables ￿￿
are assumed to be random with independent standard extreme value
distribution of type I whose cumulative distribution function is
 ￿￿  		￿￿ (2.2)
and density function is
 ￿￿  	￿￿  		￿￿ (2.3)
Under the utility maximization principle, the probability that 	 chooses
alternative  is
￿￿ 
  
￿￿  
￿o for all   
Using the utility expression  the probability is further equal to
￿￿ 
 

￿o  ￿￿  ￿
￿￿
  ￿
￿o
 for all   

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This kind of probabilities are typically computed as a -dimensional integral
using the joint distribution of the random terms:
￿￿ 



0￿o$0￿￿n%￿
￿￿q3%￿
￿oq
for all o’￿c￿￿￿ca
 ￿￿ ￿ad￿￿d￿a
Since the ’s are independent, we have
￿￿ 



0￿o$0￿￿n%￿
￿￿q3%￿
￿oq
for all o’￿c￿￿￿ca
 ￿￿ ￿ad￿￿d￿a
which is further equal to

U
 ￿￿



0￿o$0￿￿n%￿
￿￿q3%￿
￿oq
o￿’￿

o￿’￿
 ￿od￿￿d￿a
The larger,   -dimensional part of this integral is equal to the product of
   one-dimensional integrals of the densities so we can use the cumula-
tive distribution functions:
￿￿ 

U
 ￿￿ 

o￿’￿


￿￿  ￿
￿￿
  ￿
￿o


d￿￿
Using the expressions of these functions  and  we obtain
￿￿ 

U
	￿￿  	


a 
o’￿
	



￿￿  ￿
￿￿
  ￿
￿o



d￿￿
This integral has a closed form that can be computed in the following way:
￿￿ 

a
o’￿	
	

	
￿
￿￿
  ￿
￿o




	


a 
o’￿
	



￿￿  ￿
￿￿
  ￿
￿o


    
"
0￿￿’3"

which then leads to
￿￿ 
	￿
￿￿

a
o’￿ 	￿
￿o

 (2.4)8 CHAPTER 2. MULTINOMIAL DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS
Due to this attractive closed form of the probability in 
 the standard logit
model is popular in disciplines where choice models are employed.
In the following chapters we will apply the standard logit model in con-
texts when the characteristics vary solely with the products and not with the
consumers. That is, ￿￿  ￿ for all    Due to this, the probability
that consumer 	 chooses product  is equal to
￿ 
	￿
￿

a
o’￿ 	￿
o

(2.5)
for all consumers. Hence this is the probability that product  is purchased
in the market. This quantity in a market with a large number of consumers is
equal to the market share of product 
Though the expression of the probability that an alternative is chosen is
simple and therefore computationally accessible to practitioners, the standard
logit also has a serious disadvantage. This in fact comes from the simplicity of
the utility model, namely that the utilities of each consumer depend on a scalar
function of the characteristics, ￿
￿
 and not on the whole vector of character-
istics ￿ This way the ratio of probabilities of two alternatives  and  does
not depend on the existence and attributes of any other alternatives since
￿
^

	￿
￿

	

￿
^

 (2.6)
This property is known as independence from irrelevant alternatives. It is an
unattractive property since if we add a new alternative to the set of all alterna-
tives that happens to be a close substitute for  but not for  we would expect
for ￿ to go down much more than ^ This way the ratio of the two probabili-
ties should also go down.
We illustrate this problem with a simple example. Assume that in a market
there are two products having attributes ￿   
￿ and 2  
￿
and that these are the only two alternatives of choice. Let 
   
￿  Then
￿  2  ￿
2 Now introduce a third product having attributes ￿   
￿ 
In this new situation ￿  2  ￿  ￿
￿ that is, standard logit predicts that
consumers will substitute for products 1 and 2 to the same extent. This is
wrong since roughly half of the population prefers product 1 which is a close
substitute to product 2, so normally a part of the consumers who preferred 1
s h o u l ds w i t c ht o3a n dt h o s ew h op r e f e r r e d2s h o u l ds t a yw i t h2 .2.2. THE STANDARD LOGIT 9
2.2.2 Log-likelihood and rst-order properties
Since later on we use results related to the estimation of the standard logit
model, here we provide some of those results. The estimation of the standard
logit parameters is based on the idea that we are in a multinomial choice sit-
uation when the probability that an alternative  is chosen is known, ￿ Then
if we observe a large number of choices, the frequency of alternative  that is,
the number of times when  was chosen divided by the total number of choices
should be approximately equal to ￿ Denote the frequency of alternative  by
￿ and let  be the total number of choices, that is, the number of consumers.
Then  	 ￿a
￿ is assumed to have a multinomial distribution with
parameters ￿a Therefore the probability that alternatives  occur
with frequencies ￿a respectively, is in fact the likelihood function cor-
responding to the standard logit model:
   
	

s￿
￿ 
sa
a

?

where  is a coefcient corresponding to the multinomial distribution. Since
this does not depend on the parameters of interest, we ignore it when writing
the log-likelihood, which then is equal to
   
a 
￿’￿
￿ ￿ (2.7)
Estimationoftheparameterscanbedonebymaximizingthelog-likelihood
function. Let  denote the diagonal matrix with the diagonal   ￿a
￿ 
We can write     ￿  Hence the rst-order derivative of the log-
likelihood can be written as
 


  

￿ 

￿

￿
  



￿

￿
3￿
since
 

￿  3￿ 

￿ In order to derive


￿ we note that
￿

￿  ￿
￿￿ ￿￿
where   ￿  a
￿  which leads to


￿ 

  ￿
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This can be used to obtain the rst order derivatives of the log-likelihood:
 


   ￿ 
  ￿
3￿
Now we can compute the asymptotic information matrix:
 

E

 


 

￿

 2  ￿ 
  ￿
3￿E

￿
3￿ 
  ￿

The multinomial distribution has the property that E￿ ￿
?

  ￿
?

￿
Substituting this into the above expression, after some calculus, we obtain
 

  ￿ 
  ￿

We use this formula in chapter 6 in order to construct designs with improved
efciency for choice experiments. We refer to some other formulae derived
here, like  in chapter 5 when discussing efcient estimation of the stan-
dard logit model with price competition.
2.3 The mixed logit
The mixed logit is a model that does not satisfy the independence from irrele-
vant alternatives property. It does so due to the fact that in the utility specica-
tion the coefcients areconsidered to be random. Thiswayeachconsumerwill
have a different coefcient in the utility. This specication has the appealing
feature that it parameterizes consumers’ attitude towards the characteristics of
the alternatives through the variance of the random parameters. Similarly to
the standard logit, the rst economic applications of the mixed logit appeared
to beinthe eld of transportation research (Boyd and Mellman (1980), Cardell
and Dunbar (1980)). For more detailed overviews of mixed logit models we
refer to McFadden and Train (1998) and Brownstone and Train (1999). In
this section we present the model and the main asymptotic properties of its
maximum likelihood estimator.
2.3.1 Model specication
In a similar choice framework as in the case of the standard logit, now the
utility of consumer 	 choosing alternative  is dened as

￿￿  ￿
￿
￿  ￿￿ (2.9)2.3. THE MIXED LOGIT 11
where the only difference to  is that here 
￿ is a parameter vector specic
to consumer 	. We assume that 
￿  
	  iid, where 
 is a
   vector of parameters and  is a symmetric and positive-denite matrix
of parameters. The error term ￿￿ is assumed to be independent of 
￿
For computational convenience, we write the random parameter vector in
the following form:

￿  
  ￿ (2.10)
where  i sa n ym a t r i xs u c ht h a t  ￿ and  is a    random vector
with a standard normal distribution. Notice that we omitted the subscript 	 in
 on the right hand side since the random parameters 
￿ have the same
distribution.
If we knew  we could use formula  since we would be in a standard
logit situation. In this case the probability that alternative  is chosen would be


￿
	

￿
￿ 
  ￿

a
o’￿	￿
o 
  ￿
 (2.11)
The unconditional probability that alternative  is chosen is given by
￿  E

￿ 

Ug
	

￿
￿ 
  ￿

a
o’￿	￿
o 
 ￿
￿d￿ (2.12)
where ￿ is the density function of ￿ Note that, since  is not satised
in this case, the mixed logit does not satisfy the independence from irrelevant
alternatives property.
The probability expression from  is an integral that generally cannot
be computed analytically. Hence it is typically estimated by Monte Carlo or
quasi-Monte Carlo simulations. These estimation techniques are discussed
in detail in the next chapter, therefore here we just mention the essence of
them. We draw several values of the random vector ￿ compute the function
in the integral at each value, and compute the average of these quantities. The
average obtained is the (quasi-) Monte Carlo estimator of the integral.
In order to illustrate how in the mixed logit model consumers’ attitude
toward different characteristics is modeled, consider a simpler version of the
covariance matrix, namely when it is a diagonal matrix:




2
￿ 
...
 2
g


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In this case we can take




￿ 
...
 g



so we can write the utility from  using  as

￿￿  ￿
￿
 
g 
&’￿
&￿&￿&  ￿￿
Writing the utility in this way allows us to interpret intuitively the effect of the
random part of the parameter. Each consumer 	 is associated with a vector ￿
of which elements represent the consumer’s valuation of the characteristics. If
	 has a taste that values more alternatives with large values of a characteristic,
then he will have a large positive value in ￿ corresponding to that characteris-
tic. For example, in the case of cars, if consumer 	 prefers large cars and ‘size’
is characteristic  in the model, then this consumer will have a large positive
￿￿
We are now able to explain why the mixed logit generates reasonable sub-
stitution patters. Going on with the example on cars, if a small car enters the
market, the model predicts that the above consumer will not be very willing
to switch to the new small car. This is because, for this consumer ￿￿￿ is
disproportionately larger than the corresponding quantity for the other charac-
teristics and therefore the term ￿￿￿￿￿ is more sensitive to variations in ￿￿
than in the case of the other characteristics. This will keep the utility of 	 high
for large ￿￿’s and small for low values of them.
The above reasoning implies that the higher the variance parameters of
consumers’ attitudes, & the less likely it is that a consumer preferring a given
alternative will substitute for a non-similar alternative. We illustrate this fur-
ther with the example from the end of section 2.2.1. In addition to the standard
l o g i tc a s eh e r ew et a k e￿2￿ When only products 1 and
2 are in the market, their probabilities are ￿  2  ￿
2 irrespective of the
value of  When product 3 enters the market then 2 becomes 0.35 for   
0.42 for    0.47 for   a n d0 . 4 9f o r    So for large variance
there is no substitution of product 2 for product 3, while for small variance the
substitution is very similar to that generated by the standard logit.2.3. THE MIXED LOGIT 13
2.3.2 Log-likelihood and rst-order properties
In this subsection we derive some useful formulae for the mixed logit model.
Denote the conditional probability from  by  ￿  Hence
￿ 

Ug
 ￿ d
The choice model in this case can be formulated in a similar way as for stan-
dard logit. Hence the log-likelihood function of this model is
   
a 
￿’￿
￿ ￿
where ￿ again denotes the observed frequency of product 
For saving notation, we write integrals like

Ugd as

d (e.g., 
Ug  ￿ d 	

 ￿d). For maximum likelihood estimation we are in-
terested in the rst order derivatives of the log-likelihood. Since we need these
r e s u l t sf o rt h ec a s ew h e r et h ec o v a r i a n c em a t r i xo ft h er a n d o mc o e f cients  is
diagonal, we derive the formulae only for this case. For computational conve-
nience we change the notation of the random part of the coefcients from 
to !where ! is the diagonal matrix with diagonal  and   ￿g
￿ 
Similarly to the standard logit case,



  



￿

￿
3￿ and


  


￿

￿
3￿ (2.13)
Hence we need the following formulae:


￿ 

 

￿d and

￿ 

 
￿d
where   ￿ a
￿  In a similar way as for the standard logit we obtain
 

￿ 

    ￿
 and
 
￿ 

    ￿
!
where  is the diagonal matrix with diagonal   These yield


￿ 
 
    ￿
d and

￿ 
 
    ￿
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We substitute these into  and obtain



  

￿ 
    ￿
d  3￿ and (2.15)


  

!￿ 
    ￿
d  3￿
The asymptotic information matrix is dened as:
 





E





￿ E




￿
E




￿ E



￿


 
For simplifying this expression we use the fact that  i sa s s u m e dt oh a v et h e
multinomial distribution with E   Then  has the property that E￿ 
￿
? 

  ￿
?

￿ Using this and the formulae from  we obtain
 

 

"￿3￿"" ￿3￿#
#￿3￿"#  3￿#

 (2.16)
where
" 
 
    ￿
d and # 
 
    ￿
!d
Formula  is used in chapter 7 for designing choice experiments for the
mixed logit model. We refer to formulae 
 in chapter 5 when discussing
efcient estimation of the mixed logit model of price competition.
2.4 The probit
The probit is a model similar to the mixed logit in which all random elements,
coefcients and errors, are assumed to have a normal distribution. One of the
rst presentations of the multinomial probit model in an econometric context
was by McFadden (1976). In this section we present briey the model and
provideawayofestimatingthechoiceprobabilitiesimplied, commonlyknown
as the GHK simulator. Unlike for the standard and mixed logit, for the probit
we do not present the likelihood function and the rst-order properties. For a
concise exposition of these we refer to Wansbeek and Wedel (2001).2.4. THE PROBIT 15
2.4.1 Model specication
Assume that the utilities corresponding to  products for consumer 	 are

￿￿  ￿
￿
￿  ￿￿
where, as for the mixed logit, 
￿  
	  iid, and 
 is a
   vector of parameters and  is a symmetric and positive-denite matrix
of parameters. The error term ￿￿ here is assumed to be normally distributed
without requiring it to be independent of 
￿ Due to the attractive property
of the normal distribution that the sum of two normally distributed random
variables is normal, by choosing appropriate variables $ and  the vector of
the above utilities can be represented as

￿  $  %￿   $ (2.17)
where $      such that ￿   and %￿    a If the ran-
dom terms %￿ are independent, then we can omit the subscript 	 and with each
consumer associate a realization of the random vector %. Notice that if in the
mixed logit utility  we replace the extreme value distribution assumption
of the residuals by the normal distribution then we obtain a particular case of
 The reason that the latter specication is more general is that here no
independence is assumed between the residual and the random coefcients.
Out of the  products the one with the highest utility is chosen. The prob-
ability that a given product  is chosen is equal to:
￿ 
  
￿  
o
  !￿
    
!￿$  !￿%  
with
!￿ 

  

   
   
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
   

  
 
where the column with -1’si st h e’th column. Denote & 	 !￿ and choose 
such that & is lower triangular. This is possible since &&￿  !￿! ￿
￿ which is
positive denite. Then
￿ 
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If we denote
& 

  

￿￿   
￿2 22  
. . .
. . .
. . .
a￿ a2   aa

  
 

then
￿ 
 

%￿ 
￿
￿￿
% 2 
2  2￿%￿
22

%a 
a  a￿%￿    aa3￿%a3￿
aa



Let  
!
%￿%a 
 a  %￿ 
￿
￿￿
%a 
a  a￿%￿   aa3￿%a3￿
aa
"

Then the formula of the probability that  is chosen becomes
￿ 

(
%￿%ad%￿...d%a (2.19)
where  is the standard normal density function.
2.4.2 Estimation of the probabilities
To obtain a computationally more tractable version of the probability, we no-
tice that the %’s have truncated normal distribution. If %  ' and %   
then we can draw the %’sf a s t e ri fw ed r a w
 uniform on  and let % 
3￿
  ' where  is the standard normal distribution function. It turns
out that based on this idea we can transform the integral  to an inte-
gral whose arguments belong to the unit cube, like the integral  from the
chapter 3.
In order to do the transformation we can use the idea from the above para-2.4. THE PROBIT 17
g r a p hi nt h e-dimensional case. This implies the transformation
%￿  3￿


￿

￿
￿￿



	 (￿
￿
a
%2  3￿


2

2  2￿%￿ 
￿
22



	 (2 
￿
 a (2.20)
. . .
%a  3￿


a

a  a￿%￿    aa3￿%a3￿
aa



	 (￿
￿
a
where 
￿
a 
  a n di nt h el a s tf o r m u l a%￿ is viewed as a function of

￿
￿ for     . Then  becomes

dfc￿o
a (￿
￿
a(a 
￿
a

d
￿...d
a
where 

 is the Jacobian, that is,


 
       
Y￿￿
Y￿￿ 
Y￿a
Y￿￿
. . .
...
. . .
Y￿￿
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Y￿a
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
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
which is the determinant of an upper-triangular matrix, so it is equal to the
product of the diagonal terms, i.e.,:


 

	
￿￿
|￿￿



	
￿a3|a￿e￿3￿￿￿3|aa3￿ea3￿
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(￿(a 

Using this  becomes

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Then we obtain the probability formula
￿ 

￿
￿￿


dfc￿oa3￿ 
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22
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d
￿d
a3￿ (2.21)
The integral from this formula can be interpreted as the expectation of the inte-
grand function at a uniformly distributed random  -vector. As we show in
the next chapter, this integral can be estimated with Monte Carlo simulation by
drawing a sample of the random vector and computing its mean. The estimator
obtained this way is called the GHK simulator (Börsch-Supan and Hajivassil-
iou (1993)) or RIS (i.e., recursive importance sampling) simulator based on
truncated normal density (Vijverberg (1997)). Vijverberg also discusses other
RIS simulators. A number of other types of simulators are presented in Haji-
vassiliou, McFadden and Ruud (1996).Chapter 3
Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte
Carlo Methods
3.1 Introduction
The Monte Carlo method for estimating high-dimensional integrals has re-
ceived much attention in the recent econometric literature, especially applied
to integrals arising from multivariate normal probabilities. This method re-
placed quadrature methods, which are cumbersome if the integral has dimen-
sion higher than ve (Geweke (1996)). In econometrics the rst attempt of
estimating normal probabilities was by Lerman and Manski (1981), who em-
ployed a simple frequency simulator of the probabilities. This was followed by
several improvements later on (e.g., McFadden (1989) and Stern (1992)). In
the early 90’s Geweke, Hajivassiliou and Keane developed the so-called GHK
simulator, which is based on sampling recursively from the truncated normal
distribution, which on its turn implies sampling from the uniform distribution.
Hajivassiliou, McFadden and Ruud (1996), using Monte Carlo sampling, and
Vijverberg (1997), using antithetic Monte Carlo sampling, nd this simulator
to have the best performance in comprehensive simulation studies. The perfor-
mance is measured by the precision of the integral estimate.
Samples from the uniform distribution are usually obtained by generating
so-called pseudo-random numbers on the computer. In the late 50’s, about one
decade after the systematic development of the Monte Carlo method started,
some researchers turned to replacing pseudo-random by deterministic num-
bers. These deterministic numbers, called quasi-Monte Carlo or equidistribu-
tion samples, were typically constructed using number theoretic methods (e.g.,
0This chapter is based on the paper by Sándor and András (2000).20 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
Halton (1960) and Sobol’ (1967)). A systematic treatment of these sequences
was developed by Niederreiter (1987).
Parallel to the development of quasi-Monte Carlo sequences, samples gen-
erated with semi-deterministic methods were developed in the statistical lit-
erature. Some of these methods are based on orthogonal arrays, which are
arrays with a certain combinatorial structure. We mention Patterson (1954),
who developed lattice sampling. While lattice samples are not exactly uni-
form, McKay, Conover and Beckman (1979) developed Latin hypercube sam-
ples that are dependently uniformly distributed. Latin hypercube sampling was
generalized by Owen (1992) and Tang (1993) for orthogonal arrays. Owen
(1997) reveals connections between sampling based on orthogonal arrays and
randomized versions of quasi-Monte Carlo samples, and shows the superiority
of these over Monte Carlo samples when applied for integration.
Inspite ofthis andseveralother worksin computational statisticsthatshow
the superiority of quasi-Monte Carlo sampling in different specic cases, its
application to problems of integral estimation in econometrics is rather rare.
Published work employing quasi-Monte Carlo exists solely in the eld of -
nancial economics. We mention Boyle, Broadie and Glasserman (1997), who
use deterministic, and Tan and Boyle (2000), who employ randomized quasi-
Monte Carlo sequences. Geweke (1996) and Judd (1998) present some of the
quasi-Monte Carlo methods at a descriptive level. The lack of quasi-Monte
Carlo applications in the eld of econometrics is most probably due to the
fact that, before Owen’s (1995) randomization procedure, only deterministic
versions of the best quasi-Monte Carlo sequences were available. These do
not allow, however, computation of standard errors of the integral estimates,
and in general, evaluation of the integration error is difcult (e.g., Geweke,
1996). Randomization of these sequences replicates them making computa-
tion of standard errors possible. Of the sampling methods based on orthogonal
arrays, to our knowledge, even the oldest method of Latin hypercube sampling
has not been used previously in econometrics.
In this chapter we attempt to ll some of the gap in the literature by study-
ing the performance of samples based on orthogonal arrays and randomized
quasi-Monte Carlo samples for estimating integrals arising from multivariate
normal probabilities. We present these sampling methods in section 3.2. We
also provide comparisons and mention some existence and construction issues
there. In section 3.3 we present results on the variance of integral estimates
for these samples. Here we also provide intuitive arguments based on Owen
(1994) why these methods are expected to work well for integration. Section
2.4 describes the GHK simulator that estimates multivariate normal probabil-3.2. SAMPLING METHODS 21
ities. The main contribution of the chapter is presented in section 3.4 as the
outcome of a simulation study of the samples applied to multivariate normal
probabilities. The results show substantial improvements in the precision of
the integral estimates over Monte Carlo and antithetic Monte Carlo sampling
for most of the samples presented. We compare the performance of the differ-
ent samples and make recommendations for their future use. We conclude the
chapter and discuss topics of interest for future research in section 3.5.
3.2 Sampling methods
In this section we present sampling methods based on orthogonal arrays and
quasi-Monte Carlo sampling. After the rst subsection containing some pre-
liminaries, in the second subsection we present orthogonal array, Latin hyper-
cube and orthogonal array based Latin hypercube sampling. Then in subse-
quent subsections we describe two randomized quasi-Monte Carlo samples,
namely, randomized -nets and randomized Halton sequences. In the
last subsection we provide some comparisons of the samples and discuss some
existence and construction issues.
3.2.1 Preliminaries
We introduce briey the Monte Carlo (MC hereafter) method for integration
formally. Let
 

dfc￿￿r
 ) (3.1)
be the integral of the real-valued function  dened on r An estimate of
this integral is
#  


? 
￿’￿
 ￿ (3.2)
where ￿
?
￿’￿ is a sequence of points from r If the elements of the se-
quence have the uniform distribution on r then, under the condition that
the integral exists, we have E
	
# 


  that is, the estimator is unbiased, no
matter the elements of the sequence are independent or not. The MC method
usessuchanestimateof bytakingthesequence￿independentlyuniformly
distributed on r
Intuitively, the estimate is more precise the better the nite sample ￿
?
￿’￿
approximates the continuous uniform distribution. We refer to the quality of22 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
this approximation as the equidistribution property of the sample. In other
words, we expect samples with better equidistribution property to estimate in-
tegrals more precisely. We illustrate this in Figure 3.1A. The gure displays
a random uniform sample of 9 points in the unit square. We can estimate the
integral of a function dened on this set by using this sample. Note, however,
that there is no point of the sample in the small squares *2 and *2
Therefore, if the function in these small squares has values that are very differ-
ent from the average, then the estimate of the integral will not be precise. This
deciency can be avoided by, for example, using a sample that has one point
in each of the small squares. Then we say that this latter sample has better
equidistribution property than that from Figure 3.1A. In section 3.2.3 we give
af o r m a ld e nition of the notion equidistribution property.
3.2.2 Samples Based on orthogonal arrays
In this subsection we present the orthogonal array sampling introduced by
Owen (1992) that generalizes Latin hypercube sampling (McKay, Conover
and Beckman (1979)), which we also present, and the Latin hypercube based
orthogonal array sampling introduced by Tang (1993). First we need to in-
troduce orthogonal arrays. orthogonal arrays (OA’s hereafter) are matrices
whose elements are nonnegative integers with a certain combinatorial struc-
ture. They have been used especially in designing computer experiments and
are still intensively researched (see, e.g., Hedayat, Sloane and Stufken (1999)).
A classical reference on OA’s is Raghavarao (1971).
Let + be an    matrix with elements ,￿￿ in the set ' +
is called an OA of strength    and index  if in every    submatrix
of + the '6 possible distinct rows appear the same number  of times. Then
obviously   '6 Such an OA is denoted OA' The maximal
strength of + is the largest  for which + has strength 
An OA sample (Owen (1992)) constructed from the OA' with
elements ,￿￿ has the elements
￿￿ 
 ￿ ,￿￿
￿￿
'
	     (3.3)
where  ￿ is a uniform random permutation of '  
 ￿￿ is a uniform
random variable on  and the  permutations and    random variables
are mutually independent. So an OA sample attaches a randomly determined
permutation to the elements of each column. All ￿￿ are in the interval 
have the uniform distribution and are mutually independent. The permuted
elements  ￿ ,￿￿ of the OA still form an OA'. In practice often one3.2. SAMPLING METHODS 23
needs only one sample. In this case the random permutations can be omitted.
An OA sample constructed from an OA is presented in Figure 3.1B.
Note that the criterion for a 9-point sample to be an OA sample is that each
small square of area 1/9 contains exactly one point of the sample.
A Latin hypercube (LH hereafter) is an OA with maximal strength 1 and
of index 1, that is, OA'' Such a LH is a '   matrix whose columns
are permutations of its symbols '   T h e naL Hs a m p l e( M c K a y ,
Conover and Beckman (1979)) corresponding to this is given by
￿￿ 
 ￿ 	    
￿￿
'
	 '   
where  ￿ and 
￿￿ are of the same type as above. Thus the uniform distribu-
tion and independence properties of the OA sample are also valid for the LH
sample. Figure 3.1C displays the points of a LH sample. The criterion for a
9-point sample to be a LH sample is that each rectangle of sides with length 1
and 1/9 contains exactly one point of the sample. Hence a LH sample has bet-
ter equidistribution property than a random sample. Still, as shown in Figure
3.1C, it is possible for a LH sample that there are small squares of volume 1/9
not containing any point of the sequence.
For the sample size   '6, the elements of a LH take  values while
the elements of an OA'6' take only ' values. This implies that
the LH sample has better equidistribution property than the OA sample along
its one-dimensional components. So even though the OA sample has attractive
propertiesdueto thecombinatorialstructure, itsrougherone-dimensionalparts
may weaken its equidistribution property.
This problem was addressed by Tang (1993) who developed a sampling
scheme based on OA’s transformed into LH’s while preserving their combi-
natorial structure. The new structure obtained is called OA based LH. A de-
scription of the scheme follows. Let ,￿￿ be the elements of an OA of maximal
strength    with   '6 rows. First one randomly permutes the 
columns and then applies a random permutation to the symbols of the OA.
Denote by '￿￿ the elements of the obtained matrix. Each column  of this ma-
trix contains each symbol , 
 '   exactly '63￿ times. For each
 and , replace , by ,'63￿   ￿@ where  ￿@ is a random permutation of
'63￿ All the  ￿@ permutations are assumed to be mutually indepen-
dent. Denote the elements of the obtained matrix by -￿￿ Then each -￿￿ takes
each value '6 with the same probability and the elements belong-
ing to any column of the matrix -￿￿ take all these values. Hence -￿￿ is a LH
with '6 symbols.
An OA based LH sample is dened similarly to the samples above by24 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
adding a uniform random variable to each element and dividing by :
￿￿ 
-￿￿  
￿￿

	    (3.4)
Similarly to the other two samples, all ￿￿ are in the interval  have the
uniform distribution and are mutually independent. Figure 3.1D presents the
points of a OA based LH based on the OA



￿

where all permutations are the identical permutation. Note that the criterion
for a sample of 9 points to be an OA based LH sample is that it satises the
criteria for both OA and LH samples. Therefore, OA based LH samples have
better equidistribution property than either of the other two samples.
3.2.3 Randomized -nets
In this subsection we discuss -nets and their randomization. The no-
tion of -net was introduced by Niederreiter (1987) while the random-
i z a t i o nw a sd e v e l o p e db yO w e n( 1 9 9 5 ) .
-nets
A -net is a sequence of points from r that satisfy certain equidis-
tribution property, namely that all subintervals of r of a certain type con-
tain a given number of points of the sequence. This equidistribution property
ensures that the sequence approximates closely the continuous uniform distri-
bution on r
The subintervals considered by Niederreiter (1987) are of the type
. 
r 
￿’￿

￿
'&￿ 
￿ 
'&￿  (3.5)
where ' is a positive integer, /￿ are nonnegative integers and ￿ integers with
  ￿ 0' &￿ Then . is a hyperrectangle of volume '3E&￿n￿￿￿n&r￿ and is called
elementary interval in base '
Let  and  be nonnegative integers with 0 A nite sequence ￿
? 
 r with   '6 is called a -net in base ' if every elementary
interval in base ' of volume '|36 contains exactly '| points of the sequence.3.2. SAMPLING METHODS 25
Note that for the same  and ' smaller values of  imply better equidistribu-
tion property of the net.
The equidistribution property of nets can be extended to innite sequences
in the following way. Let  be a nonnegative integer. A sequence ￿ 2 

r is a -sequence in base ' if for all    and all /   the nite
sequence &K6n￿E&n￿￿K6 is a -net in base '
Randomization
Suppose that ￿ ? is a -net in base ' We can write each ele-
ment ￿￿ of each member ￿ of this sequence in base ' representation, that is,
￿￿ 
"
&’￿￿￿&'3&with the digits ￿￿& 
 '  As Owen(1995)
shows, it is possible to apply random permutations to the digits while retaining
the -net property.
We describe the randomization procedure for a generic point ,  ,￿
,r 
 r Suppose that ,￿ 
"
&’￿,￿&'3& A randomized version of , is
the vector  of which elements have the following digits:
￿￿   ￿ ,￿￿ ￿2   ￿@￿￿ ,￿2 ￿￿   ￿@￿￿@￿2 ,￿￿
and in general
￿&   ￿@￿￿@￿2￿￿￿@￿&3￿ ,￿& (3.6)
where  ￿@￿￿@￿2￿￿￿@￿&3￿ is a uniform random permutation of '  
So the permutations used for randomizing the elements belonging to the same
dimension depends on whether the rst / digits of these elements base ' rep-
resentation are equal.
We illustrate randomization in Figure 3.1D. Note that the sample in this
gure besides being an OA based LH is also a -net in base 3. Take
the horizontal dimension. Permuting the rst digits of the decimals means that
we permute the three large rectangles of size *   Permuting the second
decimal digits means that we permute the three small rectangles of size *
within the large rectangles. So the randomization procedure rst permutes the
places of the large rectangles and then within each large rectangle it permutes
the places of the small rectangles. Then we proceed in the same way with the
rectangles of size *   within those of size *   a n ds oo n .A f t e rt h i s
we do the same for the vertical dimension.
Randomized -nets inherit the equidistribution property of the orig-
inal nets and contain points that are uniformly distributed. Due to the latter
property the integral estimates are unbiased and their standard deviations can
be estimated. These properties are stated in the following propositions.26 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
Proposition 1 equidistribution of randomization:I f,￿
K6
￿’￿ is a -net
in base ' then a randomized version ￿
K6
￿’￿ of it is also a -net in base
' with probability 1. The same is true for -sequences.
Proposition 2 Uniformity of randomization:I f, is a point in r then its
randomly permuted version  has the uniform distribution on r (Both
results are proved in Owen (1995).)
Note that the randomization dened above permutes all digits in the base '
representation of a number we refer to this as innite-digit randomization. In
practice, however, one can only use randomizations that permute a nite num-
ber of the digits in the base ' representation. We show in the next subsection
that randomizing all digits in a -net is equivalent to randomizing the
rst  of its digits and adding uniform random numbers on ' 36 to each
element of the net. Formally, an element of the innite-digit randomized net
is ￿￿  -￿￿  '36
￿￿ where -￿￿ is obtained from the -digit randomization
and 
￿￿ is uniform random on  This is also suggested by Owen (1995) as
a practical solution of avoiding the randomization of a large number of digits.
The elements of the randomized net have expressions very similar to 
 for
OA based LH samples.
In practice in a one-shot estimation using a -net, similarly to the
OAsample case, oneneed notrandomize the digits ofthe net, but itis sufcient
to add the uniform random variables in the way specied. Moreover, a large 
may make also the uniform variables unnecessary since the interval ' 36
on which they operate becomes negligibly small.
3.2.4 Finite-digit randomization of -nets
We show below that innite-digit randomization of a -net in base ' as
dened by Owen (1995) is equivalent to randomizing  digits in the base '
representation and adding uniform random numbers on ' 36 Suppose that
,￿, ? 
 r is a -net in base ' and ￿? av e r s i o no fi t
randomized by Owen’s procedure. Then
￿￿￿   ￿ ,￿￿￿
￿￿2   ￿@￿￿￿ ,￿￿2
. . .
￿￿6   ￿@￿￿￿@￿￿2￿￿￿@￿￿63￿ ,￿￿63.2. SAMPLING METHODS 27
￿￿6n￿   ￿@￿￿￿@￿￿2￿￿￿@￿￿6 ,￿￿6n￿
. . .
and
￿￿ 
6 
&’￿
￿￿&'3& 
" 
&’6n￿
￿￿&'3&

6 
&’￿
￿￿&'3&  '36
" 
&’￿
￿￿6n&'3&
Theexpression
"
&’￿￿￿6n&'3& isarandomizedversionof
"
&’￿,￿￿6n&'3&
in which the permutations corresponding to the rst digits ,￿￿6n￿ and ,￿￿￿6n￿
for 	  	￿ are the same if the corresponding previous digits are equal, that is,
,￿￿￿  ,￿￿￿￿,￿￿6  ,￿￿￿6
The number
"
&’￿,￿￿6n&'3& is in the interval  In fact
" 
&’￿
,￿￿6n&'3& 
  (3.7)
should hold since otherwise thebase' representation of,￿￿ would be incorrect.
This is because
,￿￿ 
6 
&’￿
,￿￿&'3& 
" 
&’6n￿
,￿￿&'3&

6 
&’￿
,￿￿&'3&  '36
" 
&’￿
,￿￿6n&'3&
which should satisfy that the coefcient of '36 in the second term is strictly
less than 1. Thus  follows.
Hence by Proposition 2 the randomized version
"
&’￿￿￿6n&'3& of this
number, is uniformly distributed on  Denote this by 
￿￿ Note that 
￿￿ 

￿￿￿ if ,￿￿&  ,￿￿￿& for all /   Denote by -￿￿ the number obtained by
randomizing the rst  digits of ,￿￿ in base ' representation, that is, -￿￿  6
&’￿ ￿￿&'3& This satises   -￿￿    '36 Then the elements of the
randomized net can be written as
￿￿  -￿￿  '36
￿￿ (3.8)
This formula contains the procedure how to randomize nets in practice. In
words, if we have a -net in base ' with elements ,￿￿ then we random-
ize their rst  digits and obtain -￿￿ as given above. Then we add a uniform28 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
randomvariableon' 36toeach-￿￿IfwefollowstrictlyOwen’sprocedure
then any two of these uniform random variables belonging to the same dimen-
sion, 
￿￿ and 
￿￿￿ should be taken to be equal if ,￿￿&  ,￿￿￿& for /  
otherwise they should be independent. This may not be optimal, however, for
the one-dimensional elementary interval criterion since by taking the elements
of the randomized net to be equal we restrict their equidistribution property.
Hence in the randomization that we adopt we use independent uniform ran-
dom variables 
￿￿ irrespective of the digits in the elements of the randomized
-net. Due to , this randomization leads to randomized nets of
which elements have the uniform distribution. The -net property of
the randomized net depends only on -￿￿ and hence is unaffected by this type of
randomization.
3.2.5 Randomized Halton sequences
In this subsection we present sequences proposed by Halton (1960) and their
randomization developed by Wang and Hickernell (2001). Halton sequences
are similar to -sequences in that they manipulate the digits of numbers in
certain base representations.
Halton sequences
First we show how Halton sequences are den e di no n ed i m e n s i o na n dt h e n
extend it to several dimensions. For any nonnegative integer  we write  in
base ' as
  )6)f 
6 
&’f
)&'&,
where )& 
 '   for /  The - t hm e m b e ro ft h eb a s e
' Halton sequence is dened by
1K  )f)6 (in base '
6 
&’f
)&'3&3￿.
That is, we write the base ' representation of the number  reverse the order
of its digits and put a decimal point in front of them. The result is a number
between  and  that is by denition the -th member of the one-dimensional
base ' Halton sequence.
Themulti-dimensionalHaltonsequencecanbeobtainedbygeneratingsev-
eral one-dimensional Halton sequences corresponding to bases that are prime3.2. SAMPLING METHODS 29
numbers. More precisely, we take the rst  prime numbers 2￿2 r generate
the corresponding one-dimensional Halton sequence and use these to form the
-dimensional Halton sequence:
?  1R￿ 1 Rr  
As noted by Niederreiter (1992, Remark 4.38), all one-dimensional com-
ponents of this sequence are -sequences in the corresponding bases. This
makes them closely related to LH samples. However, correlation between two
one-dimensional components is not controlled for in the latter. Since the one-
dimensional Halton sequences are generated taking bases that are prime num-
bers, and hence mutually relative primes, the Halton sequence is expected to
have lower correlations between its one-dimensional components.
Randomization
The randomization of Halton sequences as introduced by Wang and Hickernell
(2001) is based on a recursive relation that holds for the Halton sequence. This
recursive relation translates the recursion from  to  into 1K  and
1K   in a natural way.
Formally, letf 
 withthebase'representationf 
"
&’f)&'3&3￿.
Dene the expression that is the sum of *' and f in base '
&Kf )￿'3￿3￿ 

&D￿
)&'3&3￿
where    /  
&  '   Then we can dene the sequence &?
K f
by
&?
K f 	 &K

&?3￿
K f

for    and
&f
K f 	 f
Note that with f the above sequence is exactly the one-dimensional
Halton sequence in base ' Further, if the starting term can be written as a nite
sum f 
6
&’f)&'3&3￿ yielding f  )f)6 (in base ' and denoting
the corresponding integer f  )6)f (in base ' then f  K f and
&?
K fK f   for    That is, if the starting term of the sequence
&?
K f c a nb ew r i t t e na sanite sum, then the sequence is the same as the
Halton sequence of which rst f elements are skipped.30 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
Randomized Halton sequences are dened as the above sequences having
their starting point random. More precisely, let f 
 r have the uniform
distribution. The randomized Halton sequence is dened by
? 

&?
R￿ f￿&?
Rr fr

for    (3.9)
Note that according to the remarks from the previous paragraph randomized
Halton sequences can also be dened as the deterministic Halton sequences
described above by skipping randomly a number of initial terms. Wang and
Hickernell (2001) show the following result that the elements of a randomized
Halton sequence with a uniform random starting point are uniform.
Proposition 3 If f 
 r is a uniform random vector then ? dened by
(3.9) has the uniform distribution on r for any   
In practice one cannot use a uniformly distributed starting point since its
base ' representation generally has innite number of digits. However, if '6
is sufciently large, where  is the number of digits used in base ' represen-
tation, then truncating each starting uniform random number by omitting its
digits from  on, we obtain numbers that approximate uniform numbers
fairly well. We return to this problem in section 3.4 and explain there how we
proceeded in practice. For a one-shot estimation of an integral, as in the other
cases, we need not take a random starting point for the Halton sequence but it
sufces to take it equal to zero.
3.2.6 Comparison, existence and construction
In section 3.2.2 while presenting LH, OA and OA based LH samples we also
compared them regarding their equidistribution property. Here we discuss fur-
ther connections between Halton, LH, OA based LH samples and randomized
-nets. We also provide some information on the existence and con-
struction of OA’sa n d-nets.
Comparison of the samples
As we mention in section 3.2.5, each one-dimensional component of a Hal-
ton sequence is a -sequence in the prime number base in which it was
generated. This suggests that it is related to -nets. A one-dimensional
base ' Halton sequence of size  if ' does not divide  is a reunion of *'
pieces of -nets in base ' (nets of size ' and a number of points that
we refer to as truncated net, where  is the largest integer not greater than3.2. SAMPLING METHODS 31
. If the dimension of the Halton sequence is not very large then the prime
numbers in which the one-dimensional components are generated will not be
very large and there will be many -nets of a moderate size in the re-
union. Hence the truncated net has a small size and does not play an important
role in this component. Then we expect this Halton sequence to have good
equidistribution property, better than -nets due to the low correlation
between the components. This latter feature is a consequence of the fact that
the components are generated using bases that are mutually relative primes. If
the dimension of the Haltonsequenceislargethen the primebaseswillbelarge
and it is likely that the prime bases do not divide the sample size. Moreover,
the size of the truncated net becomes large relative to the size of the component
nets. For example, the 40’th prime number is 173. If    then there will
be *   -nets, each of size 173, and a truncated net of size
135. This large truncated net tends to destroy the attractive equidistribution
property of nets. Therefore, we expect Halton sequences with large dimension
to have poorer equidistribution property than -nets.
There is a simple relationship between -nets and OA’s. If ,￿￿ are
the elements of a -net in base ' with 0 then ',￿￿ are the
elements of an OA of maximal strength  and index 1. The reverse of this is
true for  and 2. Any LH given as an OA'' can be transformed
into a -net in base ' by dividing its elements by ' This is because
all elementary intervals corresponding to these nets have one component of
the form ￿*'￿  *' and the rest equal to [ Moreover, if one uses
the same permutations for randomizing the -net and for generating the
sample from the corresponding LH, then the two samples will be identical. In
other words, randomization of a -net is equivalent to generating a LH
sample. For each OA

'2'

a -net in base ' can be constructed.
One construction was shown by Owen (1997). It is easy to show that the
method by Tang (1993) of OA based LH sampling offers another way. To see
t h i s ,t a k ea n yL Hs a m p l eb a s e do na nO A

'2'

 For this to be a -
net in base ' the criterion is that any elementary interval in base ' of volume
'32 has exactly one point of the sample. Any such elementary interval has
either two components of the form ￿*'￿  *' with   ￿ 0'and
the rest identical to  called two-dimensional elementary intervals, or one
component of the form ￿*'2￿  *'2 with   ￿ 0' 2 and the rest
identical to , called one-dimensional elementary intervals. The criterion
is satised for the latter type of elementary intervals since the sample derives
from a LH with '2 symbols. Two-dimensional elementary intervals satisfy the
criterion due to the fact that the sample is obtained from an OA of strength 232 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
with index 1 ensuring that each two-dimensional component contains each pair
of symbols exactly once. Hence the LH sample based on an OA

'2'

is
a -net in base '
From the discussion above we draw the conclusion that from an equidis-
tribution point of view OA’s of strength  are equivalent to -nets for
 and 2. There is a difference, however, between the OA based LH sam-
ples and the randomization of -nets. The simplest way to see this is
if we count the number of all possible permutations used in the two methods.
More exactly, the number of all possible -digit randomizations of -
nets (ignoring, of course, the uniform variables added) is '!
2r  while the
number of all possible OA based LH samples (ignoring, again, the uniform
variables added) is !'!
rn￿  The two numbers are generally different mean-
ing that the two ways of sampling are different. Since the number correspond-
ing to the randomized -nets tends to be higher, we draw the conclusion
that a higher number of different samples are taken into account there.
Since in our simulation study we use -nets in base 32

 D
and
-nets in base 2, we compare these for values of 0 employing the
elementary interval criterion. For  or 9 -nets are clearly better.
Now suppose that    For    -nets also satisfy the criterion of
three-dimensional elementary intervals when three of the components of the
elementary interval does not have length 1 and the rest does. According to
the one-dimensional elementary interval criterion, -nets are better than
-nets whenever 3 The two-dimensional criterion implies that for
      -nets are still better and for     
 it is not possible
to decide which is better. We suspect that for the lower values of ,h o w e v e r ,
-nets become better because for   -nets are strictly better.
According to the 3-dimensional elementary interval criterion -nets are
better since -nets do not satisfy these at all.
We conclude this subsection by summarizing the hierarchy of the samples
presented in section 3.2 regarding their equidistribution property. We assume
that each sample has the same size. LH samples are equivalent to (random-
ized) -nets and to some extent to Halton sequences since their one-
dimensional components are parts of -sequences. Halton sequences are
expected to have better equidistribution property in lower dimensions while in
higher dimensions LH samples and -nets tend to have better equidis-
tribution property for low sample sizes. OA’s of strength 2 have additional
equidistribution structure in two dimensions, hence OA samples and especially
OA based LH samples and -nets have better equidistribution property.
The latter two are essentially equivalent. -nets in base 2 for   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additional three-dimensional equidistribution property but since -nets
in base 32 have better one-dimensional equidistribution property for 3
and better two-dimensional equidistribution property for higher ’s, no clear
comparison of the two is possible. For lower ’s -nets may dominate
-nets due to their better two- and three-dimensional equidistribution
property.
Existence and construction
Construction of OA’sa n d- n e t si sn o tat r i v i a lt a s k .T h em o s tc o m m o n
methods for constructing them employ ideas from number theory and abstract
algebra. There are also restrictions on their existence. Owen (1994) treats
some construction and existence issues of OA’s of strength 2. We refer to the
works cited there for detailed discussions.1 Here we only mention the case
relevant to us, that is, OA
 Existence of these OA’si sr e s t r i c t e d
to dimensions    as shown below.
As we have shown previously, OA’so fs t r e n g t h can be constructed from
-nets. Even more, we have shown that for  the reverse of this is
also true. Hence the existence of OA

'2'

is equivalent to the existence
of -nets inbase'An existence result on -netsisthefollo wing.
Proposition 4 If    a -net in base ' can only exist if   '  
(proved in Niederreiter (1992), p. 62).
Construction of these nets and in general of -nets and -sequences
has been the object of research for several decades and is still a hot research
problem (Niederreiter and Xing (1996)). Here we use sequences constructed
by Niederreiter’s (1988) method that generalizes to prime power bases con-
structions by Sobol’ (1967) in base 2 and Faure (1982) in prime bases. De-
tailed presentation of the Niederreiter method is beyond our scope here we
only point out a few facts that are necessary for explaining the performance of
these sequences.
TheconstructionofsequenceswiththeNiederreiter(1988)methodissome-
what similar to the Halton method in that each element of the sequence corre-
sponds to integers   in base ' representation. However, the Nieder-
reiter method instead of prime numbers uses irreducible polynomials with co-
efcients fromtheset'  withthecoefcientofthehighest degree
term equal to 1. These irreducible polynomials in the set of polynomials with
1On the web site of the Statlib in the Designs section (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/designs/) some
OA’s and software for constructing them are available. The OA we use here is taken from there.34 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
coefcients from '   are analogous to prime numbers in the set
of integers. Each one-dimensional component of the sequence is constructed
with a different irreducible polynomial. For the exact procedure that deter-
mines the elements of the sequence from the coefcients of these polynomials
see Niederreiter (1988). The -sequence constructed with this method has
 
r 
￿’￿
"#2￿   (3.10)
where "#2 is the degree of the polynomial 2 Since lower values of  yield
-sequences with better equidistribution property, one should take the low-
est degree irreducible polynomials for constructing the sequence. The above
formula implies that the sequence has better equidistribution property in sub-
components corresponding to the rst few dimensions than the last few di-
mensions. For the ' case we present the degrees of some irreducible
polynomials in Table 3.1. We suppose that the polynomials are ordered ac-
cording to their degree and their coefcients. The upper row of the table gives
the position of the polynomial in this ordering while the lower row presents
the degree of the polynomial. For example, the 19’th polynomial has degree 6.
A c c o r d i n gt ot h i st a b l e ,t h erst two polynomials have degree one and hence
their contribution to  is zero. From the table it is possible to compute the ’s
corresponding to, for example, dimensions 3 and 9, which are 1 and 18, re-
spectively. We analyze this table in more detail in the section on simulation
results. For extensive tables of irreducible polynomials for small prime bases
see Lidl and Niederreiter (1983).
We conclude this section with the remark that samples with good equidis-
tribution property are not obtained easily. The better equidistributed a se-
quence, the more difcult to construct it. LH samples are easy to construct
and Halton sequences are just slightly more difcult to obtain. More equidis-
tributed sequences like samples based on OA’sa n d-nets require high
level mathematics and are not trivial to construct.
3.3 Properties of the estimators
In this section we discuss properties of the integral estimates. Forthis we intro-
duce the ANOVA (analysis of variance) decomposition in the rst subsection.
We apply this in the next subsection to show intuitively how the discussed
samples work for estimating integrals. In the last subsection we present some
nite sample and asymptotic results on the variance of the integral estimates
for different samples.3.3. PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATORS 35
3.3.1 ANOVA decomposition
In order to be able to explain how the sampling methods work, we present the
ANOVA decomposition used by Owen (1992, 1994, 1997, 1998b). ANOVA
decomposesafunctiontoasumofmutuallyuncorrelatedfunctionsthatdepend
on different subsets of the variables. Hence it makes it possible to express the
variance of the function as the sum of the variances of these functions.
Formally, denote    and let 
   be a subset of the coordi-
nates of r Let 


 and 
 denote the cardinality of 
 and its complement

 respectively. For  
 r let ￿ denote the coordinates
of  indexed by elements of 
 and write ￿ for the domain of ￿ For

  r dene the functions 4￿ recursively by
4￿ 

dfc￿￿￿

 

￿’￿
4￿

)￿ (3.11)
4￿  
where  is dened by 
The resulting sequence of functions 4￿ satise san u m b e ro fa p p e a l i n g
properties of which some were mentioned at the beginning of this subsection,
and that help to analyze the variance of the integral estimates. These properties
are the following.
1.  

￿\7 4￿ that is, the integrand function can be written as the sum
of all 4￿’s, where each 4￿ depends on ￿
2.
 ￿
f 4￿)￿ whenever  
 
 (where ￿ 	 t￿￿
3.

dfc￿￿r 4￿4￿) whenever 
   which, together with property 2
implies that two different terms from the sum representing  are uncor-
related.
4.

dfc￿￿r   
2 ) 

￿￿￿D￿

dfc￿￿r 42
￿) that is, the variance of  is
the sum of the variances of the terms representing 
In order to illustrate the ANOVA components, we give their expressions in36 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
the case    The univariate components are the following.
4￿ 

dfc￿￿2


￿ 2 ￿
)2)￿  
42 

dfc￿￿2


￿ 2 ￿
)￿)￿  
4￿ 

dfc￿￿2


￿ 2 ￿
)￿)2  
where 4￿ 	 4t￿￿ for    The bivariate components are:
4￿2 

dfc￿￿


￿ 2 ￿
)￿    4￿  42
4￿￿ 

dfc￿￿


￿ 2 ￿
)2    4￿  4￿
42￿ 

dfc￿￿


￿ 2 ￿
)￿    42  4￿
The three-variable component is
4￿2￿      4￿  42  4￿  4￿2  4￿￿ 42￿
This last equality suggests why property 1 holds. Property 2 can be proved
easily by induction. Property 3 is a consequence of property 2, while property
4 is an implication of the other three properties.
The ANOVA decomposition provides a fairly abstract way of dealing with
thevarianceof afunction since generally itisdifcult togiveanalytical expres-
sions for the components. Nevertheless, it is a useful tool as shown by Owen
(1992, 1994, 1997, 1998b) and as we also illustrate in the next subsection. The
essential fact about the ANOVA decomposition is that a decomposition with
such properties exists.
Note that property 4 has interesting implications for the integrand function
 It may happen that some components 4￿ dominate the variance of  in the
sensethatthesumofthecorresponding variancesamountstoalargefractionof
the total variance. If it happens that these components have low dimensions,
we will say that the integrand has an inherent low-dimensional structure. In
the next subsection we present intuitive arguments that in high dimensions
the sampling methods presented above are most suitable for functions with
signicant inherent low-dimensional structure.3.3. PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATORS 37
3.3.2 Intuitive arguments using lattice sampling
In section 3.2.2 when introducing OA based LH sampling we mention that the
integralsoffunctionsthatarethesumofunivariatefunctions, ormoreformally,
have the ANOVA decomposition
 

￿￿￿$￿
4￿ (3.12)
can be estimated very well with a LH sample. This is because integrating 
implies integrating each univariate component 4￿ i.e.,

dfc￿￿r
) 4￿ 

￿￿￿’￿
 ￿
f
4￿)￿
so the domain of  is decomposed into its one-dimensional components by the
integral. Likewise, the LHsample is also decomposed into its one-dimensional
components for estimating the integral since the estimate
#  


? 
￿’￿
 ￿ 

￿￿￿’￿


? 
￿’￿
4￿ ￿
￿ 
uses exactly these one-dimensional components ￿
￿ for 	  ,w h e r e
￿ is a LH sample of size  We can see from here that a LH sample does
very well in these cases since its one-dimensional components have very good
equidistribution property. In fact one can say that the equidistribution property
of the one-dimensional components of a LH sample are optimal (Niederreiter
(1992), p. 23) and hence LH samples are optimal for this type of  We also
note that in higher dimensions samples with better equidistribution property
than LH samples would not do any better. Hence a richer combinatorial struc-
ture induced by, for example, an OA based LH sample would not be exploited
for this type of function.
Owen(1994)generalizestheintuitionforLHsamplesto OAsamplesusing
lattice sampling introduced by Patterson (1954). Lattice samples are similarly
generated as OA samples but the uniform random variables are replaced by
1/2. For illustration we present the strength 2 case but the idea applies to OA’s
of any strength. Let ,￿￿ be the elements of an OA

'2'

 Then a lattice
sample based on this is dened by
￿￿ 
 ￿ ,￿￿ *
'
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where  ￿ is as in This wayeach ￿￿ belongs to the set 5  *'*'
'  *' each element of 5 appears exactly ' times in each column
of the matrix ￿￿ and each pair of elements appears exactly once in any two
columns of this matrix. This regularity of the elements make it possible to
write any two-dimensional integral as a combination of one-dimensional inte-
grals, as we show next.
Suppose that  can be written as a sum of at most bivariate functions. That
is,  has an ANOVA decomposition
 

￿￿￿$2
4￿  4￿ 

￿￿￿’￿
4￿ 

￿￿￿’2
4￿ (3.14)
Henceasampleusedforestimatingtheintegralof  infact estimatesunivariate
and bivariate functions 4￿ T a k eag e n e r i cb i v a r i a t ef u n c t i o n467 Then
its integral is estimated by # k  *
?
￿’￿ 46￿7 ￿ where 6￿7 ￿
?
￿’￿ is a
sample of size  I fw eu s eal a t t i c es a m p l ea sg i v e ni n for estimating
the integral of  then   '2 and 6￿7 ￿ corresponds to two columns of the
sample and hence any pair of elements of 5 is taken exactly once by 6￿7 ￿
Therefore
# k 

'2
K 
￿’￿
K 
￿’￿
4

	  
'

  
'




'
K 
￿’￿


'
K 
￿’￿
4

	  
'

  
'


 
The expression from the brackets is an estimate of the integral
k 6
 ￿
f
467)7
for 6  2￿3￿
2K  denoted # k6 using a lattice sample of size ' Similarly, the
expression of # k can be interpreted as an estimate of the integral
 ￿
f # k 6)6
using again a lattice sample of size ' So estimation of a bivariate function
467 with a lattice sample of size '2 implies in fact estimation of univariate
functions with lattice samples of size ' Since lattice samples in one dimension
are deterministic analogs of LH samples, they are also optimal for univariate
functions, in the sense of their equidistribution property. Hence we expect
lattice samples obtained from OA’so fs t r e n g t h2t ow o r kw e l lf o rb i v a r i a t e
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For  dened in 
 one needs to estimate also the univariate com-
ponents with the same lattice sample. Since an OA

'2'

is not a LH,
the lattice sample based on this is not optimal for the univariate components.
Tang’s (1993) procedure of OA based LH sampling avoids this problem2 but
with this sampling it is difcult to illustrate intuitively how estimation of inte-
grals using samples based on OA’so fs t r e n g t h2w o r k s .
From the above discussion and the similarity of OA samples and lattice
samples we draw the conclusion that if a function has the ANOVA represen-
tation 
 then estimation methods with samples based on OA’s of strength
2 (OA samples, OA based LH samples and -nets) provide a very good
wayofestimatingitsintegral. Thisidea generalizesforfunctions withANOVA
decomposition
 

￿￿￿$6
4￿
and samples obtained from OA’s with strength  Similarly as for the  
case, it is possible to reduce the integral of an -variate function to integrals of
univariate functions. However, we note that the size of the sample '6 should
grow very large as  increases in order to obtain reasonably precise estimates
for the one-dimensional integrals estimated with samples of size '
Now we can argue that the inherent low-dimensional structure of the in-
tegrand is that matters for high-dimensional integrals. We extend here the
remarks from the previous paragraphs along this idea. So if the integrand has
an inherent structure such that ANOVA-components up to  dimensions are
dominating and if for estimating the integral we use samples based on OA’s
of strength  (OA samples, OA based LH samples and -nets) we ex-
pect to obtain good estimates of the integral. The sample works well for the
components of the ANOVAdecomposition that are at most -dimensional and
the rest of the components do not play an important role in evaluating the pre-
cision of the integral estimate. This is exactly the idea why these sampling
methods may be useful for high-dimensional integrals since these may have
substantial inherent low-dimensional structure. If the integrands do not have
low-dimensional structure, then the improvement over MC will be marginal. If
the integral is not high-dimensional, the above sampling methods are expected
to work well generally since the variance of low-dimensional components is
likely to represent a substantial part of the total MC variance.
2In fact Tang (1993) proves that for functions that are the sum of univariate components the
variance corresponding to OA based LH samples is lower than the variance corresponding to
OA samples.40 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
3.3.3 Results on the variances
This subsection reviews theoretical results on the variance of the estimates for
the samples presented above. As it is apparent from the results below, rather
little is known about the variances. However, some of the results have inter-
esting connections with the intuitive reasoning above. Besides upper bounds
on the convergence rate of MC variance, there are also results that compare
nite sample variances of MC and different samples. No result is, however,
available that states what the variance reduction is as compared to MC. Such
a result should take into account the inherent low-dimensional structure of the
integrand function. This is, however, difcult to treat analytically.
We recall the well-known fact that the MC estimator given in  of the
integral  is unbiased and has the variance !
	
# 


 2* where 2 is the
variance of the integrand, i.e.,
2 

dfc￿￿r
   
2) (3.15)
(For this, obviously, we need the assumption that the variance exists.) This
implies that the variance converges to 0 at the rate 3￿ so we have !
	
# 



8

3￿
 According to the results below all the samples used in this chapter
have a better rate of convergence.
Proposition 5 If  is of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause
(e.g., Davis and Rabinowitz (1984), p. 352) and ￿ are the rst  points of a
randomized Halton sequence then
!
	
# 


 8
	
32 $#
2r



This result is due to Wang and Hickernell (2001). It implies that, since the
expression 32 $#
2r converges faster to 0 than 3￿ for sufciently large
samples, estimates using Halton sequences are more precise than MC esti-
mates.
The same result remains true if ￿ are the rst  points of a randomized
-sequence. This was shown by Owen (1998b). He also shows that if one
makes use of more structure offered by nets then the convergence rate of the
variance will be lower.
Proposition 6 If  is of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause
and ￿ are the points of a randomized -net in base ' with   '6 then
!
	
# 


 8
	
32 $#
2Er3￿￿
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These results show upper bounds on theconvergence rate ofthe variance. They
suggest that in lower dimensions the convergence rate is better. Intuition from
the previous subsection supports this. The results are not able, however, to
show how the convergence rate depends on  The intuitive argument from
section 3.2.6 that in low dimensions Halton sequences are expected to have
better equidistribution property than LH samples is not reected either in these
results.
Tang (1993) and Owen (1994) proved results that compare the asymp-
totic variance of OA based LH and OA sampling with MC. The essence of
both results is that if ￿ are points of an OA based LH sample based on
OA'6' (Tang (1993)) or of an OA sample based on OA'6'
(Owen (1994)) with   '6 then
!
	
# 






￿￿￿:6
Var 4￿ (3.16)
holds with increasing accuracy as    where 4￿ is from the ANOVA
decomposition  Tang proves the result only for  and mentions
that it should remain true for higher ’s. Note that the variance from  is
lower than the MC variance, which due to Property 4 from section 3.3.1 is
2





￿M7
Var 4￿
Comparing directly the two variances we notice that they have in common
variances of the terms with 


 3but in  the variances of the terms
with 


 are missing. In other words, OA based LH and OA sampling
eliminate the terms with 


 from the variance. This is in line with the
intuition from the previous subsection.
There are also some results on nite sample variance available. Owen
(1997) proved the following
Proposition 7 If  is square-integrable on r (i.e., 2 is integrable on
r)a n d￿	   '6 are the points of a randomized -net
in base '  % then
!
	
# 



2


'
'  

4￿?Er3￿c6￿

Since a LH sample is a randomized -net, for this
!
	
# 
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holds. So the variance when a LH sample is used is less than a slightly
higher number than the MC variance. For randomized -nets the same
property remains true but the factor by which the MC variance is multiplied,
'*'  
2 is higher. Still for a sample size   
 this factor is 1.066,
which is rather close to 1. Consequently, the variance of the estimate from
using LH samples or randomized -nets is essentially smaller than the
MC variance. The same property is also expected to hold for OA based LH
samples due to their similarity to randomized -nets.
Owen (1998b) proved the analog for general -nets.
Proposition 8 If  is square-integrable on r and ￿	   '6
are the points of a randomized -net in base ' then
!
	
# 



2'|


' 
'  

r

This upper bound on the variance of randomized -nets does not seem
to be strict. Nevertheless, the fact that the upper bound is lower for lower
values of  is intuitive.
3.4 Simulation results
We have seen in section 3.3 that no exact results are available on the perfor-
mance of the samples. In order to analyze their performance, in a simulation
study we apply the samples to integrals with different parameters and of dif-
ferent dimensions arising from multivariate normal probabilities. These prob-
abilities arise in the probit model (section 2.4) as probabilities of choosing a
given alternative. We chose this class of integrals due to their popularity in
the econometric literature of recent years (e.g., Börsch-Supan and Hajivassil-
iou (1993), Hajivassiliou, McFadden and Ruud (1996), Vijverberg (1997)). In
the simulation study we follow three objectives. First, we want to nd the
improvement from using the different sampling methods over MC, second, to
compare the different methods with each other and determine the best in dif-
ferent cases, and third, to analyze if the results are in line with the intuition
presented above. In the rst subsection we explain practical issues regarding
the samples used. The next subsection describes the simulation design. Then
in the third subsection we present the results from the simulation.3.4. SIMULATION RESULTS 43
3.4.1 The samples
We constructsamples of size1024inthe waydescribed in section 3.2. Nextwe
discuss practical issues related to the constructions. For the randomized Hal-
ton sequence we need to truncate the prime base representation of the starting
uniform variables. We did so by taking the number of digits after the decimal
point in base ' representation equal to   *'   This number
is roughly equal to the number of digits in base ' of a 15-digit integer in base
10. This way the starting uniform variables in a base less than 10 are truncated
at more than 15 decimals while those in a base greater than 10 are truncated at
less than 15 decimals. This procedure keeps the number of digits in different
bases balanced with respect to the 15 digits in base 10.
Construction of LH, OA and OA based LH samples is straightforward ac-
cording to the description from section 3.2. As mentioned before, the OA
employed is an OA
 For the construction of the Niederreiter
sequence we used the algorithm from Bratley et al. (1994). In the construction
we employed 10 digits in base 2, so each one-dimensional component of the
sequence is a -net in base 2, where  is determined by the degree of
the corresponding irreducible polynomial in the way described in section 3.2.
Gauss-codes for generating the samples including Niederreiter sequences
in prime bases are available from the authors. As mentioned before in a foot-
note, the OA was obtained from the Statlib homepage.
3.4.2 Simulation design
The simulation design we use is based on that of Vijverberg (1997). First we
provide details on the parameters of the probability 2 
  &%  dened
in  The covariance matrix 

9￿￿

 where &&￿ is of two types,
namely, AR(1) dened as 9￿￿  9￿￿3￿￿ and one-factor given by 9￿￿  9 if
	   and 9￿￿ for 	   We refer to these covariance matrices as AR and
F, respectively. From these matrices we can obtain new covariance matrices by
multiplying the last * rows and columns by -1 that we refer to as type AR1
and F1. Similarly, by multiplying the even-numbered rows and columns of the
AR and F type matrices by -1, we obtain other covariance matrices, referred to
as AR2 and F2 type. The parameter 9 takes the values -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, -0.05,
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 for the F, F1 and F2 type of covariance matrices,
except in the cases when the covariance matrix is not positive denite. For
the AR, AR1 and AR2 type of matrices we consider only the ve positive
values above for 9 s i n c ea nA Rt y p em a t r i xf o rag i v e n9 is identical to the
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The deterministic vector , similarly to Vijverberg (1997), takes ve differ-
entvalues: 
￿ 
￿ -
￿ 
￿ and-
￿ 
The dimension of the problem,  in addition to the four values 4, 10, 20
and 50 considered by Vijverberg, takes also 30. We did so because the OA
we consider, OA
 exists only for dimensions less than 34 and
t h e r e f o r ew ec a n n o tu s et h es a m p l e sb a s e do nt h i sf o r    Then in the
50-dimensional case results are not reported on the samples based on OA’s.
Combination of all these parameters leads to a number of 855 different
cases. For each case and each sampling method we estimated the correspond-
ing probability given in  100 times and computed the standard deviation
of the log of the probability estimate. For different cases the estimates were
computed using the same seed of random numbers. In addition to the sam-
ples described, we also computed the standard deviations corresponding to
MC and antithetic MC. This latter method was shown by Vijverberg (1997) to
work well for the type of integral we deal with. We generated antithetic MC
samples of size  by generating a random uniform sample of size * with
elements ￿￿ and adding a new sample with the elements   ￿￿ to it.
The main performance measureof agiven sampling method in our analysis
is the ratio of standard deviations of the log-probability obtained from the MC
and the given method. This ratio turned out to be similar to the one obtained
from the standard deviations of the probabilities without logs but the latter
seem to be less stable for probabilities very close to zero. That is why we
prefer the former. The similarity of the two and the fact that the probability
estimates are unbiased suggests that the bias of the log-probability estimates is
not signicantly large.
3.4.3 Results
The comprehensive results from the simulation are presented in Table 2. The
sampling methods are specied in the top row of the table. Some abbreviations
need clarication. AMC stands for antithetic MC sampling, OAbLH stands for
OA based LH sampling, (0,2,s) means -net in base 32 and Nied stands
for Niederreiter sequence. Each entry of the table is the geometric mean of
ratios of standard deviations *?Ee R￿￿￿**?Ee R￿ where # 2￿￿ and # 2 denote the
estimates of the probability corresponding to MC and a given sample, respec-
tively. Hence the square of each entry gives the average factor by which we
have to increase the size of the MC sample in order to achieve the same preci-
sion as with the respective sample. The averages are computed over different
9 and  values. Some of the probabilities, especially in larger dimensions are
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presenting results that may not be accurate we decided to omit those cases in
which the probability estimates are less than %3￿ff The number of cases that
remain for our analysis are given in the rightmost column in the numerator
the denominator represents the number of feasible cases, that is, when the co-
variance matrix is positive denite. The total number of cases omitted is 58,
which represents about 6.8% of the 855 feasible cases.
For each dimension the average ratios are computed separately for the dif-
ferent type of covariance matrices. This is because certain type of covariance
matrices for certain samples (e.g., F and F2 for Halton and Niederreiter se-
quences) may show a different pattern. Similarly, since all sampling methods
analyzed in this chapter are expected to work better in low dimensions as com-
pared to MC (see sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3), we treat each dimension separately.
We start our comments on Table 3.2 by mentioning the similarity between
the results obtained from OA based LH samples and randomized -nets
in base 32. This similarity is not surprising since, as we argue in section 3.2.6,
both type of samples are in fact -nets in base 32, the only difference
being that they are generated differently. Due to this, in our analysis we ignore
the OA based LH samples and refer only to the -nets. In the forth-
coming discussion we also omit the attribute ’randomized’ when referring to
randomized Halton and Niederreiter sequences and randomized -nets.
A rst remark on the results from Table 3.2 is that they improve substan-
tially over MC even in as high dimensions as 30. The results imply that on
average one needs at least four times as large MC samples as -nets
in order to achieve the same precision of the integral estimate. This means
that integrals arising from normal probabilities have substantial inherent low-
dimensional structure, in the sense discussed in section 3.3.2, even in large
dimensions.
The results conrm the intuition that the performance of the samples is
getting poorer with the increase of the dimension. This is also true for the an-
tithetic sample, though to a less extent. The results in main lines also conrm
the intuition provided by the equidistribution hierarchy of the samples from
section 3.2.6. In this regard, except for a few cases to which we return later,
Halton sequences tend to be better than LH samples in small dimensions (4
a n d1 0 )a n dp o o r e ri nh i g hd i m e n s i o n s( 3 0a n d5 0 ) . -nets generally
dominate Halton sequences, LH and OA samples. The Niederreiter sequence
has the best performance for dimensions 4 and 10. The 4-dimensional results
are not surprising since in these cases the integral has 3 dimensions and the
Niederreiter sequence is a -net in base 2 (see the discussion on Ta-
ble 3.1 in section 3.2.6). According to the comparisons from section 3.2.6,46 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
-nets in base 2 are expected to have better equidistribution property
than -nets in base 32, so the results conrm our expectations.
ThefactthattheNiederreitersequencehasbetterperformancethan-
nets in the 10-dimensional case is not trivial and needs clarication. Accord-
ing to Table 3.1 and formula  in this case the Niederreiter sequence is
a part of length 1024 of a -sequence in base 2 with    . Note that
this is not a -net in base 2 since 3 The discussion in section
3.3.2 suggests, however, that low-dimensional structure may be that matters.
Hence we analyze the one-, two- and three-dimensional components of this
sequence using Table 3.1 and equation .T h e’s of the one-dimensional
components range from 0 to 4. However, a closer look at the sequence re-
veals that, except for component 6, the one-dimensional components satisfy
the best one-dimensional elementary interval criterion that any elementary in-
terval of volume 3￿f contains one point. Hence the value of  given by 
is only an upper bound that is not binding in this case. Therefore, the two
sequences are similar with respect to their one-dimensional equidistribution
property. Two-dimensional components of the Niederreiter sequence have ’s
ranging from 0 to 7, which means that the majority of its two-dimensional
components have poorer equidistribution property than -nets (see sec-
tion 3.2.6). The three-dimensional components have their ’s ranging from 1
to 10 but there are more cases with   . This means that the Niederreiter se-
quence has considerable three-dimensional equidistribution structure while the
-net, obviously, none. It is clear fromthe results for the10-dimensional
case for -nets that there is substantial two-dimensional structure in the
integrand but on the basis of this we cannot decide which sample is better for
this function. Hence we conclude that the better performance of the Nieder-
reiter sequence is due to the fact that the three-dimensional structure in these
integrand functions is also signicant.
The good performance of the Niederreiter sequence for dimension 20 is
due to the two-dimensional equidistribution structure. The two-dimensional
components have their ’s ranging from 0 to 10, so the sequence still has two-
dimensional equidistribution structure. More exactly, about 71% of the two-
dimensional components have their ’s at most 8, which means that they form
-nets. For the 30-dimensional case, however, only about 48% of the
two-dimensional components have    The one- and three-dimensional
equidistribution structure also deteriorates as we go to dimension 30 and 50.
We believe this is the reason that the Niederreiter sequence is poor in these
cases, especially for the AR, AR1, AR2 and F1 type integrals.
For the F and F2 type integrals the situations seems to be signicantly dif-3.4. SIMULATION RESULTS 47
ferent. The Niederreiter sequence together with the Halton sequence have on
average constantly better performance than the rest of the samples. These two
sequences have the property that their components corresponding to the rst
few dimensions have better equidistribution property than the components to-
ward the last dimension. This property was pointed out in section 3.2.6. This
suggests that the integrand functions of type F and F2 have an inherent struc-
ture in which components from the ANOVA decomposition that contain the
rst few variables dominate the total variance. One can verify whether this is
so by reversing the order of the one-dimensional components of the sequences
and do the simulations using the sequences obtained this way. The results
conrmed our intuition. The results for the 20-dimensional case are presented
in the lowest part of Table 3.2. The reversed Halton sequence for F and F2
type integrals yielded 1.11 and 0.94 as compared to 5.05 and 4.43 in the case
of the original Halton sequence. For the reversed Niederreiter sequence the
corresponding results are 2.13 and 2.23 as compared to 7.22 and 7.19 for the
original Niederreiter sequence. The results mean that the reversed sequences
have on average signicantly poorer performance for these integrands than the
original sequences. Since the reversed and original sequences have globally
the same equidistribution property, the only reason that the results are so dif-
ferent is that the order of the variables in the integrands is crucial.
In the case of normal probabilities, due to the asymmetry induced by the
lower triangular matrix (formula  one would expect to observe this
kind of behavior also for the other type of integrals. This is not the case,
however, as the results from Table 3.2 show. For integrals of type AR, AR1,
AR2, and to some extent F1, for dimension 20 and 30 samples with good two-
dimensional equidistribution property (OA samples and -nets) tend to
dominate the Niederreiter sequence. Since the former sequences are symmet-
ric in the sense that any subcomponent of a few dimensions have the same
equidistribution property, we draw the conclusion that in practice the men-
tioned integrands do not reveal much asymmetry. Therefore, reversing the
order of the one-dimensional components of the Halton and Niederreiter sam-
ples does not affect the results for these integrals. This is also shown in Table
3.2 in the lowest part. The results for the F1 type integrals reveal some struc-
ture similar to the F and F2 type integrals but the difference between the results
from the original and reversed samples is not that striking here.
The examples above illustrate in practice the intuition from section 3.3.2.
We draw the conclusion that the original ordering of the Halton and Nieder-
reiter sequences is better than the reverse ordering. This, however, raises an
interesting problem, namely, that for each integrand there is an optimal order-48 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
ing of these sequences. Hence with an optimal ordering it may be possible to
obtain even better results with the Niederreiter sequence. It is not trivial to nd
an optimal ordering, hence we postpone it for future research. An alternative
to optimal ordering is regrouping the variables of the integrand in a convenient
way. Caish, Morokoff and Owen (1997) show how to pack the most impor-
tant variables of a function into the rst few dimensions for integrals arising
from valuation of mortgage backed securities.
antithetic sampling on average has a rather poor performance for all type
of integrands with respect to the other sampling methods. For dimensions 4
and 10, standard deviations corresponding to the Niederreiter sequence are at
least about ve times smaller than those corresponding to antithetic sampling.
For dimensions 20 and 30, -nets have standard deviations roughly at
least two times smaller than antithetic samples. The latter are dominated by
LH samples, which appear to also dominate MC relatively substantially for
dimension 50. The domination is guaranteed by Proposition 7 but the results
suggests in addition that there is one-dimensional inherent structure in the in-
tegrands even for such a high dimension. The extent to which OA samples and
-nets dominate LH samples implies that the integrands have important
two-dimensional structures as well.
Above we discussed results based on averages over 9 and  values. In
order to show how the performance of the different sampling methods varies
with 9 we present some graphs. Both Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 contain three
graphs the upper is for dimension 10, the middle for 20 and the bottom for
dimension 30. In both cases    
￿. In the graphs we present the ratios
of the standard deviations relative to MC for the ve positive values of 9 and
link the obtained points. Figure 3.2 is for the AR while Figure 3.3 is for the F
type integrals.
A striking feature of Figure 3.2 is the high dependence of the results on
9 For 9   the standard deviation ratios for -nets are well above
15 and tend to be the highest for the other samples as well, apart from the
antithetic sample and the Halton sequence. For high values of 9 the standard
deviation ratios are low, between 2 and 4, and not very different across the
samples. As for the average results, for dimension 10 the Niederreiter se-
quence tends to dominate closely followed by the -net. For 9  
however, the Halton sequence has a slightly better performance than them.
This suggests that the inherent structure of the integrand changes signicantly
as 9 varies. For dimension 20 and 30 for higher 9’s there seems to be little
one- and two-dimensional structure in the integrands though for low 9’st h e r e
is still substantial.3.5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 49
The situation is different for the F type integrands in Figure 3.3. As for
the average results, the Niederreiter sequence clearly dominates followed by
the Halton sequence. In fact all results in this case reect the average results.
We see some change in the standard deviation ratios as 9 varies but this does
not cause a signicant change in the inherent structure of the integrand. There
is one minor difference compared to the average case, namely, that the anti-
thetic sample has a relatively good performance for 9   in the 20- and
30-dimensional cases.
We conclude this section by some suggestions on how to use these meth-
ods for estimating multivariate normal probabilities. For small dimensions,
up to at least 10, we recommend the Niederreiter sequence for all type of in-
tegrals. For higher dimensions, we suggest the use of -nets, if they
exist. If the integrand has an asymmetric inherent structure as the type F and
F2 then the Niederreiter or the Halton sequence should be used, even in di-
mensions as high as 50. If for a given dimension -nets do not exist and
the integrand is not asymmetric then the LH sample is recommended. These
suggestions are, obviously, valid for the sample size 1024. For lower sam-
ple sizes the situation probably changes. We expect the dimensions at which
the Niederreiter sequence dominates -nets to decrease. We believe that
-nets dominateMC forthe dimensionswhere they exist, evenfor lower
sample sizes.
3.5 Conclusions and discussion
We have presented several sampling methods developed recently in the statisti-
cal literature. We have shown intuitively in what circumstances they have good
performance for estimating integrals of functions on the unit cube. Then we
have shown how the sampling methods work in practice for multivariate nor-
mal probabilities. The improvement over Monte Carlo and antithetic Monte
Carlo methods for samples of size 1024 turns out to be large if the dimension
of the integral is 10 or lower, and still signicant for dimensions as high as 30.
We have also provided examples that illustrate in practice the intuition from
theory.
The results show much information about how the different methods work
but, obviously, they do not show everything. Below we discuss some problems
that deserve further investigation.
First we discuss some questions on the use of antithetic and importance
sampling in combination with the samples used in this chapter. On antithetic
sampling we rst note that an antithetic Monte Carlo estimate of the integral50 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
 is equivalent to the Monte Carlo estimate using a sample of size * of
the integral

dfc￿￿r :) where
: ￿r  ￿  r
Hence antithetic sampling combined with a sampling method is in fact the
same as applying the sampling method to the above integral with a sample
of size * In a simulation study we looked at the performance of the anti-
thetic Halton sequence. Table 3.3 contains the results. The upper part of the
table contains the ratios of standard deviations of the Monte Carlo antithetic
to the Halton antithetic estimates. The improvements are about 60-80% of the
improvements without antithetic sampling from Table 3.2. In the lower part
of Table 3.3 we present the absolute improvements, that is, the improvements
over Monte Carlo. This way we can compare the antithetic Halton sequence
to the rest of the samples. We see substantial improvement over the perfor-
mance of the Halton sequence from Table 3.2 for dimensions 4 and 10. For
higher dimensions the antithetic Halton sequence is not better than the Halton
sequence. We conclude that it is possible to obtain considerable improvement
by combining antithetic sampling with any of the samples used above. The ex-
tent to which the improvement occurs is not clear, however, and needs further
investigation, which we postpone for the future.
As mentioned in section 2.4, the simulator we use is a RIS simulator based
on the truncated normal importance sampling density. One can, obviously, use
other importance sampling densities for the estimation as well, as shown by
Vijverberg (1997). Since for any importance sampling density the integral can
be written in the form  for a suitable we can employ the sampling meth-
ods discussed. Then the main question that arises is whether we can choose
the importance sampling density so that the obtained integrand is optimal for
the Niederreiter sequence or the -net. For the Niederreiter sequence the
new integrand should be like the F and F2 type integrands, or in other words,
to have its rst few variables dominating the rest. For the -net the new
integrand should have dominating one- and two-dimensional components in
the ANOVA decomposition. The answer to this question may also solve the
problem raised in the previous section on how to order optimally the variables
of the integrand.
Integral estimation in econometrics is typically employed within optimiza-
tion procedures for nding extremum estimators. These optimization proce-
dures are usually iterative starting from a r s tv a l u ea n dc o n v e r g i n gt ot h e
optimum. For each iteration the parameters of the integral differ and for each
iteration the integral needs to be estimated. The analysis from this chapter, due3.5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 51
to the simplicity of the probabilities from which the integrals arise, is not able
to show how the different sampling methods work in these situations. We have
seen in Figure 3.2 that the variation of one single parameter may cause huge
differences in the relative performance of the different samples. Hence we
think that an analysis of how the different sampling methods inuence the ef-
ciency of these extremum estimators would be very useful. Such a study could
make use of the simulation design from Geweke, Keane and Runkle (1994),
where the same problemis investigated using simulatorsbased on Monte Carlo
sampling.
Our results on the ratios of standard deviations with respect to Monte Carlo
sampling imply to what extent we need to increase the size of the Monte Carlo
sample in order to achieve the same precision as another sample of those dis-
cussed. We cannot say, however, to what extent we can reduce the size of a
given sample to obtain the same accuracy as the MC sample. This is because it
is not known how the variance of the integral estimates depends on the sample
size for the discussed methods. This question can only be answered by addi-
tional simulation studies using smaller samples for the different methods and
t h es a m es a m p l es i z ef o rt h eM C .
Besides the multinomial probit, a leading model of discrete choice with
limited dependent variables is the mixed logit (section 2.3 from the previous
chapter). Train (1999) reports good performance of the Halton sequence for a
particular case of this model, as measured by the improvement in the standard
errors of the model’s parameter estimates. His results are, however, decient,
as he also admits, since he used a deterministic Halton sequence so he could
not analyze the results statistically. Hence a study of the mixed logit using the
samples treated in this chapter would be useful. Note that for these samples
the integrals arising from mixed logit probabilities may have a behavior differ-
ent from the normal probabilities since the former do not have the asymmetric
structure of the latter induced by the underlying triangular matrix. Therefore,
looking at the results from this chapter may not say anything about the perfor-
mance of the different samples for the mixed logit. Hence a study of mixed
logit probabilities announces to be interesting.
The sampling methods discussed in this chapter could also be applied in
Bayesian models to replace Monte Carlo sampling. One technique used in
these models is importance sampling for estimating integrals arising from mo-
ments of posterior distributions (Geweke (1989)). antithetic sampling in these
models, similarly to the multinomial probit, has been used successfully to im-
prove the precision of the estimates (Geweke (1988)). Another technique em-
ployed is Markov chain Monte Carlo for sampling from a distribution (for an52 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
overview of these methods in econometrics, see Chib and Greenberg (1996)).
Ostland and Yu (1997) applies -sequences for a related problem, namely,
approximation of marginal density functions. Their results suggest that quasi-
Monte Carlo sampling, adapted as they propose, can be a viable alternative to
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. Hence it would be interesting to investi-
gate them in this context.
Construction of sequences with good equidistribution property is a hot re-
search problem also these days. The best currently known sequence is due to
Niederreiter and Xing (1996). According to these authors this sequence im-
proves substantially on the Niederreiter (1988) sequence. More precisely, the
quality parameter  of a Niederreiter-Xing -sequence in base 2 is roughly
equal to  as compared to, for example,   for   and   for
  of a Niederreiter -sequence in base 2. This comparison suggests
signicant improvements over the performance of the Niederreiter sequence,
whichappearstobeinterestingto investigatein moredetailbyemployingthem
for normal probabilities. At this moment, however, we are not aware of any
practical implementation of the construction method of the Niederreiter-Xing
sequence.
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Table 3.1: Degrees of irreducible polynomials in base 2
P o l y n o m i a l1234567891 92 94 9
D e g r e e 112334445 6 7 8
Table 3.2: Ratios of standard deviations for the different sampling methods
AMC Halton LH OA OAbLH (0,2,s) Nied
dim = 4
AR 2.78 12.49 6.43 9.92 23.56 23.59 53.26 25/25
AR1 2.11 9.80 5.17 8.66 20.70 19.65 40.26 25/25
AR2 1.89 14.80 4.94 9.33 19.31 19.77 71.81 25/25
F 2.57 17.57 8.86 10.20 31.10 29.92 77.16 45/45
F1 2.20 12.34 7.27 10.12 26.81 25.76 55.60 45/45
F2 1.98 14.98 6.31 10.59 29.83 29.25 60.48 45/45
dim = 10
AR 2.05 4.77 3.11 5.26 8.16 7.94 9.98 25/25
AR1 1.55 3.87 2.72 4.52 6.61 6.25 7.35 25/25
AR2 1.50 4.46 2.77 5.02 7.64 6.96 9.39 23/25
F 1.91 8.08 3.12 5.41 8.33 8.38 17.78 35/35
F1 1.63 4.98 2.61 4.58 6.04 6.21 10.27 34/35
F2 1.56 8.72 2.82 7.44 10.45 10.04 22.37 35/35
dim = 20
AR 1.62 1.82 2.26 3.50 4.80 5.08 2.71 25/25
AR1 1.54 1.59 1.97 3.03 3.93 4.25 2.69 25/25
AR2 1.47 1.54 2.38 3.93 5.39 5.64 3.25 21/25
F 1.61 5.05 2.18 3.33 4.82 4.47 7.22 28/30
F1 1.21 1.92 1.47 2.20 2.42 2.35 2.09 28/30
F2 1.33 4.32 2.05 4.45 5.23 5.12 7.19 28/3054 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
Table 3.2, continued
AMC Halton LH OA OAbLH (0,2,s) Nied
dim = 30
AR 1.63 1.24 1.99 3.26 3.96 3.99 0.77 25/25
AR1 1.46 1.14 1.78 2.98 3.63 3.61 0.79 25/25
AR2 1.38 1.01 2.01 3.24 4.61 4.28 0.56 19/25
F 1.59 4.29 2.04 2.92 3.60 3.59 5.52 25/25
F1 1.28 1.50 1.37 1.83 2.18 2.06 1.52 20/25
F2 1.30 4.06 2.07 4.35 4.78 4.56 4.77 21/25
dim = 50
AR 1.26 0.77 1.56 - - - 0.51 24/25
AR1 1.24 0.72 1.33 - - - 0.42 24/25
AR2 1.23 0.58 1.60 - - - 0.37 15/25
F 1.47 3.26 1.72 - - - 3.54 25/25
F1 1.13 1.17 1.34 - - - 0.66 16/25
F2 1.10 2.30 1.43 - - - 2.08 16/25
Reversed samples, dim = 20
AR - 1.81 - - - - 2.60 25/25
AR1 - 1.68 - - - - 2.50 25/25
AR2 - 1.78 - - - - 2.97 21/25
F - 1.11 - - - - 2.13 28/30
F1 - 1.22 - - - - 1.27 28/30
F2 - 0.94 - - - - 2.23 28/303.6. APPENDIX: TABLES AND FIGURES 55
Table 3.3: Ratios of standard deviations for antithetic Halton samples
Antithetic MC vs. antithetic Halton
d i m = 4d i m = 1 0d i m = 2 0d i m = 3 0d i m = 5 0
AR 7.09 3.49 1.25 0.81 0.55
AR1 7.17 3.37 1.15 0.84 0.51
AR2 9.31 3.61 1.07 0.62 0.42
F 9.59 4.84 3.18 2.83 2.31
F1 7.75 3.70 1.48 1.16 0.90
F2 9.64 5.92 3.14 2.72 1.65
MC vs. antithetic Halton
AR 19.71 7.13 2.03 1.32 0.69
AR1 15.15 5.21 1.78 1.24 0.62
AR2 17.62 4.89 1.47 0.82 0.55
F 24.63 9.26 4.56 4.49 3.39
F1 17.09 5.71 1.71 1.36 1.00
F2 19.07 9.24 4.35 3.96 2.5356 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
Figure 3.1: Samples of 9 points in the unit square. A) random, B) orthogonal
array, C) Latin hypercube, D) orthogonal array based Latin hypercube.3.6. APPENDIX: TABLES AND FIGURES 57
Figure 3.2: Ratios of standard deviations as a function of 9 for AR type inte-
grands58 CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO AND QUASI-MONTE CARLO METHODS
Figure 3.3: Ratios of standard deviations as a function of 9 for F type inte-
grandsChapter 4
Market Equilibrium Models
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses versions of a discrete choice model of market demand
a n ds u p p l yt h a th a v er e c e n t l yg a i n e dp o p u l a r i t yi ne c o n o m e t r i c s .T h ed e v e l -
opment of these models has been driven by the main objectives of modeling
theoretically and empirically market demand for differentiated products and
market conduct of participating rms in a market.
The literature on discrete choice models (see chapter 2 and the references
therein) for estimating demand for differentiated products experienced paral-
lel development with the so-called address approach to modeling product dif-
ferentiation (e.g., Lancaster (1966, 1971)). This approach assumes that both
consumers and products can be described by particular points, or addresses,
in the product characteristics space. The two approaches, however, serve es-
sentially the same purposes and it is possible to show that they are equivalent
(Anderson, de Palma and Thisse (1992)).
The other main streamofresearch, whichstudiesmarket conductofpartic-
ipating rms, is based on the theory of oligopolistic competition. Its empirical
analysis requires simultaneous modeling of demand and supply. The earliest
attempts of simultaneous estimation of demand and supply used demand spec-
ications linear in price and assumed vertically differentiated products. In this
regard Bresnahan (1987) assumed uniformly distributed consumer character-
istics over the quality variable of the products. Bresnahan’s methodology was
applied by several authors (e.g., Gasmi, Laffont and Vuong (1992), Kadiyali
(1996)), to study various problems of market conduct.
One of the rst discrete choice models of oligopolistic competition with
differentiated products is due to Perloff and Salop (1985), who employed the60 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
standard logit for specifying demand. Caplin and Nalebuff (1991) identies
some of the conditions in the utility specication required for the existence and
uniqueness of the price equilibrium in these models in the case of one-product
rms.
Amongtherst empirical versions of these models are Feenstra and Levin-
sohn (1995) and Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995, hereafter BLP). The for-
mer retains Bresnahan’s (1987) assumption of the uniform distribution of con-
sumer characteristics and uses the address approach to product differentiation.
The latter employs a mixed logit model (section 2.3 of chapter 2) allowing
for product characteristics that are unobserved by the researcher. This way,
it models products that are differentiated in multiple dimensions, consumer
heterogeneity through random coefcients, and unobserved product character-
istics through price competition.
This chapter has two main objectives. The rst is to present the model used
by BLP and some versions of it, and the second to investigate the problem of
price equilibrium existence and uniqueness in particular versions of the model
assuming multi-product rms. We present the demand and supply side of the
model in the next two sections. Then we address the problem of existence
and uniqueness of price equilibrium in different versions of this model. As we
show in the next chapter, uniqueness of the price equilibrium, in addition to its
theoretical importance, facilitates the efcient estimation of this model.
4.2 Demand
As mentioned above, the demand model is based on a discrete choice model
with differentiated products. In all versions presented below the utility of a
consumer 	 from consuming product  is expressed as a function ; of the
price of the product, 2￿ the vector of characteristics of the product, ￿ the
vector of the consumer’s characteristics, <￿ and a vector of parameters =:
; 2￿ ￿<￿&= (4.1)
This utility specication is general and it nests several models from the em-
pirical and theoretical literature (e.g., Caplin and Nalebuff (1991), BLP, Nevo
(2001)). First we present the BLP version and then we make reference to other
studies.
Let  be the number of all products available in a certain market and let
denote these products. For  
 ,l e t￿ and 2￿ denote the -
vector of characteristics observed by the researcher and the price of product4.2. DEMAND 61
 respectively. BLP assume that the utility of an individual 	 who purchases
product  is

￿￿  46￿ 2￿￿
￿
￿  >￿  ￿￿ (4.2)
where 4 is a scalar parameter, 6￿ stands for the income of consumer 	 
￿
is a parameter that weighs the characteristics of product  in 	’s utility, >￿ is
the unobserved characteristic of product  that is, a variable responsible for
the utility effect of the characteristics of product  that are not observed by
the researcher. This represents a combination of characteristics of product 
that are quantiable but not observed by the researcher or that are not easy
to measure like style, reputation or past experience of the producer. The error
term ￿￿ is assumed to be iid type I extreme value random variable independent
of the rest of the variables.
BLP assume that 
￿  
 for any consumer 	 where 
 is a -vector
of (nonrandom) parameters and diag2
￿2
g with ￿g scalar
parameters. This yields a utility specication related to the mixed logit (see
section 2.3). The random coefcient can be written in the form

￿  
 
￿
2￿
with ￿ a -vector of iid standard normal random vectors. Consumers’ log-
arithm of income is assumed to have a normal distribution with mean $+
and variance 2
+. Hence consumer 	’s income can be represented as 6￿ 
	$+  ++￿,w h e r e+￿ is a standard normal random variable assumed
to be independent of 
￿ Then the variables +￿ and ￿ can be interpreted as
consumer characteristics that are unobserved by the researcher. The parame-
ters of the income distribution, $+ and + can be estimated from the empirical
distribution of the population’s income. The inclusion of the random variables
representing consumer characteristics makes it possible to estimate the model
using aggregated data. Indeed, BLP estimated their model using data on auto-
mobile characteristics, prices and sales.
We note that here income is treated as a random variable with a paramet-
ric distribution. It is also possible to treat income as a random variable with
a nonparametric distribution, as Nevo (2001) does, by drawing values from
the empirical distribution. This author extended the demand model of BLP
by including in addition to income other demographic characteristics of con-
sumers like age, family size, race and education. He included these variables
in 
￿ obtaining this way demand that is a function of consumers’ demographic
characteristics.62 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
Each variable in equation (4.2) is assumed to be known to consumer 	,
while the researcher observes only the vector of prices, the characteristics of
all cars ￿ and the income distribution of consumers. Hence the
utilities are not observed by the researcher either. Nevertheless, the market
shares of products are observed, which are equal, up to a small sampling error,
to the probabilities that the respective products are purchased by the popula-
tion. For expressing this probability corresponding to product  we need to
dene rst the utility of the outside alternative, that is, the utility from not
buying any of the  products.
We dene the utility of consumer 	 who does not purchase any product by

￿f  46￿
f  f￿f >f  ￿f (4.3)
where the term 
f  f￿f with ￿f standard normal, accounts for the mean
and variance of consumers’ utility if they choose the outside alternative, >f
is the unobserved characteristic of the outside alternative and ￿f i sat y p eI
extreme value random variable. In practice BLP include a constant term in
the utility by putting ￿￿   for each   , and due to identication
purposes, they normalize the expression on the right hand side to

￿f  ￿f (4.4)
We discuss below in a subsection whether this is a normalization that occurs
naturally.
Having all these, we can now express the purchase probabilities as a func-
tion of the variables and parameters from the utilities. For this we use formula
 derived for the mixed logit (section 2.3). Denoting the probability that
product  is chosen by ￿ we obtain
￿ 

Ugn￿
	

46￿  2￿￿
￿
	

 
￿
2￿


 >￿


a
o’￿ 	

46￿  2o￿
o
	

 
￿
2￿


 >o
d
(4.5)
where   +￿￿
￿￿ This expression does not have a closed form, a fact that
makes it difcult to handle in computations.
A well-known case in which we can compute the integral from 
 is
when we ignore the unobserved consumer characteristics. This is the same as
setting all the variance parameters equal to zero. If in 
 we put +  ￿ 4.2. DEMAND 63
  g we obtain a version of the standard logit probability :
￿ 
	

46  2￿￿
￿
  >￿


a
o’￿ 	46  2o￿
o
  >o
 (4.6)
where 6 denotes the income common to all consumers.
Another version of the market shares is obtained if we assume that the
utility depends linearly on the income-price difference:

￿￿  46￿  2￿￿
￿
￿  >￿  ￿￿ and (4.7)

￿f  46￿  ￿f￿
We note that the utility specication 
 is a special case of the utility used
by Caplin and Nalebuff (1991) with respect to the income-price difference
(implying existence of price equilibrium in the one-product rms case), while
the previous specication, 
, is not since the ln function is not dened
in 0. These utility specications yield the probability formula:
￿ 

Ug
	

42￿  ￿
￿
￿  >￿


a
o’￿	42o  ￿
o
￿  >o
￿d￿ (4.8)
since the income terms cancel out. If we ignore the unobserved consumer
characteristics we obtain the probability formula:
￿ 
	

42￿  ￿
￿
  >￿


a
o’￿ 	42o  ￿
o
  >o
 (4.9)
This formula is sufciently simple to be used for illustrating various issues.
We conclude this section with a few remarks. An appealing feature of the
BLP utility specication 
 is that it is a Cobb-Douglas utility function in
the income-price difference. This can be seen by taking its exponential and
pooling the rest of the variables in one function:
	
￿￿ 6￿  2￿k?

￿>￿ ￿

%0￿￿
Unfortunately, the elegance of the Cobb-Douglas feature is shadowed by a
number of difculties implied. First, in some markets, like that for automo-
biles, the price of the most expensive product may be higher than the lowest
incomes. This yields a negative income-price difference at which the log func-
tion is not dened. Second, in the market for automobiles consumers do not64 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
pay the whole price of the product in the period of time in which the choices
are made. That is, often the time period considered by researchers is one year
but it is rare that consumers pay the whole price of a car in the year they pur-
chaseit. This problemmay be solved by putting aparameter on price. Then the
income-price difference expression would become 6￿  @2￿. The true value
of @ is expected to be less than one. Hence this alleviates the rst problem also
b u tt h e r ei sn og u a r a n t e et h a ti ts o l v e si tc o m p l e t e l y .
4.2.1 Remarks on normalization
Here we clarify the details regarding the normalization of the utility corre-
sponding to the outside alternative. This problem was mentioned in the previ-
ous section and arose specically from the normalizing assumptions that lead
from 
 to 

. We show that the normalizing assumptions used by BLP
are not natural, and we show that the utility for the outside alternative

￿f  46￿￿f (4.10)
due to identication reasons, is the one that follows naturally from 
.
Inorder to presentour argument, rst we compute the purchase probability
based on 
 and 
:
￿ 

Ugn2
i T
￿
k*?
+￿3R￿
+￿
n%￿
￿
￿
qnP
￿
2 ￿￿
￿
3qf3jf￿￿fn1￿31f
￿
￿n
Sa
o’￿ i T
k
k*?
+￿3Ro
+￿
n%￿
o
￿
qnP
￿
2 ￿￿
￿
3qf3jf￿￿fn1o31f
ld
If, as in BLP, the ’sa r es p e c i ed such that ￿￿   for each   ,
then 
f> f and f cannot be identied since 
￿ 
f >f and
$
2
￿  2
f are
identied only, where 
￿ and ￿ correspond to ￿￿.H e n c e
f  f  >f 
proves to be a natural normalization.
There is no apparent reason, possibly apart from simplicity, however, to
omit the income variable 6￿ from 
. If we do not omit it, the income-price
term in the purchase probability is 4
6￿  2￿
6￿
as opposed to 46￿  2￿
from 
. This very likely yields a different estimate for 4. From the above
reasoningwecanconcludethatthenaturalnormalizationcorrespondsto
.
4.3 Supply
BLP assume that the  products are produced by a number of  rms in the
market and each rm  
  sells a subset ?s of the  products.4.3. SUPPLY 65
Let ￿ denote the number sold of product  -￿ denote the marginal cost of
producing product  Then, following BLP, the proto frm  is
s 

￿MCs
2￿  -￿￿ (4.11)
A more precise denition of the prot would be that by Nevo (2001):
s 

￿MCs
2￿  -￿￿  -s
where -s is the xed cost of rm . There are at least two reasons why the
xed cost term is usually ignored. First, it does not depend on the price so it
does not affect prot maximization with respect to price. Second, ignoring it
is a convenient simplication because in this case pricing above marginal costs
yields non-negative prots.
If we denote by  the number of all consumers in the market then ￿ is
approximately equal to ￿ 2, where we use the price vector 2 as argument
in the notation of ￿ from 
. Then the proto frm  becomes
s 2

￿MCs
2￿  -￿￿2
where for convenience we use 2 as argument of the prot.
For estimation purposes BLP assume a parametric dependence of the mar-
ginal cost of producing  on observed product characteristics affecting cost,
say A￿ a n da nu n o b s e r v e dc o s tc h a r a c t e r i s t i cB￿:
-￿A￿
￿C  B￿ (4.12)
The unobserved demand and cost characteristics, >￿ and B￿ are expected to
have a positive correlation. For example, in the case of cars if power steering
is a characteristic not observed by the researcher, then cars having this charac-
teristic will have higher demand unobserved characteristic and are expected to
have also higher unobserved cost characteristic.
In some cases data on marginal costs are available as in Nevo (2001). In
these cases it is possible to avoid the potential restriction caused by the func-
tional form assumed for the marginal cost. Notice that the marginal cost speci-
cation from
 assumes constant returns to scale. Allowing for increasing66 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
or decreasing returns to scale is hampered in BLP by the fact that total produc-
tion data in the US automobile market is not available (both local and foreign
producers sell a part of their products outside the US).
The common assumption on pricing, adopted also by BLP, is that rms
maximize their prots by setting the prices of their products given everything
else that enters utility and costs. This assumes implicitly that rms observe
all product characteristics and consumer characteristics. This framework de-
nes a one-stage normal form game in which the players are the rms and the
strategies are own prices.
If we assume that a Nash equilibrium 2W exists for this game then it must
satisfy the following rst order conditions for any  
 ?s :
s
2￿
2W 
which is equivalent to
￿2W

oMCs
2W
o  -o
o
2￿
2W  (4.13)
In matrix form this is the same as saying that 2W solves the (nonlinear) system
of equations
2  - '  23￿2 (4.14)
where the element of '2 in row  and column  is denoted by '￿o and
'￿o 
%
& & '
& & (

o
2￿
 if  and  are produced by the same rm
 otherwise.
If the observed prices correspond to a Nash equilibrium then they must satisfy


. This fact can be used for estimating the parameters of the marginal
cost.
We note that the matrix '2 is block diagonal and can be written as



'￿2
...
' 82
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where the diagonalblocks correspond to the rms and the block corresponding
to rm 's2 has the elements
'sc￿o  
o
2￿
 where  and  are produced by rm 
Then the system of equations corresponding to  and analog to 

 can be
written as
s  s ' s23￿s2 (4.15)
where s s are the vectors of prices and marginal costs corresponding
to the products of rm  and s2 is the vector of the probabilities that the
products of rm  are purchased.
4.3.1 The standard logit case
Due to the non-closed form of the probabilities corresponding to the mixed
logit, 
 and 
, it is not possible to compute '23￿ in a closed form.
In order to see better the nature of the relationship satised by the equilibrium
price, we provide the formulae corresponding to 

 in the two standard
logit cases 
 and 
.
1. The log income-price difference case 
.T h erst-order derivatives
of the probabilities with respect to prices are
￿
2￿

4
6  2￿
￿   ￿ and
￿
2o

4
6  2o
￿o for   
(4.16)
Denote by s the column vector with typical elements )￿ 
￿
6  2￿
for  
 ?s and the diagonal matrix formed with the elements of this
vector by s Then, if for simplicity we ignore the argument 2 from the
notation, we have that
's  4

s  s￿
s


The inverse of this is (see Lemma 12 on page 74)
'3￿
s 

4

3￿
s 
Ds￿
s3￿
s
  ￿
sDs

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where Ds is the column vector of ones of size 
?s
. Substituting this in


 we obtain
s s 

4

6  ￿
ss
  ￿
sDs
 Ds  s


which is equivalent to
s 
4
4 
s 

4 
6  ￿
ss
 ￿
sDs
 Ds (4.17)
We note that the expression ￿
sDs is the sum of probabilities that the
products of rm  are purchased and hence ￿
sDs 0 
2. The linear income-pricedifferencecase
.T h erst-orderderivatives
of the probabilities with respect to prices are
￿
2￿
 4￿   ￿ and
￿
2o
 4￿o for   
Then 's is
's  4

s  s￿
s


which has the inverse (by the same lemma as above)
'3￿
s 

4

3￿
s 
DsD￿
s
  ￿
sDs


where s diags and hence
s  s 

4
Ds
  ￿
sDs
 (4.18)
Formulae 
 and 
 provide relationships between the equilibrium
prices of the products and their characteristics, which are implicit in the pur-
chase probabilities. Analog relationships exist also in the more general case


 arising as a consequence of the pricing assumption. The correlation
between prices and the characteristics of the other rms’ products revealed
here is used by BLP for constructing the instruments in the estimation of the
parameters, as shown in the next chapter.
Notice the effect on markups (i.e., price-cost differences) of the restric-
tivesubstitution patterns induced by the independence ofirrelevantalternatives4.3. SUPPLY 69
property (described in section 2.2 of chapter 2) of the standard logit. In 

all products produced by the same r mh a v et h es a m em a r k u pi r r e s p e c t i v eo f
their characteristics. This is in contrast with the intuition that the types of prod-
ucts for which competition is stronger in the market have lower markups than
rare products. For example, we expect middle size cars to have lower markups
than large luxury cars.
Formula 
 offers good intuition about market power when we look at
different collusion scenarios. Two extreme cases are the perfect price collu-
sion, when all rms jointly maximize their prots with respect to price, and
the perfect competition when the prot from each product is maximized sepa-
rately in price. In the former case the denominator of the second term on the
right hand side is equal to the purchase probability of the outside alternative,
which is the largest possible value that it can take. Therefore all the markups
take their maximal values. This situation corresponds to the monopoly case,
so it is not a surprise that we obtain this result. In the perfect competition case,
since prots over single products are maximized, the right hand side of 

will take its lowest value for each product. This implies the lowest possible
markups for all products, which, again, is intuitive.
The interpretation of formula 
 obtained in the log income-price dif-
ference case is slightly different from that in the linear income-price differ-
ence case. The difference is that, unlike in 
, due to the non-linearity of
the income-price difference, markupscannotbe separated frommarginal costs.
More precisely, with 4 positive, markups depend negatively on marginal costs.
This can be seen from writing 
 as
s  s 

4 

s 
6  ￿
ss
  ￿
sDs
 Ds

 (4.19)
We note that the negative dependence of markups on marginal costs is similar
to the case of a monopolist with homogeneous products. The interpretation of
this formula from a market power point of view is similar to 
 but more
difcult to see with multi-product rms. In the case of one-product rms, how-
ever, it is easy to see that the right hand side of 
 is larger the larger the
market share of rm . This implies, similarly to the linear income-price dif-
ference case, high markup for the monopolist and low markups for competing
rms if there are many rms in the market.
As already mentioned above, equation 

 (and similarly 
 and

) is in fact a system of nonlinear equations in 2￿2a Any solution
of this system is a stationary point of the rms’ prot functions and hence the
system represents necessary but not sufcient conditions for Nash equilibria.70 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
So generally there is no guarantee that the solution of the systemwill be a Nash
equilibrium. However, in the next section we will show that in the standard
logit case with linear income-price difference the system has a unique solution
that corresponds to a Nash equilibrium.
Finally we make two additional remarks on the issues presented in this sec-
tion. First, in the model presented, rms maximize their prots with respect
to the prices of their own products assuming the characteristics of the products
xed. In reality this is generally not true. It turns out, however, that the as-
sumption of xed characteristics is useful for estimating the parameters of the
model and its validity is an empirical matter. We return to this issue in more
detail in the next chapter when discussing the identifying assumptions of the
model.
The second remark is on price collusion. The assumption that rms maxi-
mize their prots by setting the prices of their own products reects that they
compete with each other in price. Tacit price collusion, however, when some
rms maximize their prots with respect to price jointly may also occur in
reality. If prior information about tacit price collusion is available, this can
be incorporated in the model easily by considering joint prot maximization
of the colluding rms with respect to the prices of their products. We may
test whether our prior information corresponds to reality. As an example we
mentionNevo(2001), who tested the collusivebehavior inthemarketof ready-
to-eat cereals.
4.4 Price equilibrium
Existence and uniqueness of price equilibrium is important from both a theo-
retical and an empirical viewpoint. Among the theoretical studies dealing with
this problem we mention Caplin and Nalebuff (1991), Anderson, de Palma
and Thisse (1992) and Peitz (2000). All these studies assume that rms pro-
duce one product. The rst study analyzes existence and uniqueness of price
equilibrium for several models including random coefcient discrete choice
models. These authors allow for fairly general distributions of the random
coefcients. They establish existence of price equilibrium for, among others,
mixed logit models and existence and uniqueness of price equilibrium for the
standard logit, both for the linear income-price difference specication. Un-
fortunately their proofs are difcult or maybe even impossible to generalize for
multi-product rms. Anderson, de Palma and Thisse (1992) provide a review
of equilibrium results regarding the standard logit model. Peitz (2000) extends
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realistic, like utility maximization with a budget constraint or boundedly ratio-
nal consumers. Anderson and de Palma (1992) show existence and uniqueness
of price equilibrium in a model with nested logit demand with multi-product
rms and symmetric products. This latter feature refers to the fact that the
observed demand characteristics of all products are the same. This turns out
to be a crucial assumption in proving existence and uniqueness of price equi-
librium in this model because it allows the rst order conditions to be reduced
to an equation of a single variable. Hence the proof employed here cannot be
generalized to a model with asymmetric products.
In empirical models that use the pricing assumption in the estimation pro-
cedure (i.e., a relationship of type 

) existence of price equilibrium is
important for the consistency of the parameter estimator. Such studies are,
among others, Feenstra and Levinsohn (1995), BLP, Nevo (2000) and Nevo
(2001). In all these papers, in line with reality, multi-product rms are con-
sidered. A way to deal with multi-product r m si ss h o w nb yM i l g r o ma n d
Roberts (1990), who study supermodular and log-supermodular games. We
show below, however, that the pricing games we deal with do not satisfy these
properties in general. Specically, we prove that in the case of multi-product
rms with standard logit demand 
 the pricing game is neither supermod-
ular nor log-supermodular.
In empirical studies the difculty caused by the possible non-existence of
price equilibrium can be alleviated by verifying empirically ex post whether
the estimates are consistent with a price equilibrium. This fact obviously
does not play down the importance of price equilibrium existence. Moreover,
uniqueness of price equilibrium is likely to facilitate the efcient estimation of
the parameters, as we show in the next chapter.
In this section we show the existence of price equilibrium in the case of
multi-product rms with standard logit demand and uniqueness of this equi-
librium for the linear income-price difference case. This result is of limited use
empirically due to the non-attractive substitution patterns of the standard logit,
but more interesting theoretically since, to our knowledge, it is the rst result
for multi-product rms and asymmetric products. Below in the rst subsection
we present some useful lemmas. Then in the following subsection we provide
proofs for the two standard logit cases. After that we give some negative re-
sults: the non-supermodularity mentioned above and an example when there
is no price equilibrium. Finally we make some remarks regarding the price
equilibrium problem for the multi-product mixed logit model.72 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
4.4.1 Useful lemmas
First we prove a lemma that provides the nal result of existence and unique-
ness. Assume a game with a nite number of players denoted 	  
whose strategies are multi-dimensional real convex compact sets ￿.L e t
￿ 
   denote their continuously differentiable prot functions, where  
￿    ?. We use the common notation that 3￿ is the vector  without
its ’th component, 3s is the part of vector  without the components corre-
sponding to the vector s and the analog notation for intervals. By the nota-
tion of multi-dimensional intervals that are open on one side ,' we mean
that all one-dimensional components of the Descartes product are open on the
same side, i.e., ,' 	 ,￿' ￿    ,?' ?.
Lemma 9 Assume that the game satises the conditions:
1. There is an W for which

￿ W
￿
for any 	 
 
2. For any 	 
  there is exactly one ￿ for which

￿

￿ W
3￿

￿


3. For any	 
 
 ￿

￿ W
3￿

has an interiorglobalmaximumwith
respect to ￿ 
 ￿
Then W is a Nash equilibrium of the game. If, in addition, W from 1 is
unique then it is the unique Nash equilibrium of the game.
Proof. In order to show that W is a Nash equilibrium we need to prove
that 
￿

W
￿ W
3￿

 
￿

￿ W
3￿

for any ￿ 
 ￿ By condition 3 there is an
￿ 
 ￿ that is an interior global maximum point of 
￿

 W
3￿

. This satises

￿

￿ W
3￿

￿
 By condition1weknowthat

￿

W
￿ W
3￿

￿
isalso true.
Then by 2 ￿  W
￿ and hence W satises 
￿

W
￿ W
3￿

 
￿

￿ W
3￿

.H e n c e
it is a Nash equilibrium. Since any Nash equilibrium of the game necessarily
satises condition 1, the uniqueness follows.
We note that in the case of our pricing game, conditions 1 and 2 from the
above lemma are equivalent to the fact that equation 

 has a solution and,
given this solution, equation 
 has a unique solution. We observe that any
solution of 

 happens to be a xed point of the function
:2- ' 2
3￿2 (4.20)4.4. PRICE EQUILIBRIUM 73
Similarly, any solution of 
 when 3s is given, is the xed point of the
function
s s
3ss ' ss3s3￿ss3s (4.21)
In order to demonstrate that conditions 1 and 2 of this lemma are satised we
use the xed point uniqueness result by Kellogg (1976).
Lemma 10 (Kellogg (1976)) Let      be a continuously differen-
tiable function on a convex compact set   ?.I f"(

 
￿  ?



for any  
  and  has no xed points on the boundary of  then  has a
unique xed point.
The proofs of our main results for the standard logit can be summarized
in the following way. First we show the existence of -dimensional compact
intervals that : transforms into themselves. Then we verify that : satises the
conditions of Lemma 10. This way we show that conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma
9a r es a t i s ed. For showing that condition 3 holds we use the next result.
Lemma 11 Assume that the protf u n c t i o no frm  s is den e do nt h e
interval -1 and there exists a vector s 
 ss such that for any
 
 ?s any 2￿ 


2￿1 ￿

and any 23￿ 
 -13￿ we have
s
2￿
2￿2 3￿ 0  and
s
2￿
-￿2 3￿ 3  (4.22)
Then for any s * 


ss

and for any 3s 
 -13s there is a
) s 


ss

such that
s ) s3s 3 s s3s (4.23)
Proof. Take an arbitrary s * 


ss

.F o ra n y 
 ?s dene ) s by
its components
) 2￿ 
%
'
(
2￿ if 2￿ 3 2￿
-￿  ￿ if 2￿  -￿
2￿ otherwise,
where ￿ 3  will be specied below. Denote the products of rm  by
Then we can show that
s ) 2s￿) 2su3s  s 2s￿ ) 2s2 ) 2su3s
 s 2s￿2 s2 ) 2s￿ ) 2su3s (4.24)
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step by step using 
. For example, we can show that the rst inequality
holds by treating the different cases for 2s￿ separately. If 2s￿ 


-s￿2s￿

then ) 2s￿  2s￿ and there is nothing to prove. If 2s￿ 3 2s￿ then by the rst
inequalityfrom
we have thats  ) 23s￿3sisstrictlydecreasingand
hence s ) 2s￿ ) 23s￿3s s

2s￿ ) 23s￿3s

3 s 2s￿ ) 23s￿3s.I f
2s￿  -s￿ then by the second inequality from 
 s  ) 23s￿3s is
strictly increasing and therefore there is a small s￿ 3  for which ) 2s￿ 
-s￿  s￿ satises
s ) 2s￿ ) 23s￿3s 3 s -s￿ ) 23s￿3s s 2s￿ ) 23s￿3s
For showing the other steps of inequality 

 we proceed similarly. The
strict inequality from 
 is implied by the fact that if s * 


ss

then at least one component of s say  satises that 2￿ * 


-￿2￿

.
An implication of this lemma is that a prot function that satises these
conditions and whose denition domain is reduced from -1 to a com-
pact interval will have interior global maximum. The lemma, translated in
words, shows that if such a prot function is decreasing in the prices of the
rm beyond a certain bound and is increasing at the marginal cost values,
then the global maximum of the prot function is kept between some bounds.
These bounds prevent the prot function from having a global maximum on
the boundary of its denition domain.
Finally, we state a result that we use for verifying non-singularity of some
matrices.
Lemma 12 Let " be an    invertible matrix,  as c a l a ra n d
 and 
column vectors of size . Then
"(

"  
￿


  ￿"3￿


"("
and hence the matrix " 
￿ is invertible if and only if ￿"3￿
  
If this last non-equality holds, then

"  
￿3￿  "3￿ 

  ￿"3￿

"3￿
￿"3￿
For a proof we refer to Dhrymes (1984, p. 40).
For showing that the conditions of Lemma 10 and 11 are satised in the
two standard logit (linear and log income-price difference) cases, we need to
treat these separately. In the log income-price case we need to make some
additional assumptions.4.4. PRICE EQUILIBRIUM 75
4.4.2 The standard logit case
We apply the above lemmas in the two standard logit cases: when the income
price difference is in log and when it is linear.
1. The log income-price difference case 

We show that the pricing game has a Nash equilibrium in this case. First we
make an assumption A1 and then we show that the conditions of Lemma 10
are satised. We introduce the notation 5￿ 	
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6
f -
for    where f - is the probability of the outside alternative
computed at prices equal to -.
(A1) 5￿ 06for any  
 
We observe that an implication of A1 is that the income is greater than the
marginal cost of any product, since for any  
 
5￿ 
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6
f-
3
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6,
which implies that 63 - ￿ for any  
  Throughout we assume
that 43 which is intuitive since it implies that the purchase probabilities of
a certain product are decreasing in own prices and increasing in the prices of
rival products (see 
).
It is impossible to assess theoretically how realistic A1 is since this de-
pends on the specic values of the parameters, - and 6 For example, if 4 is
close to zero, A1 is not likely to be satised since f - 0  Empirically,
however, it is possible to verify this assumption.
Proposition 13 If A1 holds then for any 2 
 -6Da we have :2 

-5,w h e r eDa is the -vector of ones.
Proof. We need to show that -￿ 0: ￿ 2 05 ￿ for any  
 .
From 
 we have that (ignoring the argument 2 from the notation)
:￿ 2
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6  ￿
ss
  ￿
sDs
for  
 ?s
Since 2￿ 06for any  
 ?s we have ￿
ss 06 ￿
sDs and therefore
:￿ 2 3
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
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This proves the rst part of the inequality. For showing the second part we
observe that
:￿ 2 0
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6
  ￿
sDs
0
4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6
f 2

4
4 
-￿ 

4 
6
f -
 5￿
since f  is increasing in all price components. This completes the proof.
Next we show that the other condition of Lemma 10 is also satised. Let
s denote the vector function corresponding to rm Then
:
2￿ 

    

￿
￿
￿

￿
￿
8
...
8
￿
￿

8
￿
8

    
 

In order to compute this matrix we need the formulae of the partial derivatives
:￿
2￿
 
￿
  ￿
sDs
for  
 ?s and
:￿
2&

4
4 
&
6  2&
￿
s 6Ds  s
	
  ￿
sDs

2 for  
 ?s/* 
 ?s
These imply
s
￿
s
 

  ￿
sDs
Ds￿
s
We can verify now whether the matrix
s 2
￿
s
 s is non-singular. The
conditionimpliedbyLemma12isthat 

  ￿
sDs
￿
s sDs 

  ￿
sDs

 where s 	 
Cs
 and 
?s
 is the number of elements of the set ?s This
condition is certainly satised. Thus we can state the following.
Proposition 14 "(

s 2
￿
s
 s

for any rm  and 2 
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For expressing the whole partial derivatives matrix we adopt the following
notation:
s 	
4
4 
￿
s 6Ds  s
	
  ￿
sDs

2  s 	

￿
6  2￿


￿MCs
and
s 	

￿
  ￿
sDs

s￿
6  2￿

￿MCs

Then
:
2￿  a 



￿D￿
. . .
8D8


 



￿
. . .
8


 
￿




D￿￿
￿  ￿  
. . .
...
. . .
  D 8￿
8  8


 
where the second matrix on the right hand side is block-diagonal. We note
that this second matrix is invertible since its each diagonal block is invertible.
This latter statement can be seen by applying Lemma 12 and using the fact that
￿
sDs 3  For invertability of
:
2￿  a applying again Lemma 12 we
need that
 



￿
. . .
8


 
￿ 


D￿￿
￿  ￿  
. . .
...
. . .
  D 8￿
8  8


 
3￿ 


￿D￿
. . .
8D8


   
This is equivalent to
8 
s’￿
￿
s

Ds￿
s  s
3￿ sDs  
If we use
	
Ds￿
s  s

3￿
 s 

￿
sDs
Ds￿
s we obtain
8 
s’￿
￿
s

Ds￿
s  s
3￿ sDs 
8 
s’￿
s
	
￿
sDs


￿
sDs
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We notice that ￿
sDs 

  ￿
sDs
 s
	
￿
sDs


and therefore
8 
s’￿
￿
s

Ds￿
s  s
3￿sDs 
8 
s’￿
s
	
￿
sDs



 ￿
sDs
 s
	
￿
sDs


Unfortunatelyitisnotclearwhethertherighthandsideexpressioncanbeequal
to 1. Hence we cannot draw the conclusion that "(

:2
2￿  a


for
any 2 
 -6Da.
Next we show that the conditions of Lemma 11 are met. For this we need
an additional assumption. We recall that  denotes the number of all con-
sumers in the market.
(A2) For any  and any  
 ?s there exists a 2￿ 06such that
4

s 2￿2 3￿

 2￿  -￿


 6  2￿ 0  (4.25)
for any 2￿ 


2￿6

and any 23￿ 
 -6Da3￿ 
As we show formally in the next paragraph, assumption A2 means that as
the price of product  approaches the income 6 the proto ft h erm producing
 decreases. A2 will be satised if
 
R￿<+4

)*	
R3￿
s 2￿2 3￿

 2￿  -￿

6  2￿ 0 
which implies that
 
R￿<+)*	
R3￿
s 2￿2 3￿

0 6  -￿
From here we can see that, similarly to A1, assumption A2 is difcult to verify
theoretically but possible to verify empirically.
This assumption assures that the conditions of Lemma 11 are satised.
In order to see this, we express the rst-order derivatives of rm ’sp r o t
function as
s
2￿

￿
6  2￿

4

s

 2￿  -￿


 6  2￿

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Thus assumption A2 indeed guarantees the existence of a 2￿ 06such that
s 2￿2 3￿
2￿
0  for any 2￿ 


2￿6

and any 23￿ 
 -6Da3￿. For the
other condition of Lemma 11 we observe that
s
2￿
-￿2 3￿
￿
6  -￿

4
s

-￿2 3￿6  -￿


which is obviously positive for any 23￿ 
 -6Da3￿. We summarize the
above ndings in the following statement.
Proposition 15 If assumption A2 holds then for any rm  and any  
 ?s
there exists a 2￿ 
 -￿6 such that for any 2￿ 


2￿6

and any 23￿ 

-6Da3￿ we have
s
2￿
2￿2 3￿ 0  and
s
2￿
-￿2 3￿ 3  (4.26)
Now we state the nal result on the existence of price equilibrium.
Theorem 16 In the standard logit model with log income-price difference

 if A1 and A2 hold and 43 then there exists a price equilibrium.
Proof. By A2, for any  there exists a 2￿ 06with the property specied in

.L e t￿ 	 %
*
5￿2￿
+
.T h e n-￿ 0 ￿ 06 By Proposition 15 we
know that 
 is satised for any 2￿ 
 ￿6 and any 23￿ 
 -6Da3￿.
In this case Lemma 11 implies that for rm  any s * 
 s	s and any
3s 
 -6Da3s there is a ) s 
 s	s such that s ) s3s 3
s s3s.T h u ss 3s s	s   has either interior global
maximumor a global maximumW
s ontheboundarysuchthatforsome 
 ?s
2W
￿  ￿ If we increase all such ￿’s by a small number and let these be
the right hand side bounds of the intervals on which now s 3s is de-
ned, then s 3s can only have interior global maximum. For sim-
plicity we keep denoting the new right hand side bounds of the intervals by
￿ So we have established that s 3s s	s   has interior
global maximum. We dene the prot function of each rm  on - 	 ,8
s’￿s	s, on which it is obviously continuously differentiable. Hence
condition 3 of Lemma 9 is satised by this protf u n c t i o n .
Proposition 13 implies that :2 
 -5  - for any 2 

-.S i n c e:  -  - given in 
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dened onacompactconvexset, byBrouwer’sxed point theorem there exists
2W such that :2W2W This is equivalent to
s
s
2W for any rm 
Thus condition 1 of Lemma 9 is satised.
For establishing condition 2 of this lemma we use Lemma 10. For a rm 
we consider the function s
W
3s s	s  
Cs
 dened in 
,
when W
3s is given. This function is continuously differentiable on the convex
compact set s	s, it cannot have any xed point on the boundary of
s	s due to Proposition 13, and by Proposition 14
"(

s
￿
s

s
W
3s

s

 for any s 
 s	s
Thus Lemma 10 implies that s
W
3s has a unique xed point. Since W
s
is a xed point of this function, we have now established that it is its unique
xed point. This is equivalent to the fact that there is exactly one s with
s
s
	
sW
3s


  which is in fact condition 2 of Lemma 9.
Applying now Lemma 9 the proof is completed.
In conclusion, assumptions A1 and A2 are sufcient for proving the exis-
tence of price equilibrium. The way the whole proof is constructed suggests
that they are not necessary. There are several reasons for this, which can be
traced back from the proof. We mention just one of them, namely that a xed
point of the function : may exist even if the conditions of Brouwer’s xed
point theorem are not satised. Another important question regarding the as-
sumptions is how realistic they are. This problem is not simple since both
assumptions depend on the values of underlying variables like 4 and -
2. The linear income-price difference case 

In this case we show that the pricing game has a unique Nash equilibrium. This
case is different from that discussed above since we do not need to make any
assumptions. The only necessary assumption is the intuitive 43 The proof
of the nal result, similarly to the previous case, relies on Lemma 9. Below we
build up the proof by showing that the conditions of this lemma are satised.
We start by showing that the conditions of Lemma 10 are satised. The4.4. PRICE EQUILIBRIUM 81
function : from 
 has the components
:￿ 2-￿ 

4

  ￿
sDs
for any  and  
 ?s
We dene
5￿ 	 -￿ 

4

f-
for any  
 
Proposition 17 For any 2 
 -￿    -a :￿ 2 satises
-￿ 0: ￿ 2 05 ￿
Proof. The rst part of the inequality is clear. For the second part, since
the probabilities of all alternatives sum to one, we write
:￿ 2-￿ 

4

f 

o* MCs o
0 - ￿ 

4

f -

Proposition 18 The function : is continuously differentiable on a and for
any 2 
 a
1. "(

s 2
￿
s
 s

for any rm 
2. "(

:2
2￿  a


 
Proof. The partial derivatives of the components of : corresponding to a
rm  have the expressions
:￿
2￿
 
￿
  ￿
sDs
for  
 ?s and
:￿
2&

&
  ￿
sDs
￿
sDs
  ￿
sDs
for  
 ?s/* 
 ?s
These imply that the diagonal blocks of the derivatives matrix are
s
￿
s
 

  ￿
sDs
Ds￿
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Hence proving the rst statement of this proposition requires the same veri-
cations as in Proposition 14. Thus this statement has already been proved.
For the second statement we need the formulae of the off-diagonal blocks
of the derivatives matrix as well, which are
s
￿
^

￿
sDs
	
  ￿
sDs

2D^￿
^       
For simplifying the occurring expressions we introduce the notation:
9s 	
￿
sDs
  ￿
sDs
and (s 	

  ￿
sDs
  
We can write
:
2￿  a in the form
:
2￿ a 



9￿D￿
. . .
98D8


 



￿
. . .
8


 
￿




(￿D￿￿
￿  ￿  
. . .
...
. . .
  (8D8￿
8  8


 
(4.27)
where the matrix on the right hand side is block-diagonal. A diagonal block
of this matrix (sDs￿
s  s is invertible if (s￿
sDs for any 2 
 a
(Lemma 12). This property is clearly satised. Then its inverse is

(sDs￿
s s
3￿  s 
(s
(s￿
sDs
Ds￿
s (4.28)
From 
 conform Lemma 12 the matrix
:
2￿  a is invertible if
 



￿
. . .
8


 
￿ 


(￿D￿￿
￿  ￿  
. . .
...
. . .
  (8D8￿
8  8


 
3￿ 


9￿D￿
. . .
98D8


  
for any 2 
 a Using the inverse 
, after some simple calculus this
condition becomes
 
8 
s’￿
9s
9s
￿
sDs  for any 2 
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Since
9s
9s
0 
8 
s’￿
9s
9s
￿
sDs 0
8 
s’￿
￿
sDs  f 0 
This implies that
 
8 
s’￿
9s
9s
￿
sDs 3  for any 2 
 a
and hence
:
2￿  a is invertible, that is, "(

:2
2￿  a


for any
2 
 a
In order to prove that condition 3 of Lemma 9 is satised rst we show that
the conditions of Lemma 11 are satised.
Proposition 19 For any rm  and any  
 ?s there exists a 2￿ 3 - ￿ such
that
s
2￿
2￿2 3￿ 0  and
s
2￿
-￿2 3￿ 3 
for any 2￿  2￿ and 23￿  -3￿.
Proof. The derivative of s with respect to 2￿ can be written as
s 2
2￿
 ￿

 42￿  -￿4
s 2



 (4.29)
where  is the number of all consumers in the market.
First we note that the prot s 2 is bounded in 2. This can be seen
from looking at the limit of s 2 when for some ’s 2￿   First con-
sider the case when 2￿ for a  
 ?s.T h e nt h ep a r to fs 2 corre-
sponding to  ￿ 2￿  -￿ goes to zero irrespective of the other prices since
	
	
42￿  ￿
￿
 >￿


2￿  -￿   Here 43 is used explicitly. The
rest of the prot is either bounded or goes to zero depending on whether the
corresponding prices go to innity or stay bounded. Hence in this case the
prot is bounded. In the second case consider 2￿ for some * 
 ?s and
2￿ is bounded for all  
 ?s. Then since each ￿ 
 , the proto frm 
is bounded.84 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
With the above considerations we have that for large 2￿ the right hand side
of the inequality below is negative:
s 2
2￿
0   42￿  -￿4
)*	s 2


This implies the existence of 2￿ with the announced property.
The second inequality from the statement of the proposition follows di-
rectly from 
.
Thenalresultregarding theexistenceanduniquenessofprice equilibrium
is contained in the following statement.
Theorem 20 In the standard logit model with linear income-price difference

 if 43 then there exists a unique price equilibrium in -￿
-a.
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 9. For all  
  we dene
￿ such that
￿  %
*
2￿5 ￿
+
 (4.30)
We dene the prot function of any rm  as s  -   With the
same reasoning as that used for Theorem 16, conform Proposition 19 we have
that s 3s s	s   has interior global maximum. Then the
prot functions are dened on a convex compact set, are continuously differ-
entiable and satisfy condition 3 of Lemma 9.
Conditions 1 and 2 of this lemma are implied by the property showed in
Proposition 17 that the function : has values in the set -5  - and
by Proposition 18 Lemma 10 can be applied. Hence there is a unique price
equilibrium in the set - Since this statement is true for any  with
the property 
, we have that there is exactly one equilibrium in the set
-￿    -a.
This result is interesting since it shows the existence and uniqueness of
price equilibrium using only the intuitive assumption that the purchase prob-
abilities are decreasing in own price (43). While this result is simple to
obtain if the rms in the market are assumed to produce a single product (e.g.,
Milgrom and Roberts (1990), Caplin and Nalebuff (1991)), we are not aware
of any previously published work that has established it in the multi-product
rm case.4.4. PRICE EQUILIBRIUM 85
4.4.3 Some negative results
Here we provide two negative results. First we show that in the standard logit
case with linear income-price difference the pricing game is neither supermod-
ular nor log-supermodular. Then we provide an example in which the price
equilibrium does not exist.
Supermodularity of games was introduced by Topkis (1979) and devel-
oped further by Milgrom and Roberts (1990), who apply them to, among oth-
ers, showing the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium in pricing games.
Specically, they show that with one-product rms the pricing game corre-
sponding to the standard logit with linear income-price difference has unique
equilibrium. Supermodularity, however, as they show, guarantees the existence
of equilibrium also in games where the strategy sets are multi-dimensional.
The denition of supermodularity from Milgrom and Roberts (1990) im-
plies that the pricing game in the case of the standard logit is supermodular if
the prot functions are twice continuously differentiable and for any 2
2s 2
2￿2￿
  for any  and  
 ?s  and
2s 2
2￿2&
  for any  and  
 ?s/* 
 ?s
The pricing game is log-supermodular if the logarithms of prot functions sat-
isfy the above criteria. We show that the rst inequality does not hold gener-
ally in the case of linear income-price difference. By Theorem 20 we know
that there is a unique price equilibrium, 2W and this solves the rst-order con-
ditions for prot maximization, that is,
s 2W
2￿
for any  and  
 ?s
Formula 
 implies that
  4

2W
￿ -￿

 4
s 2W

  (4.31)
The second order derivative of the prot function for  
 ?s  is
2s 2
2￿2￿

￿
2￿

  42￿  -￿4
s 2




4￿

s 2
2￿
Computed at the equilibrium price, this is zero:
2s 2W
2￿2￿
  (4.32)
conform 
 and
s 2W
2￿
 We use this fact for showing the following.86 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
Proposition 21 For arbitrary  
 ?s there exists a 2 such that
1.
2s

2

2￿2￿
0  and
2.
2s

2

2￿2￿
0 
Proof. Take any 3 and dene 2 such that
2￿  2W
￿   2￿  2W
￿   and 2o  2W
o for all   
Conform Theorem 20, W
s is a unique global maximum of s
	
W
3s


. Thus
for any 3 we have s

2

0 s 2W. We observe another way of writing
the second order derivatives:
2s 2
2￿2￿
 4￿￿

  42￿  -￿  42￿  -￿ 4
s 2




(4.33)
Then 
 implies that
  4

2W
￿  -￿

 42W
￿  -￿ 4
s 2W

 
From the denition of 2 we have
  4
	
2￿  -￿


 4
	
2￿  -￿


 4
s

2


0   4

2W
￿  -￿

42W
￿  -￿ 4
s 2W

 
This together with 
 implies statement 1 of the proposition.
For showing statement 2 we write
2s

2

2￿2￿

2s

2

2￿2￿
s

2


s

2

2￿
s

2

2￿

s

2
2  (4.34)
Since
  4
	
2
￿  -￿


 4
s

2


0   4

2W
￿ -￿

 4
s 2W

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by 
 we obtain that
s

2

2￿
0  and similarly
s

2

2￿
0  Thus
s

2

2￿
s

2

2￿
3 
Therefore the right hand side of 

 is negative and the proof is complete.
This proposition implies that the pricing game in the standard logit case
with linear income-price difference is neither supermodular nor log-supermod-
ular. Our results are robust in the sense that we show that these properties are
violated at prices arbitrarily close to the equilibrium price. Hence the results
by Milgrom and Roberts (1990) on equilibrium existence and uniqueness of
(log-) supermodular games cannot be applied to the standard logit with linear
income-price difference and multi-product rms. In asimilar way it ispossible
to show that the same conclusion holds for the standard logit with log income-
price difference. We note that these results do not mean that supermodularity is
not useful for the standard logit in the case of multi-product rms. This prop-
erty may still be useful if an appropriate transformation of the prot function is
employed. The above result, however, shows that applying supermodularity to
the pricing game in the standard logit case is problematic and it may not lead
to any results.
Now we discuss the second topic of this section, an example when there
is no price equilibrium. For this we assume that the utility of consumer 	 who
purchases product  is

￿￿  46  2￿￿
￿
  >￿  ￿￿
and for the outside alternative

￿f  46  ￿f
where all variables are as in section 4.2 and, obviously, the utility is a special
case of 
. This implies that the purchase probability corresponding to  is
equal to
￿ 
	

42￿  ￿
￿
  >￿


a
o’￿ 	42o  ￿
o
  >o

If there is a price equilibrium, this should satisfy the rst order conditions for
prot maximization ofany rm and hence alsothe relationship 
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in this case has the form
s  s 

4

s 
￿
ss
  ￿
sDs
 Ds


We take now 4 and assume that - 3  which is a realistic assumption.
The above equality becomes
s 
￿
ss
  ￿
sDs
 Ds  
This is impossible, however, since the left hand side is strictly positive. Hence
the rst order conditions in this case do not have solution and, consequently,
there is no price equilibrium.
4.4.4 Remarks on the mixed logit case
In section 4.4.2 we have shown that in the standard logit case there exists price
equilibrium, and if the income-price difference in the utility is linear then the
equilibrium is unique. The mathematical result that the proof is based on is
Kellogg’s (1976) theorem (Lemma 10) on the uniqueness of xed point. It
w o u l db eo fi n t e r e s tt ok n o ww h e t h e rt h es a m ee q u i l i b r i u mr e s u l t sa r et r u ei n
the mixed logit case.
An approach to see this would be to apply the same method as in the stan-
dard logit case. We are not aware of any other ways to show existence and
uniqueness of price equilibrium in the case of this problem. The methods pre-
sented by Milgrom and Roberts (1990) and Caplin and Nalebuff (1991) for
one-product r m sa r ec l o s et oi m p o s s i b l et oe x t e n dt om u l t i - p r o d u c trms.
The former failed in the standard logit case, as we have shown in the previous
subsection, and hence we suspect it would not work in the mixed logit case ei-
ther. The latter uses generalized concavity properties of probabilities to show
that the prot functions are generalized concave. In the multi-product case this
method amounts to establishing similar generalized concavity properties for a
sum of functions (i.e., sum of prots corresponding to each product of a rm).
Such result, to our knowledge, is not available in the mathematical literature.
The main difculty of applying the method used in the standard logit case
is, however, that the matrix ' from the markup equation 

 does not have
a closed form and hence it is impossible to verify the conditions of Lemma
10 using standard mathematics, as we did in the standard logit case. In the
remaining part of this section we present the problem that arises for proving
the non-singularity of the rst order derivatives matrix of : from 
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the identity matrix, when the purchase probabilities take a general form. The
columns of the matrix
:
2￿ can be computed like
:
2￿
' 3￿


2￿

'
2￿
'3￿


so the matrix itself can be written as
:
2￿ ' 3￿


2￿ &



where & is the matrix formed by the column vectors
￿ 
'
2￿
'3￿ for   
We obtain that
:
2￿  a ' 3￿


2￿  &  '



and hence
"(

:
2￿  a


"  (

'3￿
"(


2￿  &  '



Consequently, we should prove that
"('  and
"(


2￿  &  '


  (4.35)
The rst non-equality is easier to show for example, in the mixed logit case
with linear income-price difference it is not difcult to show that ' is positive
denite. The second non-equality is more difcult, and we have not yet found
the appropriate way of verifying it.
The above relations are for verifying equilibrium uniqueness. For equilib-
rium existence the situation may be slightly less complicated, at least in the
mixed logit case with linear income-price difference. Here 's  
s
￿
s
and
hence
"(

s
￿
s
 &s  's

"  (


s
￿
s
 &s

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where &s is the matrix with columns
sc￿ 
's
2￿
'3￿
s s for  
 ?s
This determinant has a simpler form than that from 
 but still it is difcult
to see whether it can be zero or not.
In conclusion, in the mixed logit case, even in the simplest version with
linear income-price difference, it is difcult to prove with standard mathemati-
cal methods that the conditions of Lemma 10 are satised. There are, however,
some intuitive reasons that make us believe that a price equilibrium generally
exists in the mixed logit case. In the special case of linear income-price dif-
ference and one-product rms this was established by Caplin and Nalebuff
(1991). Moreover, as we have shown in an example on substitution patterns
in chapter 2, the mixed logit has a behavior similar to the standard logit if the
variancesoftherandomcoefcientsarelow. This suggests that, forsufciently
low variances, the price equilibrium results established for the standard logit
remain true for the mixed logit as well. Obviously, the above intuition may
be wrong in the multi-product rm case with random coefcients having high
variances.
4.5 Summary and conclusions
Weconcludethischapterbysummarizingwhatwehavepresentedhere. Within
this we also provide an overview of the market equilibrium model in terms of
exogeneity and endogeneity of the variables. Then we point to some topics for
future research.
In this chapter we presented versions of a market equilibrium model that
can be usedthrougheconometric techniques forestimating demand parameters
and market conduct of participating rms. The models are based on the logit
model of demand we discuss two versions based on the standard logit and two
based on the mixed logit. The two versions in both cases differ on the way
the income-price difference is specied in the utility: in logarithm or linear.
The appealing features of these models are that they allow for products that
are differentiated in multiple dimensions and product characteristics that are
unobserved by the researcher. The mixed logit versions, in addition, are able
to model consumer heterogeneity through random coefcients. Hence these
latter versions are more important due to this realistic feature. The treatment of
product characteristics that are not observed by the researcher, included in both
standard and mixed logit versions, is possible if we assume price competition4.5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 91
of participating rms in the market. This implies that prices are endogenous in
the model.
Here we provide an overview of the model presented in this chapter from
an exo- and endogeneity viewpoint. This will be relevant in the next chapter
when discussing optimal instruments for estimating the model. The exogenous
variables of the model are the observed and unobserved product characteristics
￿A ￿> ￿B ￿  From these the model determines the endogenous
variables, which are the purchase probabilities and prices. The purchase prob-
abilities are determined by the expressions 
, 
, 
, 
,i nt h ef o u r
different versions, as functions of the prices, and the prices are computed as a
Nash equilibrium of the pricing game.
Due to this, the question of existence and uniqueness of price equilibrium
becomes important. As we have shown above, this question has an afrmative
answerinthestandardlogitcasewithlinearincome-pricedifference. Adopting
some assumptions, we have shown equilibrium existence in the standard logit
case with log income-price difference. An issue that needs further attention
is investigating whether our assumptions are realistic. This is important since
this model is a simplied version of that used by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes
(1995), and a sound analysis of the simple version would provide intuition on
the existence of price equilibrium in this model.
A major challenge remaining for future work is the question whether in the
mixed logit case a price equilibrium exists and whether this is unique. Very lit-
tle is known about this problem the only result available in the literature is that
an equilibrium exists in the linear income-price version with one-product rms
(Caplin and Nalebuff (1991)). We believe that our proving strategy, developed
in this chapter for the standard logit, combined with more sophisticated math-
ematics is able to shed some more light on this issue.92 CHAPTER 4. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELSChapter 5
Estimation of Market
Equilibrium Models
In this chapter we discuss the estimation of the models presented in the pre-
vious chapter. The estimation method that applies in general to all the mod-
els presented was developed by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995, henceforth
BLP). First we present their method, which is based on the generalized method
of moments (GMM). We provide in an informal way the asymptotic properties
of the GMM estimator and discuss two sets of instruments. The rst are the
optimal instruments, which yield an asymptotically efcient estimator, while
the second are instruments developed by BLP. The latter combine ideas re-
garding the semiparametric estimation of optimal instruments developed by
Newey (1990) and practical usefulness. Then we discuss the estimation of
optimal instruments. Finally, we present a Monte Carlo study.
5.1 Estimation by GMM
The parameters of the demand and supply model dened in the previous chap-
ter as the system of equations given in 
 and 
 can be estimated, as
BLP showed, by GMM. In this model, besides the market shares, the prices are
also endogenous. Hence the maximum likelihood method in the way applied
in chapter 2 cannot be used here. GMM accounts for the price endogeneity by
taking the product unobservables >￿B￿ as the econometric error term of the
model. BLP noticed that these unobservables can be computed in terms of the
observed variables and parameters of the model, which makes it possible to
apply GMM. Below in this section we rst present the estimation procedure in
more detail, then provideaninformal derivation ofthe asymptotic properties of94 CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION OF MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
the estimator, and nally, show how the asymptotic variance can be estimated.
5.1.1 The estimation procedure
The key move in the estimation procedure is computing >￿ as a function of
the variables and parameters of the model. This can be accomplished by ob-
serving that formula 
 of the market shares can be viewed as an equation
?  1> where ? is the vector of observed market shares based on the
choices of  consumers, and 1> corresponds to the purchase probability
vector from the right hand side expression of 
, with the rest of the vari-
ables suppressed. The solution of this equation is, obviously, the xed point of
the function
> 	 >  ?  1 >
Berry(1994) and BLP showthat isa contraction. Consequently, by Banach’s
theorem, it has a unique xed point. Moreover, the xed point is equal to
 &<">& where >&  

>&3￿
for /  and >f is an arbitrary -
vector. Due to these facts, if we know ? we can compute the corresponding >
as 13￿ ?, obviously, assuming that the parameters and the other variables
are given.
Let us denote the vector containing all the model parameters by = that is,
= 

4
￿￿C￿￿. The estimation algorithm is similar to an algorithm for
nding usual optimization estimators. First we take some initial values of the
parameters = Then we compute the purchase probabilities ￿ from 
.B y
using the observed market shares ? we compute the demand unobservables
vector by >  13￿ ?, as described in the previous paragraph. Besides the
observed variables, this depends on the value of = and hence we put > = The
supply side equation becomes estimable as soon as we determine the marginal
cost vector from 

. The supply side unobservables vector can be ex-
pressed as B= 

2  '3￿

AC,w h e r e' and  depend on 4 
 and
 Then we plug the numerical values of the demand and cost unobservables
computed from the initial values of the parameters in the GMM minimization
(discussed in detail below) and search for the optimal values of the parameters.
Before discussing the GMM minimization in detail we make a remark on
the computation of the purchase probabilities  and their rst-order derivatives
involved in ' Since the elements of  have expressions like 
, which is a
   -dimensional integral that has no closed form, we need to use an ap-
proximation of them. This is most commonly done by Monte Carlo methods,
described in chapter 3. quasi-Monte Carlo methods, described in the same5.1. ESTIMATION BY GMM 95
chapter, are computationally more efcient in estimating the integrals corre-
sponding to these purchase probabilities and hence we advise the use of these.
Now we discuss the problems related to applying GMM in this context.
The key assumption on which the estimation relies is that the true values of
the demand and cost unobservables are mean independent of observed product
characteristics, that is,
E

>￿B￿


7

 (5.1)
where 7￿  ￿
￿A ￿
￿￿ and 7  7￿
￿7￿
a￿. We adopt an assumption from
BLP on the conditional variance of the true unobservables:
Var>￿B￿
7  7￿ (5.2)
with 7￿ nite. The fact that the conditional variance of the unobservables
of product  depends on the observed characteristics 7￿ of that product implies
heteroscedasticity of the unobservables. Notice that  implies that both
observed and unobserved product characteristics are viewed as realizations of
random variables. This has the consequence that the endogenous variables,
that is, prices and market shares, are also realizations of random variables.
Notice also that price is not included in theconditioning variables sinceprice is
determined endogenously in the model by the pricing game as a function of the
unobservables among others. This is obviously in line with the description of
t h em o d e lf r o mt h ep r e v i o u sc h a p t e r .H o w e v e r ,t h e r ew em a d en oa s s u m p t i o n
about the mean and variance of the unobserved characteristics conditioned on
the observed characteristics, so  and  present new elements.
We note that assumption  tends to be unrealistic since, unlike we as-
s u m e di ns e c t i o n4 . 3 ,rms in reality maximize prots setting not only the
prices but also the characteristics of their products. Hence prices, observed
and unobserved product characteristics are not likely to be (mean-) indepen-
dent. Nevertheless, even in this case, certain functions of the observed char-
acteristics used as instruments may still be uncorrelated with the unobserved
product characteristics. Whether this happensor not is an empiricalmatter that
can be tested. We refer to Nevo (2000) who used a standard GMM E2-test to
evaluate whether the moment restrictions hold. We will return to this in a short
remark after providing the asymptotic distribution of the estimator.
The conditional moment restrictions  imply that for any instruments,
that is, two-column matrix functions +￿ 7  of the product char-96 CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION OF MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
acteristics, the unconditional moment restrictions
E

+￿7

>￿
B￿


 (5.3)
also hold. For applying GMM, we dene
:a=


a 
￿’￿
+￿7

>￿=
B￿=


 (5.4)
The GMM estimator is determined by minimizing
:a=￿# +:a= (5.5)
where # + is a symmetric positive denite matrix of appropriate dimension that
may depend on the variables of the model. For each set of instruments +￿ 7
and each weight matrix # + we obtain a different estimator. The asymptotic
properties of these estimators are also different. In the next subsection we de-
rive the asymptotic properties for arbitrary +￿ 7 and # + and in the next sec-
tion we determine the instruments and the weight matrix for which the asymp-
totic variance of the estimator is minimal.
5.1.2 Asymptotic properties
Here we derive the asymptotic variance of the GMM estimator obtained by
minimizing . We adopt a purely quantitative approach in the sense that
we provide only the underlying formulae and ignore any regularity conditions.
For a presentation of the regularity conditions in the case when only the de-
mand parameters are estimated and the income-price difference is linear we
refer to Berry, Linton and Pakes (2000). These authors work with a slightly
more general model, namely they use a random coefcient for the income-
price difference. The main reason that the regularity conditions are not stan-
dard here is that, as it is apparent from , the instruments corresponding
to a certain observation depend on the characteristics of all products. This is a
consequence of the fact that price is endogenous in the model and hence it can
only be instrumented with the characteristics of the other products (see also
the discussion below formula 
). However, in spite of the complexity of
the regularity conditions in this model, the nal formulae of the asymptotic
variance and the optimal instruments look very similar to the standard GMM
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We reformulate the arguments of >￿B ￿ in the following more con-
venient way: >￿ =F, B￿ =F. These expressions computed at   ?
and F  F6 are the same as those discussed in the previous subsection. The
argument F6 refers to the fact that >￿ and B￿ are computed by using (quasi-)
Monte Carlo methods, namely that  random draws are used for computing
the Monte Carlo estimator of the purchase probabilities and their rst-order
derivatives. We denote by Ff the case when these quantities are computed ex-
actly, by =f the true values of the parameters and by f t h et r u em a r k e ts h a r e s .
Then f is equal to the purchase probability computed at the true value of the
parameters and the true unobservables. These latter variables then can also be
referred to as >￿

=f fF f

, B￿

=f fF f

.
Using the notation from above 
 becomes
:a =F


a 
￿’￿
+￿7

>￿ =F
B￿ =F



Then the conditional moment restrictions  imply that
E:a

=f fF f

  (5.6)
The GMM estimator, obtained by minimizing , is consistent and asymp-
totically normal if some convergence and regularity conditions are satised.
Berry, Linton and Pakes (2000) show that in the case of linear income-price
differencethedemandparametersareasymptoticallynormalif2*and2*
stay bounded as    In the discussion below by  we mean that 
and  also go to innity, at rates that ensure that the formulae derived below
are correct.
The asymptotic variance of theGMMestimator can bederived by the usual
approach of writing the rst-order Taylor expansion of the rst-order condi-
tions. For this purpose we introduce the notation
?a =F 	
:a =F
=￿ 
The rst-order conditions of the above minimization are
?a
	
, =?F 6

￿ # +:a
	
, =?F 6


 
where , = %  #   w :a=￿+:a=.D e ne
= 	 ?a
	
, =?F 6
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The rst-order Taylor series expansion of  implies:
, ==f
- =
=￿
	
, =  =f



where - = is the appropriate mean value of , = and =f From this we obtain


	
, =  =f


 

?a
	
, =?F 6

￿ # +?a
	
- =?F 6

3￿
?a
	
, =?F 6


# +

:a =f ?F 6
We assume that the law of large numbers
?a

=?F 6
 R
  
a<"
E?a =f ?F 6 	  (5.7)
holds for =  , = and - = In addition we assume that
!   
a<"
  Var:a =f ?F 6 (5.8)
is nite and that the following central limit theorem holds:

:a =f ?F 6
_ 
a<"
! (5.9)
Finally, we assume that the weight matrix # + converges in probability to a nite
matrix +. Then the asymptotic distribution of , = is given by


	
, =  =f


_ 
a<"

	


￿+
3￿ ￿+! +

￿+
3￿

 (5.10)
The formula obtained for the asymptotic variance is familiar from standard
GMM (e.g., Newey (1993)). Its components  and ! cannot be computed
exactly but estimated by (quasi-) Monte Carlo simulation. In the next sub-
section we approximate them by functions whose Monte Carlo estimation is
straightforward to perform.
Before that we digress briey and return to a remark from section 5.1.1 on
how to test whether the data support the moment restrictions. Using the central
limit theorem  it is easy to derive the standard GMM E2-test mentioned
there. The convergence in distribution from  implies that

:a =f ?F 6
￿ ! 3￿
:a =f ?F 6
_ 
a<"
E2
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where  is the dimension of the moment vector :a =f ?F 6.T h et e s tc o n -
structed by using consistent estimates of the variables on the right hand side
of the above convergence in distribution veries whether the validity of the
central limit theorem  is rejected by the data. If it is not rejected, then we
can believe that the moment restrictions hold. If it is rejected, then this may be
caused by any misspecication of the model, and hence we cannot draw any
specic conclusion. In this case a more careful testing is needed in order to
separate the causes of misspecication. A further analysis of this problem is
beyond our scope.
5.1.3 Computing the asymptotic variance
For computing the asymptotic variance we need to approximate  and ! For
approximatingwenotethatforlargeandtheexpressionE?a =f ?F 6
approaches E?a

=f fF f

. Hence we use the approximation
  E?a

=f fF f

 (5.11)
In order to simplify the exposition for approximating ! we introduce some
notation. Let
:f
a 	 :a

=f fF f


:6
a 	 :a

=f fF 6


:
?c6
a 	 :a =f ?F 6
In addition, it proves to be helpful to switch to a complete matrix notation. We
dene
+a 7 +￿￿ 7+a￿ 7+ ￿2 7+ a2 7
￿ and
(a =F >￿=F>a =FB￿ =FBa =F
￿ 
where +￿￿ 7 and +￿2 7 are the rst and second column of +￿ 7,r e s p e c -
tively. Then we have
:a =F


+a7￿(a =F
Denote by a 7 the conditional covariance matrix of (

=f fF f

,t h a ti s ,
a 7Var

(a

=f fF f


7

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This matrix can be determined as a function of the elements of the matrices
7￿  For doing so rst we denote the elements of these matrices
in row 	 and column / by ￿c￿& for 	/   Then we have that
a 7

       

￿c￿￿   ￿c￿2  
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
  ac￿￿   ac￿2
￿c2￿   ￿c22  
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
  ac2￿   ac22

       
 
 (5.12)
that is, the four   blocks of the matrix are diagonal matrices. For comput-
ing Var:
?c6
a we observe that :
?c6
a can be written as
:
?c6
a  :f
a 

:6
a  :f
a



:
?c6
a  :6
a


The variations of the three terms on the right hand side arise from three inde-
pendent sampling processes. The rst is the process that generates the product
characteristics 7>B (price and true market shares are determined endoge-
nously). The second term arises from Monte Carlo estimation of the purchase
probabilities, and the third term from the consumer sampling process. The
variation caused by these processes can be assessed if we condition on the
other processes. The variance of the above sum can be expressed as the sum of
the variances plus the sum of the covariances. In the limit the covariances are
equal to zero. For example, the covariance of the rst term and the third term
in the sum is
cov

:f
a:
?c6
a  :6
a

 E

:f
a

:
?c6
a  :6
a
￿
 E:f
aE

:
?c6
a  :6
a

 E
-
E

:f
a

:
?c6
a  :6
a
￿ 
 7>BF6
.
 E
-
:f
a  E

:
?c6
a :6
a 
 7>BF6
￿.

whereweused iterativeexpectations, andthefactthat E:f
a  conform.
The difference between :
?c6
a and :6
a is that in the former ? while in the latter
f is used. If  goes to innity, which is the case if  goes to innity, then ?
will go to f Hence, since :a is continuous in  we have that
E

:
?c6
a  :6
a 
 7>BF6

 
This reasoning shows why cov

:f
a:
?c6
a  :6
a

in the limit. The argu-
ments for the other two covariances are similar.5.1. ESTIMATION BY GMM 101
Then in the limit the variance of the sum is equal to the sum of the vari-
ances:
Var:
?c6
a  Var:f
a Var

:6
a  :f
a

 Var

:
?c6
a  :6
a


Below we provide more details on how to compute these variances. We start
with Var:f
a by expressing it in terms of the matrix notation introduced above.
We have
Var:f
a 

2E

+a7￿(

=f fF f

(

=f fF f
￿ +a7



2E

+a7￿Var

(

=f fF f
 7

+a7



2E

+a7￿a 7+a7


This is the variance of the moment :a corresponding to the sampling process
that generates the product characteristics. Since we do not know the distribu-
tion of 7we can only estimate it by its realization +a7￿a 7+a7*2
The variance of the moment corresponding to the Monte Carlo estimation
of the purchase probabilities and their rst-order derivatives, equal to
Var

:6
a  :f
a

 E

:6
a  :f
a

:6
a  :f
a
￿
(5.13)
in the limit, cannot be elaborated. We will indicate a way of estimating it by
Monte Carlo simulation in section 5.3 when discussing optimal instruments.
The third variance term, which in the limit is
Var

:
?c6
a  :6
a

 E

:
?c6
a  :6
a

:
?c6
a  :6
a
￿
 (5.14)
however, can be simplied. For this we employ the rst-order Taylor ex-
pansion of :a =fF6 around f computed at ? This way the quantity
:
?c6
a :6
a c a nb ea p p r o x i m a t e db y
:
?c6
a  :6
a 
:a

=f fF 6

￿

?  f
 (5.15)
where the approximation is better the more  approaches innity. Employing
this, 
 becomes approximately equal to
E
/
:a

=f fF 6

￿ E

?  f
? f￿  7>BF6



:a

=f fF 6

￿
￿0
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where we employed iterated expectations. Since the sampling process gener-
ating ? is independent of the sampling processes generating 7 > B and F6,
the conditional expectation from the above expression is
E

?  f
?  f￿  7>BF6




	
f  f 
f￿

 (5.16)
where we used the second moment formula of the multinomial distribution.
Then we obtain the variance
Var

:
?c6
a  :6
a




E
/
:a

=f fF 6

￿
	
f  f 
f￿



:a

=f fF 6

￿
￿0
 (5.17)
We note that in this expression the presence of F6 in the argument implies
that f is computed by Monte Carlo simulations. We cannot simplify this
expression further but we can estimate it, similarly to the second variance, by
Monte Carlo simulations. We give an indication for this in section 5.3. Here
we note that all three expressions   and  that need to be
further estimated by Monte Carlo simulations have the form
G7=f>B@ (5.18)
where @ is an     matrix of normal random variables used for the
Monte Carlo estimation of the purchase probabilities and their derivatives.
5.2 Instruments
In this section we present two sets of instruments that can be used for esti-
mating the parameters of the model. Both instruments can be employed in the
minimization of the GMM objective function .T h erst are instruments
that yield an efcient estimator of the parameters, while the second are those
constructed by BLP.
5.2.1 Optimal instruments
Here we derive the optimal instruments, that is, the instruments that yield an
asymptotically efcient estimator of the parameters. We do so by determining
alowerboundoftheasymptoticvariancefromforan ysetofinstrum ents
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result. Similarly to the asymptotic properties discussed in subsection 5.1.2, the
optimal instruments analysis below is very much the same as in the standard
GMM case, described for example by Chamberlain (1987), despite some ap-
parent differences. One such difference is that the instruments corresponding
to a certain observation depend on the characteristics of all products (see equa-
tion ), while another difference is that the functional specications of the
residuals, more precisely the B￿’s as functions of the product characteristics,
are not necessarily the same for all ’s (see also the discussion on exchange-
ability on page 105). Nevertheless, as we show below, the optimal instruments
can be derived in a way similar to the standard GMM case.
F i r s tw en o t et h a t and ! dened in  and  can be written as
   
a<"


E

+a 7
￿ a 7


!   
a<"


E

+a 7
￿ 
?c6
a 7+a 7


through iterative expectations, where
a 7 	 E

(a =f ?F 6
=￿
   7

and (5.19)

?c6
a 7 	 E

(a =f ?F 6(a =f ?F 6
￿ 7

 (5.20)
We introduce some additional notation. Let
, 	 E

+a 7
￿ a 7
￿ ++a 7
￿ (a =f ?F 6
' 	 a 7
￿ 

?c6
a 7
3￿(a =f ?F 6
Then the asymptotic variance ￿+
3￿￿+! +￿+
3￿ of the GMM esti-
mator can be written as
 
a<"


E

,'￿3￿ E

,,￿
E

',￿3￿
The matrix inequality mentioned above is that

E

,'￿3￿ E

,,￿
E

',￿3￿ 

E

''￿3￿   (5.21)
where   means positive semi-deniteness of the matrix on the left hand side.
A direct proof of this was given by Newey (1993), who observed that the left
hand side could be written as E..￿ where
. 	

E

,'￿3￿	
,  E

,'￿
E

''￿3￿'
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In conclusion, the matrix on the left hand side of  is positive semi-
denite and hence so is
 
a<"

-
E

,'￿3￿ E

,,￿
E

',￿3￿ 

E

''￿3￿.
as well. We observe that
E

''￿
 E

a 7
￿ 

?c6
a 7
3￿ a 7


which does not depend on +a 7 and + Hence we have obtained the lower
bound on the asymptotic variance, which is equal to
 
a<"

	
E

a 7
￿ 

?c6
a 7
3￿a 7

3￿
 (5.22)
This can be obtained if we use the optimal instruments +W
a 7 and the optimal
weight matrix +W given by
+W
a 7


?c6
a 7
3￿ a 7, (5.23)
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For an estimator with good asymptotic properties one needs to evaluate these
optimal instruments and the optimal weight matrix.
However, this may not be an easy task. The main difculty is that in order
to estimate these quantities we need to compute the equilibrium prices (see the
summary of the model from section 4.5 and also section 5.3). If these equilib-
rium prices are unique and the unobservables have a parametric distribution,
thentheoptimalinstrumentsandtheoptimalweightmatrixcanbeestimatedby
Monte Carlo simulations, as we show in section 5.3. If the equilibrium prices
are not unique then we need a procedure that chooses the appropriate equilib-
rium price out of these. This complicates the situation considerably since it
is not sure that we can compute all the price equilibria, and even if we can, it
is not clear how we should choose from them. In this case direct estimation
of the optimal instruments and the optimal weight matrix is close to impossi-
ble. These, however, can be approximated without using prices, although less
precisely, as in BLP. This is the topic of the next subsection.5.2. INSTRUMENTS 105
5.2.2 Instruments used by BLP
BLP take the weight matrix equal to the identity matrix and approximate the
optimal instruments following Newey (1990) and using the intuition men-
tioned at the end of section 4.3 that markups respond differently to own and
rival products. One of the rst who used this intuitive idea in empirical work
was Bresnahan (1987). Newey (1990) discusses the semiparametric estima-
tion of optimal instruments in the form of conditional expectations employing
polynomial series.
BLP approximate the optimal instruments semiparametrically with poly-
nomial series linear in 7. A problem in forming all polynomial series that
can approximate the optimal instruments is that the linear basis functions of
the polynomial space are the characteristics of all products, that is, 7￿& where
   and /   Consequently, the dimension of the polyno-
mial space increases with the sample size  In practice this creates difculties
when forming a polynomial series estimator of the optimal instruments due to
the large number of basis functions that should be taken into account.
BLP reduce the dimension of the above mentioned polynomial space us-
ingtheexchangeabilityofcertainproductcharacteristicsasargumentsofthe>￿
and B￿ functions. Anytwoproductsdifferentfrom  say and areexchange-
able in >￿ in the sense that we obtain the same value for >￿ if we interchange
the characteristics of  and  in the expression of >￿ This can be easily seen
from the formula of ￿ 
. Not the same can be said about exchangeability
with respect to B￿ Here we need to differentiate between products produced
by the rm that produces  and products produced by other rms. This fact is
caused by the structure of the supply side of the market since rms maximize
the prots obtained from their own products, as in equation 
 from sec-
tion 
 In this situation, the two products  and  turn out to be exchangeable
with respect to  if either both of them or none of them are produced by the
rm producing .
The exchangeability of product characteristics tends to reduce the number
of basis functions that are necessary in the semiparametric estimation of the
optimal instruments. In this regard, Pakes (1994, Theorem 2) shows that the
dimension of a polynomial space whose elements satisfy such exchangeability
conditions does not depend on the number of exchangeable arguments. This is
intuitive since we expect that the exchangeability properties reduce the number
of exchangeable arguments to a number of typical arguments. For example, the106 CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION OF MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
linear basis functions of >￿ and B￿ are
7￿&

o￿’￿coMCs
7o&

o￿’￿co* MCs
7o&/   (5.25)
where ?s is the set of products produced by the rm that produces  The
number of these functions is  (each of the three having dimension two),
and does not depend on  in contrast with the number of unrestricted basis
functions that is 
Let ￿ 7denotethecolumnvector(ofdimension )fo r m e db yt heb as i s
functions from . Then BLP use the instrument matrix corresponding to
product 
# +￿  ￿ 7  2 (5.26)
which is substituted in the expression of :a from 
 We note that appli-
cation of the basis functions ￿ 7 as instruments is in line with the intuition
that, due to price competition, markups respond differently to own and rival
products. We also note that the instruments # +￿ are generally not
expected to be precise approximations of the optimal instruments. There are
at least two reasons for this. First, the basis functions employed are linear and
hence they are not able to cover the variation caused by the non-linearity of
the optimal instruments. Second, the basis functions are not used eventually
for estimating the optimal instruments in a semiparametric way but are taken
directly as instruments. In other words, from Newey’s (1990) paper BLP use
only the idea of basis functions in order to reduce the set of linear instruments
in a parsimonious way. In spite of the imprecision of BLP’s instruments they
are useful since they can be applied in general situations without making addi-
tional assumptions on the distribution of the unobservables or the uniqueness
of the price equilibrium.
5.3 Efcient estimation
In this section we discuss how (asymptotically) efcient estimation can be per-
formed in practice. Efcient estimation of this model, in addition to theoretical
considerations, is also important from a practical point of view. This is due to
the fact that the complicated structure of the model requires much from data.
As an example we mention that BLP could not perform the estimation with
one-year automobile data, and therefore used data from several consecutive
years. This solution may work in some markets but it relies on the assumption5.3. EFFICIENT ESTIMATION 107
that consumer tastes and price competition remains the same over the con-
sidered years. The famous case of the US automobile market from the 50’s
shows that there are situations when this assumption may not hold. Bresnahan
(1987) studied this market and showed that there was price collusion in the
years 1954 and 1956, but strong price competition in 1955. Consumer tastes
are also likely to change, especially due to the introduction of new product
characteristics. These examples illustrate that, in general, using data from sev-
eral years may not be the ideal solution. Hence it is worth studying whether
data from one year are sufcient when the estimation employed is efcient.
For this we need to estimate consistently the optimal instruments  and
the optimal weight matrix 
. Unlike in the case of the BLP instruments,
here we need to make three crucial assumptions.
The rst assumption is that the matrix of observed characteristics 7 is in-
dependent of the unobserved characteristics vectors > and B. T h i sp r o v e st o
be useful for evaluating the conditional expectations from the components

?c6
a 7 and a 7 of the optimal instruments in  since the expres-
sions from these expectations depend also on > and B. Hence evaluation of
the conditional expectations would require knowledge of the joint distribu-
tion of 7>B This independence assumption implies that we can omit the
variable 7 from the conditioning and consider it xed in all conditional expec-
tations where it is present in the conditioning. We note that this assumption is
a stronger version of the mean independence from . It could be avoided
by employing second-order Taylor approximations of the conditional expecta-
tions making use of the conditional variance assumption  too. However,
this would complicate the computations considerably and hence we stick to the
less general independence assumption. The second assumption is that the true
values of the unobserved characteristics are distributed normally:
(a

=f fF f

  a7 (5.27)
The third assumption is that for any parameters, observed characteristics and
market shares the pricing game described in section 
 has a unique equi-
librium.
The quantitiesthat weneed to estimateinorder to havea consistent estima-
tor for the optimal instruments and the optimal weight matrix are a 7 and

?c6
a 7 given in  and . Both of them can be estimated by Monte
Carlo simulations. Similarly to the case when computing the asymptotic vari-
ance from section 5.1.3, we rst approximate them by functions of type 
and then show how to perform the Monte Carlo simulation for these functions.
The expression of a 7, similarly to 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mated consistently by
E
/
(a

=f fF f

=￿
0
 (5.28)
For estimating 
?c6
a 7 we can proceed similarly as when deriving the asymp-
totic variance of the GMM estimator in section 5.1.3. We write the expression
(a =f ?F 6 as the sum of three terms that are generated by the three inde-
pendent sampling processes:
(a =f ?F 6(a

=f fF f

(a

=f fF 6

 (a

=f fF f

(5.29)
(a =f ?F 6  (a

=f fF 6


If  is sufciently large then these three terms are pairwise uncorrelated and
hence the variance of the sum is equal to the sum of the variances of the three
terms.1 Denote these variances by !f! 6 and !?c6 respectively. Then we
can write that

?c6
a 7!f  !6  !?c6
Belowwe present the approximations of these variances that allow their Monte
Carlo estimation. Our approach here is completely the same as in section 5.1.3
and therefore we only give the nal formulae.
For the rst, from  we have
!f  a7 (5.30)
The second cannot be simplied further analytically:
!6  E[
*
(a

=f fF 6

 (a

=f fF f
+*
(a

=f fF 6

(a

=f fF f
+￿].
(5.31)
For the third we use the rst-order Taylor approximation of (a =fF 6 in
f around ? and obtain
!?c6  E
/
(a

=f fF 6

￿


	
f  f 
f￿

(a

=f fF 6

￿
￿0

(5.32)
1We note that what we are interested here are in fact the second moments instead of the
variances (see  Still, we will use the term ’variance’ since the two are equal in the limit.5.3. EFFICIENT ESTIMATION 109
The expressions in the expectations from ,  and  depend
on 7 =f (the true values of) >B and @ where @ is an     matrix
of normal random variables used for the Monte Carlo estimation of the pur-
chase probabilities and their derivatives. We note that the expressions from
the expectations also depend on the prices 2 and the purchase probabilities f
but these are computed in terms of the rest of the variables, as explained in
section 4.5. Hence any of the expressions from ,  and  can
be regarded as a function G7=f>B@. The latter three of this function’s
arguments are random, and therefore the expectation is taken with respect to
these. Hence a Monte Carlo simulation estimator of EG7=f>B@ is

H
- 
o’￿
G
	
7=f>Eo￿BEo￿@Eo￿



where >Eo￿BEo￿ and @Eo￿ for   H are draws from the distributions of
the random variables >B and @
For computing G7=f>Eo￿BEo￿@Eo￿ and obtaining the random draws
used in the Monte Carlo simulation, we need to know =f and a7 We note
that a7 is also necessary for computing !f from . Both =f and a7
typically contain unknown parameters. The common approach in the literature
is to replace these unknown parameters by a rst-stage consistent estimator
of them, like the BLP estimator. Since the number of parameters in a7
may be large, a useful simplication is to assume that the observations are
homoscedastic. In this case the variances 7￿ corresponding to the observa-
tions are the same, and this implies only three unknown parameters in a7
since in  ￿c￿&    ac￿& for 	/   We adopt this assumption
here and in the Monte Carlo study from the next section.
If we suppose that we have obtained consistent estimates of =f and a7
say # = and # a7 then we can draw >Eo￿BEo￿@Eo￿ and compute G7# =>Eo￿
BEo￿@Eo￿. For this latter quantity we need to determine the unique equilib-
rium price. This can be obtained by solving the Monte Carlo simulated ver-
sion of the xed point equation 

. Using the equilibrium price we can
estimate the purchase probabilities by Monte Carlo simulations. In practice
the limit when  goes to innity (e.g., in 
) cannot be computed and
therefore the approximation by the value of  is used. At this moment we
have described how to obtain estimates of all the variables used for estimating
the expectations from , , , and consequently of the optimal
instruments. The optimal weight matrix from 
 then can be estimated
by using these estimates and replacing the expectation with respect to 7 by its
realization a 7
￿ 

?c6
a 7
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5.3.1 Remarks
We make a few remarks on four issues that arise when estimating the expecta-
tions from ,  and .T h erst issue is calculating the partial
derivatives involved in the expressions of the optimal instruments and the op-
timal weight matrix. The second deals with the precision of the Monte Carlo
estimates of the functions G The third treats some particular cases in which
the variances caused by the consumer and Monte Carlo sampling processes
vanish. The last issue discusses some potential weaknesses in the way we es-
timated the optimal instruments and weight matrix. We treat these problems
below.
The partial derivatives involved in the expressions of the optimal instru-
ments and the optimal weight matrix are
(a
=￿ 


Y1
Yw￿
Y/
Yw￿

  and
(a
￿ 


Y1
Yr￿
Y/
Yr￿

 
Since these formulae do not have intuitive or attractive forms, with the possible
exception of
>
=￿ we present only this, in the linear income-price difference
case 
.
By the Implicit Function Theorem we have
>
=￿  


>￿

3￿ 
=￿
Using the notation from section  we have that

>￿ 
 
    ￿
d
The partial derivative of the purchase probabilities with respect to the parame-
ters can be written as

=￿ 


4


￿

￿

C￿


These partials have simple expressions:

4

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d  2


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 
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where   ￿  a
￿,a n d

￿ 
 
    ￿
!d

C￿  
Combining these we obtain
>
=￿  
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 
    ￿
d
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 
    ￿
!d



0

In the Monte Carlo study below we show some intuition behind this formula
in a simplied version of the model.
The second issue is the precision of the Monte Carlo estimates of the func-
tions G The main concern here is that the dimension of the integrals corre-
sponding to expectations like , ,  is typically at least as large
as   Since this can be a large number, it is crucial that the most precise
estimation methods be used. Hence we advise the application of quasi-Monte
Carlo methods instead of simple Monte Carlo simulation. Still we admit that
there may be situations when estimation of the optimal instruments and the
optimal weight matrix cannot be performed with reliable precision with the
currently available computers and computational techniques. In the Monte
Carlo study below we discuss a few related problems that arose in the example
treated there.
The third issue is to look at the optimal instruments and the optimal weight
matrix in some particular cases. Often in practice data on market shares are
available from the whole market. This implies that the number of consumers 
is of the order of millions while the total number of products from the market
is much smaller. Then we can safely believe that ? approximates f very well
and the variation caused by the consumer sampling process !?c6 becomes
negligible. If, in addition, we use quasi-Monte Carlo methods with sufciently
large simulation sample size for estimating the purchase probabilities and their
derivatives, then these estimates will be fairly precise, and the variation in the
model caused by the Monte Carlo simulations !6 will also become negligible.
In this case the expectations from  and  can be omitted, and the
instruments and optimal weight matrix become
+W
a 7  a 7
3￿a 7, (5.33)
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where
a 7E
/
(a

=f fF f

=￿
0
 (5.35)
This last expression, not surprisingly, is then exactly equal to the quantity used
for estimating it in the general case (see ). The variance of the asymp-
totically efcient estimator becomes
 
a<"

	
E

a 7
￿ a 7
3￿ a 7

3￿
 (5.36)
The expectations from 
 and  are with respect to 7and hence these
can be estimated by the realization of the expression in the expectation. The
expectation from  is conditional on 7 and by assuming 7 independent of
>B, 7 can be regarded non-random. Then the only random variables in the
expression of this expectation are > and B
Finally, we note some weaknesses in our estimation of the optimal instru-
ments and weight matrix. In most cases we approximated the expressions in
the expectations by quantities that are easier to estimate by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. The main problem here is that we do not know how good these ap-
proximations are. The approximations were guided on the one hand by the in-
tuition from asymptotic theory that relies on rst-order Taylor approximations
(see  and ) ,a n do nt h eo t h e rh a n db yt h ei d e at h a tm e a nv a l u e s
(see  and ) are better approximated by replacing ? and F6 by f
and Ff than covariance values (see , 
,  and ). While
this appears to be intuitive, a more rigorous treatment of the problem in the
framework provided by Berry, Linton and Pakes (2000) is needed.
5.4 A Monte Carlo study
In this section, we compare in a Monte Carlo study the performance of the
BLP and the efcient estimators for a simplied version of the model. By
doing so we pursue two main objectives. The rst is to show the importance of
the efcient estimator by providing an example where the BLP estimator is so
imprecise that we cannot rely on it, while the efcient estimator is relatively
precise. The second objective is to give a simple example that can provide
intuition on the original more complicated case.5.4. A MONTE CARLO STUDY 113
5.4.1 The estimators
Weconsiderthestandardlogitmodelwithlinearincome-pricedifference(yield-
ing the purchase probabilities 
) and assume that the marginal cost param-
eters C are known. This simplication is useful since it implies that only the
demand parameters and the covariance parameters of the unobservables need
to be estimated, and these estimators can be obtained in closed form. We as-
sume that 7 is independent of the true values of the unobserved characteristics,
which we assume normal:

>￿B￿
￿    with 

2
1 1/
1/ 2
/


Then, besides the demand parameters 4
 the elements of the covariance ma-
trix  a r ea l s oc o n s i d e r e dt ob eu n k n o w np a r a m e t e r s .W ea s s u m ef u r t h e rt h a t
the number of consumers in the market is sufciently high for making the ob-
served market shares ? equal to the true market shares fHence, as discussed
at the end of the previous section, there is no variation caused by the consumer
sampling process.
The purchase probability formula 
 for    implies that


￿
f


 42￿  ￿
  >￿ for   
These equations dene a linear regression. If we use the notation
￿ 	 

￿
f


	 ￿ a
￿  n 	 2 =	

4
￿￿ 
then we have a closed form for the demand unobservables:
>    n=
From  and 
, the asymptotically optimal instruments and the opti-
m a lw e i g h tm a t r i xa r e
+W  32
1  with  	 E

>
=￿

+W  2
1

￿
3￿
We note that here we use again the assumption that 7 is independent of >B
and hence we can ignore the conditional expectation with respect to 7 in 114 CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION OF MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
The partial derivative of the unobservable characteristics with respect to the
parameters here takes the form
>
=￿  2  and hence   E2  (5.37)
This is familiar from the linear regression with instrumental variables. We
replace E2 in  by its consistent estimator obtained by Monte Carlo simula-
tions, and let #  denote what we obtain.
The efcient estimator is obtained from minimizing
> =
￿ # 
	
# ￿ # 

3￿ # ￿> =
with respect to = and is equal to
# =. 

￿
n # 
	
# ￿ # 

3￿ # ￿n

3￿
￿
n # 
	
# ￿ # 

3￿ # ￿ (5.38)
Conform , this has the asymptotic distribution

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which implies that the variance of # =. can be approximated as
Var# =.  # 2
1
	
# ￿ # 

3￿
 (5.39)
The variance of the unobserved demand characteristics can be estimated as
# 2
1  # >
￿# >* with # >    n# =
Denote by # + the instrument matrix constructed by BLP, that is,
+ 

# +￿  # +a
￿

where # +￿ is dened in . Then the BLP estimator is
# =￿ 

￿
n++￿n
3￿￿
n++￿ (5.40)
and conform  it has the asymptotic distribution
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The variance of the BLP estimator # =￿ can be approximated as
Var# =￿  # 2
1
	
# ++￿ # ￿

3￿	
# 

++￿2 # ￿

	
# ++￿ # ￿

3￿
 (5.41)
As well-known, the BLP estimator is not an asymptotically efcient linear
instrumental variables (IV) estimator but the estimator
# =UT 
	
￿
n+

++￿3￿ +￿n

3￿
￿
n+

++￿3￿+￿ (5.42)
is the asymptotically efcient linear IV estimator. Since our interest is in com-
paring the BLP # =￿ and the efcient # =. estimators, which may have impli-
cations for the more general non-linear cases, we will not give the estimator
# =UT the same detailed treatment as to the other two, especially since its per-
formance in this Monte Carlo study turns out to be poor. However, since this
estimator is interesting in the linear case considered here, we will make some
remarks regarding its performance at the end of the next subsection.
5.4.2 Results
In the Monte Carlo study we take    and the number of rms
in the market   .T h e rst characteristic out of the 5 is equal to 1 for
each product (i.e., there is a constant in the utility), and the other four are ran-
dom uniform on . The true values of the parameters = 

4
￿￿ are
presented in the rst column of Table 5.1. The unobserved characteristics are
random normal with the true values of the covariance parameters 2
1  

1/   2
/  . These values have been chosen to satisfy certain
conditions. First, they are sufciently small to yield sensible estimates with
    These parameter values imply that the variance of the unobserved de-
mand characteristics is only about /of the total variance of observed and un-
observed characteristics. Larger variances, which are closer to realism, would
require larger  as well, which would increase the computational burden of
the Monte Carlo study signicantly.2 Second, the variance of the supply side
unobservable is taken to be lower than that of the demand unobservable since
it appears exponentially in the marginal cost (equation 
 in the previous
2A preliminary trial with the values 
2
1   1/  	
2
/  
 for    
yielded very similar results in terms of the sample means and standard deviations of the esti-
mates. In this case the variance of the demand unobservables is about  of the total variance
of the characteristics, which is obviously more realistic. However, in order to estimate the
optimal instruments in this case we need to deal with 600-dimensional integrals.116 CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION OF MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
chapter). Third, the covariance parameter values specied above yield a corre-
lation between >￿ and B￿ of about 0.5. We nd this value neither too large nor
too small.
Table 5.1 contains the outcome of the Monte Carlo study. The sample
means and standard deviations of the demand estimates are based on 100 sam-
ple draws of the unobserved characteristics, while the observed characteristics
are held constant. The second and third columns are the sample means and
standard deviations of the parameter estimates # =￿ specied in 
.T h e
4th column contains the standard deviations computed from the asymptotic
approximation 
. The 5th and 6th columns are the sample means and
standard deviations of the efcient estimates # =. given in  when the true
demand and covariance parameters are used for estimating the optimal instru-
ments. The 7th column contains the corresponding standard deviations com-
puted fromthe asymptotic approximation .Columns9-12arethesample
means and standard deviations of the estimates when randomly drawn demand
parameter values, say) = 
	
) 4) 

￿
￿
, are used for estimating the optimal instru-
ments. These parameter values, presented in column 8, aim to play the role of
consistent estimates obtained in a rst stage of estimation. We refer to these
estimates below as sub-efcient estimates. The sub-efcient estimates from
column 9, denoted # =7f in Table 5.1, are obtained by putting >  B when
we estimate E2 from . This way we obtain an estimate of E2 that is
not consistent (since it is based on only one Monte Carlo draw, namely that
when >  B  ) but computationally inexpensive. We note that in this case
we do not need to use the covariance parameters for estimating E2.
The reason that we use arbitrary demand parameters instead of rst-stage
consistent estimates is that in the latter the estimate of 4 may be negative, as
we show a bit later. In this case there is no guarantee that an equilibrium of
the pricing game exists (see Theorem 20). This can be seen from the markup
equation 
 from the previous chapter, according to which 4 negative im-
plies that the markups are negative, and therefore the prots of all rms are
negative. Hence these prices, in spite of the fact that they satisfy the rst-
order conditions for prot maximization, cannot be a Nash equilibrium since
any rm  can deviate by taking s  s In this case the optimal instru-
ments cannot be constructed. Using randomly generated parameters we can
avoid this problem if we control for the sign of 4. For obtaining the estimates
denoted # =7 from column 11, we estimate the covariance parameters for each
simulation case by the sample analogs
) 2
1  ) >
￿) >* ) 1/  ) >
￿
) B* ) 2
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where ) >    n) = and ) B   -  AC with -￿  2￿ 

) 4
	
  ￿
sDs


(see formula 
).
A striking feature of the results from Table 5.1 is that the BLP estimate
of the price coefcient # 4￿ has a relatively high standard deviation, while the
corresponding efcient # 4. and sub-efcient estimates # 47f # 47 are relatively
precise. This is reected both by the sample standard deviations and the stan-
dard deviations computed from the asymptotic approximations. We note the
similarity of these two in the case of the BLP and the efcient estimates. This
shows that in this example the small sample distribution of the parameter es-
timator appears to approximate well the asymptotic distribution. Hence we
can safely believe that the estimator # 4￿ has a normal distribution with mean 1
and standard deviation about 1.3. This implies that / of the realizations of
# 4￿ is in the interval  that is, a considerable proportion of them is
negative. Since, as discussed in the previous paragraph, negative estimates of
4 cannot be used as rst-stage parameter values, we can draw the conclusion
that the BLP estimates cannot be used as rst-stage estimators.
An interesting implication of this feature regarding the BLP estimator of
the price coefcient # 4￿ is that, in the situations when it is negative, it is not
consistent. Thisfollows fromthe remarkabove thatin thiscase the price vector
is not a Nash equilibrium of the pricing game. In contrast, Table 5.1 shows that
this estimator approximates very closely its asymptotic distribution and hence
it is consistent and asymptotically normal. This apparent contradiction has a
simple explanation related to the deciency of the estimation procedure in ver-
ifying that the price vector corresponds to an equilibrium. More precisely, the
estimation procedure uses only the fact that the price vector satises the rst-
order conditions for prot maximization (see the beginning of section 5.1.1)
and not that it is a Nash equilibrium. Hence an estimator obtained with this
procedure will be consistent if and only if the price vector satises the rst-
order conditions for prot maximization. The BLP estimator # 4￿ satises this
condition obviously, and this explains why it appears to be consistent from the
simulation results. Consequently, # 4￿ is consistent according to the estimation
procedure even if it is negative but it is not consistent according to the model if
it is negative since the price vector does not correspond to a Nash equilibrium.
From a practical point of view the sub-efcient estimator is more interest-
i n gt h a nt h ee f cient estimator. The Monte Carlo results corresponding to the
former imply that, if for constructing the optimal instruments we use parame-
ter values that are different from the true values, the efciency of the estimates
willnotdeterioratemuch. Obviously, ourresultscannotimplythatthisremains118 CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION OF MARKET EQUILIBRIUM MODELS
true generally, but the fact that the parameter ) = from column 8 can be viewed
numerically as a consistent estimate implies that the sub-efcient estimator # =7
from column 11 can be interpreted as a two-stage efcient estimator. This ar-
gument provides some intuition why the sub-efcient estimates are almost as
precise as the efcient ones and why they are better than the BLP estimates.
An interesting feature of the results in Table 5.1 is that the sub-efcient
estimate # =7f is not worse than # =7. In other words, more precisely estimated
optimal instruments do not necessarily yield more precise estimates of the pa-
rameters. Although in the case of our example this may be due to the fact
that the true variances of the unobservables are relatively low, we think this
feature is remarkable since it implies that there are situations when a computa-
tionally inexpensive estimator of the optimal instruments yields fairly precise
estimates.
IntheMonteCarlostudypresentedabo v eweha v esho wnane xam plewhen
the efcient estimator (more precisely, the sub-efcient estimator) is useful
while the BLP estimator is not. This suggests that such situations may also
occur in empirically important cases.
We conclude this section by two remarks. The rst concerns the estimation
of the optimal instruments by quasi-Monte Carlo methods. The expectation
that needs to be estimated is E2. We recall that 2 from the expectation is the
solution of the system given in 
 and hence it is a function of the model
parameters and variables. Due to conditioning on 7 which is independent of
> and B the only random variables on which 2 depends are > and B Hence
E2 is a 100-dimensional integral having the integrand variables > and B We
observe that in our model the pairs of unobserved characteristics

>￿B￿

for
   are iid. This suggests the conjecture that in the ANOVA decom-
position (section 3.3.1) of the integrand the terms containing only >￿ and B￿
are higher than the rest of the terms. The samples we use in the estimation
of the integral are orthogonal array based Latin hypercube samples based on
OA
 (see section 3.2.2). The dimension of these is 32 in or-
der to obtain a 100-dimensional sample we take three randomized versions of
these yielding dimension 96 and one based on OA

.T h i sw a y
we obtain samples called Latin supercube samples (Owen (1998a)) of size
1024 In order to verify our conjecture about the ANOVA decomposition
of the integrand, we reorder the columns of the sample by moving the columns
from positions    and  to positions  and      This
way the pair of columns corresponding to >￿ and B￿ forms an orthogonal array
OA
. This operation reduced the variance of the integral esti-
mate on average by the factor 16, which suggests that our conjecture tends to5.4. A MONTE CARLO STUDY 119
be true. Overall, the average precision obtained with this method is equivalent
roughly to the precision when we use Monte Carlo samples of length 4S In
a more practical sense, with estimates between 1 and 2 this precision amounts
to three decimals determined exactly. This very high precision, obviously, may
not prevail in all situations. In our case we believe that the relatively low val-
ues of the unobservables’ variances have a positive inuence on the precision
of the integral.
The second remark is on the performance of the asymptotically efcient
linear IVestimator# =UT from
. This estimatorhas asymptotic distribution


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from which its variance can be approximated as
Var# =UT  # 2
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
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3￿
 (5.43)
The results of a Monte Carlo study similar to that described above for this
estimator are presented in Table 5.2. The second column presents the sam-
ple means of the estimates, the third the sample standard deviations while the
fourth theasymptoticapproximationofthestandarddeviationsbasedon

when the true value of 2
1 is used. The sample mean of the estimates are far
from the true value of the parameters, and the sample standard deviations are
larger than those of the BLP estimator # =￿. In contrast, the asymptotic approxi-
mation of the standard deviations based on 
 a r em u c hl o w e r ,i nf a c to n l y
slightly larger than that of the efcient estimator# =.. This difference in the two
approximations of the distribution of # =UT is remarkable since it implies that in
the framework of our Monte Carlo study the estimator # =UT has severe small
sample bias, while an asymptotically inefcient IV estimator, the BLP estima-
tor # =￿, does not. A similar phenomenon was noticed in a different situation
when estimating covariance structures (e.g., Abowd and Card (1989), Altonji
and Segal (1996)) in that the asymptotically efcient estimator was reported
to have worse small sample properties than asymptotically inefcient estima-
tors. An interesting extension of this study would be a Limited Information
Maximum Likelihood (LIML) estimation of the model, since this method has
been reported to provide estimates with good small sample properties in situ-
ations when IV estimation failed to do so (see Bekker (1994) and Wansbeek
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5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have discussed the estimation of price equilibrium models
presented in the previous chapter. The estimation employs GMM based on the
moments of the unobserved characteristics. The unobserved characteristics
can be computed as a function of the market shares by inverting the equations
that state that the purchase probabilities are equal to the market shares. We
have provided formulae for the asymptotic variance of the GMM estimator.
Regarding the efciency of this estimator, the choice of instruments employed
in the estimation is important. We have presented the instruments constructed
by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995), derived the optimal instruments that
yield efcient estimates, and have shown how to estimate these. In a Monte
Carlo study based on a simplied version of the model we have shown the
importance of efcient estimation.
Regarding the efcient estimation of the model, obviously, improvements
are possible. Our proposed method works well in the case of the example
discussed but in a strict sense the obtained estimator by this method is not
efcient. Thisisduetothefactthatanefcientestimatorcannot beobtainedby
GMMin two stages. It would be worth studying the estimation of the model by
likelihood-basedmethods, liketheBayesianmethodorempiricallikelihood. A
Bayesian estimation procedure for a version of the model closely related to the
BLP version was developed by Viard, Polson and Gron (1999). This procedure
makes use of the advantages of Bayesian estimation. For example, it avoids the
numericalcomputationoftheunobservablesasafunctionofthemarketshares,
provides estimates with exact nite sample distribution and implicitly explores
some efciency features. Nevertheless, the problem of optimal instruments
remains since one cannot avoid using a two-stage procedure by applying this
method with optimal instruments.
A problem when estimating the optimal instruments is that this requires
priceequilibriumuniqueness. In the previous chapterweestablishedthis prop-
erty only for the standard logit demand case with linear income-price differ-
ence. Hence for estimating the optimal instruments in a practically more rele-
vant case, like the mixed logit demand, we cannot rely on theoretical results of
price equilibrium uniqueness. However, given the increasingly large power of
computers, it may be possible to use brute force and design a test that veries
computationally the steps from the proof of Theorem 20 for the model consid-
ered. In the case when there is indeed a unique price equilibrium this would
be an alternative to avoid the analytic difculties that arise in a formal proof of
price uniqueness.5.6. APPENDIX: TABLES 121
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Bayesian Designs Using
Managers’ Prior Beliefs
In this chapter we discuss the construction of experimental choice designs, a
topic that has potential applications in marketing. Conjoint choice experi-
ments imitate real-life choice situations by collecting data from the subjects of
the experiments on choices made from alternatives specied as hypothetical
products from a market. These alternatives, commonly grouped in choice sets,
form the design of the conjoint choice experiment. The chapter studies the
gains from using managers’ prior beliefs for the construction of the design.
6.1 Introduction
A conjoint choice design should provide as much information as possible on
the parameters of the choice model calibrated on the collected data. A number
of authors have addressed the problem of how to construct designs with higher
efciency (Lazari and Anderson (1994), Kuhfeld, Tobias and Garratt (1994),
Bunch, Louviere and Anderson (1994), Huber and Zwerina (1996)) and pro-
vide methods to produce those designs. Constructing designs with improved
efciency becomes more and more important because problems of lengthy
questionnaires are increasingly troubling market researchers. The dilemma is
the trade-off between the increasing quantity of information obtained at higher
costs and the decreasing quality of that information, due to such effects of
respondent fatigue and boredom.
More efcient designs enable a reduction in the number of questions asked
0This chapter is based on the paper by Sándor and Wedel (forthcoming).124 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
from a respondent as well as a reduction in the number of respondents. We
are interested in generating designs for conjoint choice experiments. Com-
plications in the construction of these designs arise from the analysis of the
data from conjoint choice experiments with the standard logit model (chapter
2 Louviere and Woodworth (1983)). Contrary to experimental design meth-
ods for linear regression (Atkinson and Donev (1992), Lenk et al. (1996)), for
the standard logit the construction of an efcient experimental design requires
knowledge of the values of the parameters. This is so, because the information
on the parameters provided by the design is dependent upon the value of those
parameters. Unfortunately, the parameter values are unknown at the time the
design is constructed and one needs to assume values to enable a design to be
generated. Often, one has constructed designs by assuming that the parame-
ters are zero. This can be motivated from the argument that the design achieves
optimality under the null-hypothesis of no-effect of the attribute-level in ques-
tion. However, in many applications zero parameter values are judged a priori
unlikely by product or marketing managers and the constructed design can po-
tentially have low efciency at those parameter values that seem relevant from
a management point of view. It is therefore desirable to optimize the design
over non-zero parameter values reecting the managers’ beliefs. However, in
doing that one needs to accommodate the uncertainty about those beliefs. This
is what we set out to do in this chapter.
Huber and Zwerina (1996) have provided a rst and important effort to
construct designs with improved efciency when the parameters are assumed
to be non-zero. They argue that in practice conjoint questionnaires are often
pre-tested on small samples, the results of which may provide reasonable pri-
ors for the construction of the design. However, this approach has limitations.
First, some design should already be available for the pretest and second, it
is not known how efcient the constructed designs are if the true parameter
values differ from the ones assumed in the pilot, since uncertainty about them
is discarded. One would like to obtain designs that take the uncertainty about
the assumed parameter values into account. Such designs are expected to yield
ah i g h e re f ciency across a wide range of parameter values. Uncertainty about
specic values may be accommodated through a prior distribution over a range
of plausible values. In this chapter we address this issue and develop designs
with improved efciency that are constructed in a Bayesian fashion (for an ex-
cellent review of Bayesian experimental designs, see Chaloner and Verdinelli
(1995)), incorporating prior parameter distributions elicited from managers.
We build upon previous work in this area (Huber and Zwerina (1996)), in that
our designs pertain to a typical conjoint choice experimental setup, for the6.2. CHOICE DESIGNS 125
standard logit model with qualitative predictors and main effects only.
The next section describes the construction of Bayesian designs. First, we
introduce the standard logit model for choice experiments, then we describe
in more detail the design optimality criteria we use. We elaborate on the elic-
itation and use of prior distributions for the parameter values and propose a
Bayesian approach to the construction of experimental designs. In section
3 we compare the performance of a design obtained by Huber and Zwerina
(1996) with Bayesian designs. In addition, we investigate the performance of
our modied design generating algorithm. We conduct Monte Carlo studies to
investigate the relative efciency of the designs under various conditions. In
section 4 we provide an empirical application, in which we elicit prior infor-
mation from management to yield improved choice designs. In section 5 we
provide a simple numerical example showing how the elicitation and design
construction can be done in practice. In section 6 we discuss limitations and
extensions.
6.2 Choice designs
Indevelopingchoicedesignsforthestandardlogitmodel, wespecifytheutility
of a subject for alternative  in choice set  as:

￿r  ￿
￿r
  ￿r (6.1)
where ￿r is a /-vector of the attributes of the alternative , 
 is a /-vector
parameter weighting these attributes, and ￿r is an error term following an iid
extreme value distribution. We note that the standard logit model employed
here is similar to that described in section 2.2 with the difference that here
several choice sets are considered. Taking this into account, we note that the
formulae established there can be adapted easily to this case. If the respon-
dents are assumed to choose the alternative with the highest utility out of the
 alternatives in choice set , the probability that  is chosen can be expressed
in closed form:
2￿r 
	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
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
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We assume a design in which all respondents are to be given the same
choice sets. Due to the assumption of independence of the error terms, the
choices made among the alternatives in different choice sets are independent.
Then, the log-likelihood function is the sum of the log-likelihood functions of126 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
the choice sets (plus a term that does not depend on the parameters, see ),
that is,
   
7 
r’￿
a 
￿’￿
￿r  2￿r (6.3)
where ￿r denotes the observed number of purchases of product  in choice
set  divided by the total number of purchases,  The information matrix,
obtained as the variance of the rst order derivatives of the log-likelihood with
respect to the parameters, is the sum of the choice-set specic information
matrices:
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￿rar
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Our concern is to nd a design of the product proles that, given a num-
ber of choice sets, number of alternatives in the choice sets, and number of
attribute levels, has improved efciency. Following the other design genera-
tion procedures provided in the literature, we consider the size of the choice
set as xed by the researcher, prior to design construction. We accept min-
imal attribute level overlap as a constraint on the design, which means that
within a choice set the same attribute level should occur as few times as possi-
ble. Huber and Zwerina (1996) use level balance as a design constraint, which
implies that all levels of an attribute occur in the same frequencies. How-
ever, we show below that sacricing strict level balance allows us to generate
more efcient designs than when this criterion is enforced. It appears that the
design optimization procedure we use yields designs that are approximately
level balanced, even without explicitly enforcing this constraint. Huber and
Zwerina also use orthogonality as a design optimality constraint since, accord-
i n gt ot h e i rd e nition, together with minimal level overlap and level balance,
it yields efcient designs. In their denition a design is orthogonal if ￿ is
diagonal for a suitably coded  (see also Kuhfeld, Tobias and Garratt (1994)).
This design orthogonality (Lindsey (1996), p. 235) is of limited use, since in
the standard logit model it does not imply that the parameters themselves are
independent (although design orthogonality does tend to reduce the strength of
the relationships among parameters). A more useful concept is information or-
thogonality (Lindsey (1996), p. 236), where the parameter estimates are truly
independent. However, from 
 it appears that if the parameters deviate
from zero, nding any design that actually satises information orthogonality6.2. CHOICE DESIGNS 127
is rather unlikely. Therefore orthogonality and level balance will not play a
role in our procedure to develop efcient choice designs. We look for designs
that maximize the information on the estimates as represented in the Fisher
information matrix in 
 under the constraint of minimal level overlap. A
widely accepted one-dimensional measure of information is the determinant
of the information matrix (Huber and Zwerina (1996), Kuhfeld, Tobias and
Garratt (1994)). It is motivated from the condence ellipsoid for 
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(Silvey (1980)), where # 

is the maximum likelihood estimate of 
. As a one-dimensional measure
of the efciency of a design one usually employs the ￿-error: ￿-error =
det 

3￿*&  Here, / is the dimensionality of the parameter vector and the
exponent serves to ”adjust” the information for the dimensionality of the pa-
rameter vector. The power */ normalizes the determinant of the information
matrix, making it proportional to the number of respondents.
It should be noted that we cannot prove the designs that we generate to be
strictly optimal, nor are they expected to be. There are several reasons for this.
First, by enforcing minimal level overlap the choice design is optimized under
a constraint that may yield it less efcient. We search for ”optimal” designs
within the class ofminimal leveloverlap designs. Second, we optimize ascalar
measure of the information: det 

3￿*& since this measure has intuitive ap-
peal and has been used previously in the design of conjoint choice experiments
(Huber and Zwerina (1996)), and other experiments for logit models (Zacks
(1977)). However, other measures are possible, for example, ln"( 
.
This measure is appealing from a Bayesian perspective since it can be derived
from a utility function of a design based on Shannon information (Chaloner
and Verdinelli (1995)). Design ”optimality” is only dened with respect to
the particular scalar measure of information that we use, but our approach can
be easily extended to include other, e.g., the ln"( 
 criterion. Third,
heuristic search procedures are used to nd the optimum. While those heuris-
tics yield designs with improved efciency, they may not yield ”optimal” ef-
ciency. Therefore rather than referring to ”optimal” designs, we will refer to
designs with ”improved efciency”,o r ”more efcient” designs. Table 6.1
provides an overview of the criteria considered so far in the literature.128 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
6.2.1 Eliciting and using prior information
We propose to elicit prior information on the parameters from product or mar-
keting managers in the company that issues the study and to use that in design
construction. Managers hold prior beliefs on the share of consumers that will
purchase a product with a specic attribute-level. Such prior beliefs are com-
m o n l yu s e di ns e l e c t i n gt h ea t t r i b u t e sa n dl e v e l st ob ei n c l u d e di nad e s i g n ,b u t
although a priori beliefs could explicitly be allowed to affect the design itself,
to date they have not been used in that way.
How to elicit prior information on choice model parameters from man-
agers? Subjective Bayesian theory states that personal beliefs can be reected
through subjective probability statements (Berger (1985), p. 75): it is assumed
that people can conceive of uncertainty about events as probabilities and can
coherently express those probabilities (Savage (1976)). We wish to elicit prior
beliefs from managers in the form of a (95%) credible set involving the up-
per and lower bounds of the prior probability distribution of model parameters
(Shafer (1982)). However, rather than eliciting beliefs for a parameter 
, di-
rectly, we propose to elicit managers’ beliefs about the relative frequencies ,
(market shares) with which customers in the population will choose a product
with attribute level I. We then derive the corresponding subjective probability
distribution (SPD) of the parameter from it by a transformation. The motiva-
tion for doing so is that prior distributions are not invariant under transforma-
tions. Thus equivalent prior distributions for parameters in differently param-
eterized choice models may lead to different prior distributions for the choice
frequencies. Techniques for elicitation of beliefs on relative frequencies are
well developed in the psychological literature, while it may be quite difcult
for managers to state beliefs on relatively abstract constructs as parameters.
A variety of elicitation techniques has been proposed (see van Lenthe
(1993)), which attempt to control the reliability and validity of the stated be-
liefs (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff and Phillips (1982)). In particular, overcon-
dence (Yates et al. (1989)) has been reported to be a major problem. Scoring
rules are used to give feedback on individual assessments to try and allevi-
ate overcondence. With strictly proper scoring rules, individual assessors are
stimulated to report only true beliefs, because they can maximize the score
only if the stated SPD corresponds to their subjective knowledge.
We use a paper and pencil version of the elicitation method proposed by
van Lenthe (1993), employing proper scoring rules in a graphically oriented
elicitation task. Managers are asked to provide a direct visualization of their
SPD of customer choice, by drawing it, for each attribute in the design, in pan-
els as shown in Figure 6.3. Feedback is provided in terms of upper and lower6.2. CHOICE DESIGNS 129
bounds for thesubjectivejudgements andmultiple triesare allowed. In the task
we ask the managers to think of these probabilities as if the products formed
by all possible combinations of the attributes and levels are actually available
to consumers and invite them to assess the choice probabilities for a product
that we present with specic levels of one particular attribute. Van Lenthe
(1993) extensively investigates the performance of his method that provides
estimates of the lower ( ,), and upper ( ,) bounds of the subjective probability
distribution function of choice frequencies.
In spite of the scoring rule used, the manager, specifying an interval for
the choice frequencies, may however still display overcondence. Following
Almond ((1996), p. 241), we therefore take the managers’ judgements to hold
with a probability of 95%, which is equivalent to eliciting a 95% credibility
interval from him/her, and t a normal distribution to the 95% credible inter-
val. From the elicited prior distribution of the frequencies we derive the prior
distribution of the parameters, having a density denoted #  
,, by employing
an inverse logit transformation as shown in equations  and  in the
application below.
6.2.2 Constructing the design
AdoptingaBayesianapproachtodesignconstruction(seeAtkinsonandDonev
(1992), p. 211 Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995)) we use the prior distribution
of the logit coefcients #  
 thus obtained, to reect subjective beliefs in the
probabilities that particular parameter values occur. The optimal design is the
one that minimizes the ￿-error, that is, the expectation of the ￿-error over
the prior distribution of the parameter values:
￿-error  .q
	
"(
3￿*&
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
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d
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Wenotethatthiscriterionisnecessarilyapproximate, beingbasedonanasymp-
totic approximation to the posterior distribution. The expected information is
estimated by Monte Carlo methods by computing
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H
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where ) 

o
is a draw from #  
 We use H  . Then this approximate
value is evaluated for designs constrained to have minimal level overlap and
submitted to the algorithms for nding the optimum value over the design130 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
space. We take the expectation of the design criterion over the prior distri-
bution of the parameters so that prior uncertainty translates into a spread of
the design points. This approach is appropriate, since in the absence of data
the prior and the posterior distributions coincide: the prior is also called the
pre-posterior in this context. Note that in this formulation we ignore the prior
variance, say qAn alternativecriterionis

U& "( 
q
3￿*& #  
d

However, Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995) argue in favor of the criterion used
by us, since it allows for different prior information to be used in the design
a n da n a l y s i s ,a n di sa l s oa p p e a l i n gw h e nan o n - B a y e s i a nf r a m e w o r ki sa d o p t e d
for analysis. In addition, our criterion is based on an asymptotic approximation
to the posterior, and the prior vanishes in that case.
The optimization problem can be formally represented as:
 
f
) ￿ 
subject to   has minimal level overlap
given  #  
 the prior distribution of 

The tools we use for determining the design that provides the largest infor-
mation and satises minimal level overlap are relabeling and swapping, as
developed by Huber and Zwerina (1996). In addition, we propose the use of a
procedure that we call cycling. We conjecture that cycling may improve upon
the algorithm of Huber and Zwerina (1996). The reason that such heuristic
procedures are used is that an exhaustive search over the entire design-space
is not feasible, except for small designs. The three stages of our algorithm,
relabeling, swapping and cycling operate as stated in the next section.
We make two additional remarks related to what has been presented in
this subsection. The rst is related to the value that we use for H namely
whether this is sufciently large for obtaining reliable results. If H is not large
enough, we run a high risk that the ￿-error will not be estimated sufciently
precisely and hence our algorithm will not nd the design with the highest
possible efciency. In order to verify whether H    is sufcient, we
investigated the effect of the number of draws used on the efciency of the
generated designs: the difference in the number of subjects needed to achieve
t h es a m ee f ciency relative to a design based on 10,000 draws was 2% or
less. This suggests that H   tends to be sufcient for obtaining reliably
efcient designs.
The second remark is related to the efciency yielded by subsequent rela-
beling, swapping and cycling compared to a full search. For a class of small
designs (i.e., 32/2/6) we experimented with a search over all possible designs
with minimal level overlap, which is possible, though time-consuming. It6.2. CHOICE DESIGNS 131
appeared that the distribution of the R-error criterion is highly skewed and
extremely peaked. Nevertheless, the heuristic search algorithms relabeling,
swapping and cycling did quite a good job and recovered the optimum in 46%
of the cases in 1000 runs, while in the remaining 54% it was within 3% of the
optimum. Obviously, there is no guarantee that this is also the case for larger
designs, where for an exhaustive search impractically many evaluations of the
D-errors need to be made. For example, in the case of the 3e/2/15 designs the
total number of designs with minimal level overlap is about ￿f
6.2.3 Design generating algorithms
Relabeling permutes the levels of the attributes across choice sets. Take the
rst attribute and its levels across all choice sets. Take one particular permu-
tation of the levels, for example for three levels this may be 2 3 1, one of the
six possible permutations. Then reassign the levels of the attribute according
to this permutation, i.e., replace level 1 by 2, 2 by 3 and 3 by 1. Do the same
for other attributes for one particular permutation of their levels. Then go back
to attribute 1 and try a different permutation of its levels, as well as for the
other attributes. Thus, the relabeling algorithm searches for a combination of
permutations for which the corresponding design has the smallest error (either
￿-o r￿-error). (This is the same as in Huber and Zwerina (1996).)
Swappinginvolvesswitchingtwoattributelevelsamongalternativeswithin
a choice set. Assume two alternatives. The algorithm starts with the rst
choice set, takes the level of attribute one and swaps that with the level of
that attribute in the second alternative. Then it does the same with the second
attribute, and so on until the last attribute. Also consider simultaneous swaps
for several attributes, subsequently. Then it proceeds to the second choice set
and passes through all choice sets. If an improvement in information occurs,
the procedure returns to the rst choice set and proceeds until no improvement
is possible (our algorithm is slightly different from that used by Huber and
Zwerina (1996)).
Cycling is a combination of cyclically rotating the levels of an attribute
and swapping them. The algorithm starts with the rst attribute in the rst
choice set. It cyclically rotates the levels of the attribute until all possibilities
are exhausted. Thus, if there are three levels, replace level 1 with level 2,
level 2 with 3 and 3 with level 1. Continue this until the original conguration
is obtained again. Then apply a swap and cycle again until all possibilities
are exhausted. Continue in this manner by alternating swapping and cycling
until all possibilities are veried. Then go on to the second choice set and so on
until the last choice set. Then move to the second attribute and pass through all132 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
attributes proceeding in the same way as with the rst attribute. At each stage,
if an improvement is made the procedure starts over from the rst attribute in
the rst choice set. When no improvement is possible, the procedure stops.
6.3 Comparisons and Monte Carlo studies
In this section, we compare Bayesian designs to the designs provided by Hu-
ber and Zwerina (1996) that we indicate as ”HZ” in the sequel. In addition,
we investigate the incremental contribution of the cycling algorithm over the
relabeling and swapping algorithm.
6.3.1 Comparison with Huber and Zwerina (1996)
Consider the design from HZ of type e**, that is, with 15 choice sets,
two alternatives in each set with four attributes, each attribute having three
levels: 1, 2, 3. We use effect coding that assigns [1 0], [0 1], [-1 -1] to the
levels 1, 2, 3, respectively. Assume the coefcients to be xed at 
f  [-1
0- 10- 1 0 - 1 0 ] ￿, the values used by HZ. As Huber and Zwerina explain,
this set of coefcients produces choice probabilities that are the same when,
instead of coding, numerical values are assigned to the attribute levels and the
coefcients are all equal to one.
The leftmost part of Table 2 presents the design determined by HZ (HZ
Table 3, p. 313) from relabeling a starting design. Note that we use the rela-
beled design, and not the swapped design (that was reported by HZ to provide
al o w e r￿-error). The reason is that HZ only provide the complete design
generated by relabeling, and we think that it provides a useful benchmark.
(Below we present a Monte Carlo study where we use the standard design
obtained through relabeling, swapping and cycling as a baseline). In the bot-
tom row of Table 6.2 the ￿-a n d￿-errors are presented, which reect the
efciencies of the designs. Table 6.2 also presents the improved Bayesian re-
labeled, swapped, and cycled designs, denoted B1, B2, and B3, respectively.
Since prior management information is lacking, for these Bayesian designs we
take the parameters of the prior distribution as follows. We xt h em e a na t
f
provided by HZ and take the square root of the covariance matrix 
￿*2
f equal
to the identity matrix. The designs B1, B2, B3 are obtained by minimizing
the ￿-error (see equation )w h e r e
   
ff Note that this pro-
cedure reveals the improvement obtained only by accommodating parameter
uncertainty through a prior distribution, since the mean parameter values are
the same for the standard and Bayesian procedures. We think that neglecting6.3. COMPARISONS AND MONTE CARLO STUDIES 133
that uncertainty is logically inconsistent, since if the parameters were precisely
known, no design needs to be generated.
Visual inspection of the designs in Table 6.2 shows that all designs are
reasonable in terms of composition of proles and choice sets. The Bayesian
design produces the lowest ￿-error, which is expected since that is the crite-
rion minimized by it. But, it also produces a lower ￿-error, due to which it
is preferable over the HZ relabeled design. Note that all ￿-a n d￿-errors
are substantially lower for the Bayesian designs produced by cycling than for
the designs produced by relabeling and by relabeling and swapping. This il-
lustrates the superior performance of the proposed cycling algorithm. We note
that the property that cycling improves over swapping is generally true for de-
signs that do not have the property that the number of alternatives in a choice
set is equal to the number of attribute levels.
6.3.2 Monte Carlo studies
In the above comparison, the design errors ￿ were computed at the specic
parameter values assumed in constructing the respective designs. It is our con-
tention that the Bayesian approach yields more efcient designs over a wide
range of the parameter space. In order to investigate this, we conduct a Monte
Carlo study that compares, in terms of the ￿-error, the performance of the
standard HZ-type design with the Bayesian design. We construct the standard
design with four attributes and three levels, analogous to HZ, be it that we use
relabeling, swapping and cycling in its construction. Thus the comparison of
the Bayesian design to the standard design is unconfounded by the optimiza-
tion procedure. All designs are based on 15 choice sets with 2 alternatives.
In the Monte Carlo study we investigate the sensitivity of the Bayesian design
to the specied prior distribution as follows. For both the standard and the
Bayesian designs we choose 
f as dened in the previous section. But, since
the performance of the Bayesian design may be sensitive to the choice of f
in the prior distribution, we vary that parameter in the Monte Carlo study. In
particular, we construct six Bayesian designs, using f  2
f& with six dif-
ferent values: f  0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, and 2.00. We draw 1,000 true
parameter vectors from the normal distribution, for each of 36 grid points, with
am e a n
f a n das t a n d a r dd e v i a t i o nv a r y i n gb e t w e e n0a n d5o nt h eg r i d .A t
each of the 36,000 draws we evaluate the ￿-errors of the standard and the six
Bayesian designs.
To assess the relative performance of the Bayesian designs, we compute
the increase in the number of respondents needed for the standard design to
have the same ￿-efciency as the Bayesian design. This measure, if positive,134 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
reects by what percentage we can reduce the number of respondents using a
Bayesian design in order to obtain estimates that are as efcient as those from
the standard design (if it is negative it shows by what percentage we should
reduce the number of respondents for the standard design in order to obtain
t h es a m ee f ciency as with the Bayesian design). Note that again, we compare
the designs on the criterion that is most favorable to the standard HZ design,
since that is the design that maximizes the ￿-efciency.
F i g u r e6 . 1s h o w st h ee x t e n tt ow h i c ht h eB a y e s i a nd e s i g ni sm o r ee f -
cient. The standard deviations of the true parameters, reecting their variation
around the ones assumed in design construction, are shown on the -axis while
the relative difference in the numbers of subjects needed for the Bayesian de-
sign relative to the standard design, is on the 6-axis. The different panels
show the results obtained for different values of f. Figure 6.1 shows that if
the prior distribution assumed in the Bayesian design reects little uncertainty
(i.e., f  ) the two designs need about the same number of subjects. This
is to be expected, since this corresponds to a situation where the parameter
values are almost exactly known (for f   the Bayesian and the stan-
dard designs are exactly the same). If the prior distribution assumed for the
parameters reects more uncertainty, i.e., for f   and  a reduction
of approximately 10% in the number of subjects is obtained in most cases.
Each of the panels shows that if the true parameters are very close to the as-
sumed ones in generating the designs (left hand side of the graphs), then the
standard design tends to do better. This seems intuitive: if one knows the val-
ues of the coefcients with a high degree of certainty, then there is not much
use in employing a Bayesian design construction method. These results reveal
that overcondence of managers in eliciting their prior beliefs may affect the
constructed design seriously. For larger values of f like   and  a
substantial reduction of 15-22 is obtained. We believe that in our study we
o n l yp r o v i d eal o w e rb o u n df o rt h er e l a t i v ep e r f o r m a n c eo ft h eB a y e s i a nd e -
signs, for three reasons. First, the Monte Carlo study reects only the effect of
including prior uncertainty on the parameter values, since the mean parameter
values are the same for the standard and the Bayesian design. In practice, as
we will see below, the Bayesian design may be appreciably better because it
is based on different mean parameter values derived from managers’ beliefs.
Secondly, we note that the true parameter values were generated from draws
from normal distributions centered around the assumed parameter values, but
with different standard deviations as shown on the -axis of the graphs. Even
if the standard error is large, a substantial proportion of the true parameters
will be generated close to the assumed ones, due to the symmetric unimodal6.3. COMPARISONS AND MONTE CARLO STUDIES 135
shape of the normal distribution, thus providing relative advantage to the stan-
dard design. Third and nally, we evaluate the relative improvement of the
Bayesian design in terms of the ￿-r a t h e rt h a nt h e￿-error, which is to the
advantage of the standard design.
In the Monte Carlo study described above, the design involves four at-
tributes and three levels. How will the design generating procedures perform
with different values of attributes and levels? To answer that question, we con-
duct another Monte Carlo Study. Based on either three or ve attributes and
three or four levels of the attributes, we construct four possible design condi-
tions (all designs are based on 24 choice sets with 2 alternatives). For both
the standard and the Bayesian designs we choose 
f as den e da b o v ea n du s e
three different values: f  0.20, 1.00, and 2.00. Thus, we evaluate the per-
formance of the Bayesian relative to the standard design under 12 conditions.
For each of those conditions, we draw 1,000 true parameter vectors from the
normal distribution, for each of 36 grid points (36,000 draws in total), all with
am e a n
f and a standard deviation varying on the grid between 0 and 5, as in
the study above. At each draw we evaluate the ￿-errors of the standard and
the Bayesian and compute the increase in the number of respondents needed
for the standard design to have the same ￿-efciency as the Bayesian de-
sign. Note again that the criterion for comparison is itself most favorable to
the standard design.
Figure 6.2 shows the results and reveals several interesting issues. First,
it shows that when taking a small value of f (i.e., 0.20), the Bayesian design
provides only a minor improvement over the standard design, irrespective of
the design condition. The reason is of course the very limited prior uncertainty
on the parameters, due to which the designs converge. Second, the effect of
the number of attributes is limited. It does seem, however, that for a larger
number of attributes, the difference in performance of the Bayesian and the
standard design is less than for a smaller number of attributes. The effect of
the number of levels is even more interesting: if the attributes in the design are
dened at a larger number of levels, the improvement of the Bayesian design
over the standard design is larger. This holds in particular for the case where
the number of attributes is larger. Here, we see improvements that may range
up to 30-40%. A preliminary conclusion that emerges from this study is that
in particular for more complex designs, i.e. the ones with larger numbers of
attributes and levels, the improvements of using a Bayesian design procedure
may be substantial. These results will need to be corroborated in larger Monte
Carlo studies that employ a wider range of numbers of choice sets, attributes,
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6.4 Empirical application
In this section we illustrate the elicitation and use of prior information as well
as the efciency gain from the Bayesian design procedure. The application
concerns the design of a new University sports club membership card for stu-
dents. The study was conducted among managers of the sports centre and
students of the University of Groningen in the Netherlands. Based on depth
interviews with managers and students, ve attributes were identied as most
important for the design of a new membership card. The attributes and the
levels are presented in the following table:
Levels Attributes
Location Period Activities Clubs Price
1 ACLO 1 trimester general no clubs 40
2 ALO 2 trimesters tness+courses student clubs 75
3 both 3 trimesters all 20% discount 125
Two managers of the University sports centre agreed to participate in the
elicitation task. They were asked to provide a subjective estimate of the per-
centage of students who would choose a card with one of the three levels of a
certain attribute (considering all possible combinations of attributes and levels
available). They did so using the paper and pencil version of the elicitation
task described above, of which an example is provided in Figure 6.3. We ob-
tain ve triples of graphs containing managers’ subjective estimates of choice
probability intervals. The prior beliefs of the two managers were qualitatively
similar but the exact lower and upper bounds were not completely consistent,
which made us decide to combine them in a conservative manner by taking the
smaller values of the elicited lower bounds and the higher values of the upper
bounds. These minimax probability bounds further alleviate possible overcon-
dence. We estimate the upper and lower bounds of the prior distribution of
the parameters from the subjective probability intervals as follows. Take one
attribute, denote its coefcients by 
￿ and 
2 The rst level of the attribute
is coded as [1 0], the second as [0 1] and the third as [-1 -1]. We assume that
the minimax probability bounds provide 95% symmetric condence intervals
from a normal prior distribution and compute the mean and the variance from
them. We then draw from that estimated normal prior distribution (truncating
it from the left at zero in order to avoid negative logarithms). The marginal
prior probabilities of the three levels can be expressed, respectively, as:6.4. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION 137
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Inverting these formulas for each draw   H from the prior distribution
of the probabilities we compute the parameters as:
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This way we obtain draws of the parameters from the prior distribution that we
useintheBayesiandesignprocedureasdescribedabove. Noticetheinteresting
property of the expressions in  that they are invariant to multiplication of
 o
, by a scalar. Consequently, even if the managers’ subjective probability
estimates do not sum to one we do not have to normalize them.
6.4.1 Comparison of design efciency
We construct a Bayesian design and a design according to the procedures by
HZ (but using our algorithms). These designs have 15 choice sets with two
alternatives each. In our comparison, we want to establish the effect of elic-
iting prior information from managers and using that in the Bayesian design,
integrally. Therefore we did not want to use the elicited prior information in
constructing the HZ-type design and needed to set values for the parameters in
that design. We specied themin away that is analogous to whatwas proposed
by HZ. These parameter values are shown in the second column of Table 6.3.
We think they are intuitive, appropriately reecting the signs that we expect for
the coefcients. Obviously, other choices are possible. The prior parameter es-
timates, obtained as the median of the minimax subjective probability bounds
obtained from the managers, are presented in the third column of Table 6.3, the
fourth column provides the 95% credible interval. Not all the prior estimates
obtained from the managers are intuitive, possibly reecting the difculty of
the managers’ in expressing subjective probabilities formally. The constructed
designs are presented in Table 6.4.138 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
B a s e do nt h et w od e s i g n sap a p e ra n dp e n c i lc o n j o i n tc h o i c eq u e s t i o n -
naire was developed. The choice sets from both designs were mixed in the
same questionnaire, in randomized order, so that the questionnaire contained
30 two-alternative choice sets. A sample of current membership card owners
was selected usable responses were obtained from 58 subjects (undergraduate
students of marketing). We present the estimates of the parameters from the
two separate designs and their standard errors in Table 6.3.
Notice that the prior estimates based on the managers’ beliefs are not in all
cases close to the estimated values in particular the estimated coefcients of
Clubs1 and Price1 are substantially outside of the 95% credible interval. This
indicates that the managers estimated the percentage of subjects choosing that
product to be lower than for the reference level (attribute level 3), while it was
higher in the sample. The ￿-errors of the standard and Bayesian designs are
0.31 and 0.27, respectively so that the Bayesian design is about 13% better
in this application. This corroborated by looking at the estimated asymptotic
standard errors in Table 6.3. For two parameters the standard error estimates
obtained from the Bayesian design are the same or slightly larger, for the other
parameters the asymptotic standard errors are 30-50% lower. In addition to
yielding different precision, the parameter estimates of the two designs are
also different. Since both designs provide consistent estimates, these differ-
ences are due to chance uctuations. However, because the standard errors
for the HZ-type design are larger, the probability that these estimates happen
to be farther from the true ones is larger. We observe substantial differences
in the estimates for 6 out of 10 coefcients, in particular for Period2, Activi-
ties1, Clubs1 and Clubs2, and to a lesser extent Activities2 and Price 1. These
differences in coefcients may have important implications for management
wanting to implement the results of the study in designing a new membership
card. For example, for the Clubs-attribute, based on the standard design man-
agement may conclude that differences in customer preference for the three
levels are negligible, and opt for the simplest/low cost level. The estimates
from the Bayesian design show, however, that there is a strong preference for
Clubs2. The probability of constructing a suboptimal product from the stan-
dard design is substantially larger than from the Bayesian design results, which
is clearly undesirable.
We also compare the two designs using the measures employed in the
Monte Carlo study above, as presented in Figure 6.4. The parameter esti-
mates presented in Table 6.3 have a computed standard deviation from the
prior values (Table 6.3) of 0.47. This number is given by the ratio of the Eu-
clidean distance of the prior estimates from the true value and the average6.4. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION 139
Euclidean distance of univariate normal random 10-vectors from the origin,
which is 3.085. Figure 6.4 shows that the percentage reduction in the number
of subjects one expects to obtain through the Bayesian design for a standard
deviation of 0.47 from the true parameters is about 35%, so the actual reduc-
tion of 13% we happened to observe in our sample is even on the low end.
Figure 6.4 is constructed on the basis of the standard and the Bayesian design
and the prior estimate of the parameter, and allow us to predict the efciency
of the Bayesian design compared to the standard design. For example, if the
true parameter is at a distance corresponding to standard deviations between 3
and 5 from the prior values (computed based on the Euclidean distance), we
expect that the Bayesian design needs 10-14% less subjects. As the true value
gets closer to the prior estimate, the measure in Figure 6.4 improves dramati-
cally. This is to be expected since the more precise the prior estimate the more
efcient the Bayesian design constructed from it.
6.4.2 Comparison of predictive validity
Predictive validity has been of eminent importance in the evaluation of con-
joint models in practice. Although the design generating procedures aim at
improving the efciency of the estimates, and not the predictive capacity of the
estimated models, improved efciency will translate in better expected predic-
tivevalidityto acertainextent, asweshowtheoreticallyand empirically below.
The criterion that we use for assessing the predictive validity of the designs is
the expected Mean Square Error (MSE) of the choices in hold-out choice sets.
We use the expected MSE, since that is not based on the point estimates, but
takes the entire distribution of the coefcients into account. Formally:
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where    or   5, .".7 and.".￿ denote the expected MSE of
the predicted choice probabilities of the standard and Bayesian designs respec-
tively,  is the vector of choice frequencies in the hold-out choice sets, 2
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estimates. It can be seen from equation  that if the distribution of the
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is more concentrated around the mean, as we expect for the
Bayesian design, and the Bayesian parameters are more precise, the .".
will be smaller. The expectations in  can be approximated by averaging
over a large number of draws from the distribution of the estimates, as done140 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
for the ￿-error as explained below equation . We approximate these
distributions by the asymptotic distribution, which is normal, using the corre-
sponding point estimates for the mean and variance. We use the choices of the
respondents in a hold-out design consisting of ve choice sets each with two
alternatives in the empirical application. The numerical values obtained for the
.".’sa r e :
 .".7  
 .".￿  
The parameter estimates obtained from the Bayesian procedure have 22%
lower expected prediction error than those obtained from the standard pro-
cedure. This result adds a new aspect to the design of efcient choice experi-
ments. The Bayesian procedure is able to produce estimates that are a lot more
precise in predicting choice probabilities of new proles and in fact the mag-
nitude of the improvement obtained from the design is often larger than what
we have seen from improvements in the model itself.
6.5 A simple numerical example
In this appendix we present a simple numerical example of constructing a
Bayesian design by eliciting prior information from managers. For this pur-
pose we consider a small design with three choice sets each having two alter-
natives. The alternatives have two attributes: attribute 1 at three levels denoted
1, 2, 3, coded [1 0], [0 1], [-1 -1], respectively, and attribute 2 at two levels 1,
2, coded -1 and 1. We present our algorithm in the following seven steps.
1. Elicitation of prior information from managers. Suppose that one
manager evaluates the marginal probabilities for the three levels of attribute 1
and the two levels of attribute 2. Denote these probabilities by  ￿￿  ￿2  ￿￿
and  2￿  22 respectively. Denote the coefcients corresponding to the coded
version of attribute 1 by 
￿￿ and 
￿2 and the coefcient of attribute 2 by 
2.
Expressions of the marginal probabilities are given in  for (the 3-level)
attribute 1, while the marginal probabilities corresponding to (the 2-level) at-
tribute 2 can be expressed similarly to  These marginal probabilities cor-
responding to levels -1 and 1, respectively, are
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By inverting these we obtain 
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statements of the lower and upper bounds we obtain distributions of the proba-6.5. A SIMPLE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 141
bilities. If we draw H probability values,  o
2￿ and  o
2￿ H from these
distributions we can compute the parameters 
2 similarly to :

o
2 


 o
22 


 o
2￿ (6.11)
Suppose that the probability bounds obtained from the manager are 
 for  ￿￿   for  ￿2   for  ￿￿ 
  for  2￿ and
for 22Fromthese probability bounds we determinethe mean and
variance of each probability assuming that it has a normal distribution and that
the probability bounds are 95% symmetric condence intervals. The mean $
is given by the middle of the lower and upper probability bound. The variance
can be computed as 2 
	
Z3>
x3￿Ef￿f2D￿

2
 where   is the lower probability
bound and 3￿ is the inverse of the standard normal distribution function. We
obtain the numerical values: $￿￿   ￿￿  $ ￿2  
 ￿2  
$ ￿￿  
 ￿￿  $ 2￿   2￿  $ 22   22 

2. Drawing values of the parameters. Using  and 6.11 we draw
H values of 
￿￿
 ￿2 and 
2 by drawing values of the probabilities. These
are presented in the following table, together with the probability draws.
 o
￿￿  o
￿2  o
￿￿  o
2￿  o
22 
o
￿￿ 
o
￿2 
o
2
  0.639 0.174 0.087 0.807 0.243 1.1 -0.2 -0.6
  0.319 0.096 0.785 0.518 0.518 0.1 -1.1 0.0
  0.404 0.666 0.030 0.919 0.031 0.7 1.2 -1.7
(6.12)
3 .G e n e r a t i n gad e s i g nt os t a r tt h ep r o c e d u r e .The starting design can
be obtained by generating randomly a level balanced design with minimum
level overlap. Suppose this yields the design f and its coded version J:
f 

     


 

 

 

     
 
J

     


 

  
 
 

     
 

f consists of three blocks separated by horizontal lines. The blocks represent
the choice sets, which have two alternatives specied in the rows, while the
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4. ComputationoftheD￿-error. Weapproximate theD￿-errorofthede-
signf by ) ￿ fas in  using 
o
￿￿
 o
￿2 and
o
2 for  generated
in step 2: ) ￿ f
￿
o’￿"(
o3￿*&* where 
o  
o
￿￿
o
￿2
o
2
￿
and /   the dimension of 
o. The information matrix 
o is computed
as in 
 by taking    Formula 
 needs to be adapted to the coded
version J, of the design f. Denote the choice sets in J by
J￿ 

 


J 2 


  

J ￿ 

 
 


For the rst draw,    following 
 we have that

￿
￿ 
r’￿
J￿
r

Fr 2r2￿
r

Jr
where 2r is the vector of probabilities in choice set  and Fr is the correspond-
ing diagonal matrix. Using  we obtain for choice set   :
2￿ 





F ￿  2￿2￿
￿  
 

 


and
J￿
￿

F￿  2￿2￿
￿

J￿ 


  
  
  

 
Repeating the computations for choice set 2 and 3 and summing the three
matrices yields the information matrix corresponding to   :

￿


 
 

  
  

 
with "(
￿3￿*￿   Similar computations for  and  yield
"(
23￿*￿  
 and "(
￿3￿*￿  
 To obtain the numerical
value of ) ￿ f for the parameters in 6.12 we average these numbers to
get ) ￿ f 
5. Relabeling. Now we apply relabeling to the design f Attribute 1
has 3 levels, thus there are 6 permutations corresponding to these. Attribute
2 has 2 levels, so the number of their permutations is 2. This yields a total
numberof6 relabeled designs including f as the identically relabeled6.5. A SIMPLE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 143
design. Suppose that the rst 6 relabeled designs have their second column
xed and the rst columns permuted, and the next 6 designs have their second
columns permuted as well. For example, the relabeled design - (rst entry
in Table 6.5) corresponds to the permutation          when
the second column is xed. For the parameter values in 6.12 the ) ￿ 
values corresponding to the 12 relabeled designs are: 2.827, 2.657, 2.827,
2.657, 2.827, 2.657, 2.657, 2.827, 2.657, 2.827, 2.657, 2.827. The lowest value
of these is 2.657, which occurs rst for the second relabeled design, which
happens to be exactly - mentioned above. Note that the ) ￿  values of
all relabeled designs are equal to either 2.657 or 2.827 since the designs are
equal to f or - apart from the order of their choice sets and the order of
the alternatives in the choice sets. (The reason for having only two different
relabeled designs is that the design f is very small and hence it happens that
the levels of the rst attribute form a cycle in the three choice sets. This is
very unlikely to occur in the case of designs with a common size.) The design
- is stored by the algorithm as the best relabeled design and forwarded to the
swapping procedure. Table 6.5 presents thisdesign togetherwithother designs
discussed below. For each design its ) ￿  value is given below the design
in the table for some designs like - we also use symbols, which are shown
above the design in the table.
6. Swapping. Swapping within a choice set in the case of this example
involves swapping only one attribute. This is due to the fact that there are
only two attributes and two alternatives, and hence swapping both attributes
is equivalent to changing only the order of the alternatives, which implies no
change of the ) ￿  value. The algorithm starts with the rst choice set of
- swaps the levels of the rst attribute corresponding to the two alternatives
obtaining the new design 7￿ (Table 6.5) and computes ) ￿ 7￿,w h i c hi s
equal to 19.961. Since this is higher than ) ￿ -  we do not retain
7￿ Next we employ swapping to the second choice set of - This yields
the design 72 (Table 6.5) with ) ￿ 72  Since this is lower than
 we retain this design and start the swapping procedure over applied to
72 Swapping the rst, second and third choice sets yields the designs pre-
sented in the lower part of Table 6.5, with ) ￿  values 5.101, 2.657, 2.100,
respectively. Since all these are higher than  at each step the designs
obtained are dropped and the swapping is applied to 72 After swapping the
third choice set no other swaps are possible, so the algorithm stores 7 	 72
as the best swapped design and goes on to cycling.
7. Cycling. In the case of this example, similarly to swapping, cycling
involves only the levels of the rst attribute. The algorithm starts in the rst144 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
choice set by applying cycles to the levels of the rst attribute, then continues
with a swap and again with cycles. Then it goes on to the next choice sets. In
each cycle the levels of the rst attribute are modied in the following way:
         We start with the rst choice set of 7 The rst cycle
yields the design ￿￿ shown in Table 6.6. Since two choice sets of this de-
sign are identical, the corresponding information matrix is singular and hence
) ￿ ￿￿ So this design does not beat 7 We continue with another
cycle applied to ￿￿ and obtain ￿2 (Table 6.6) with ) ￿ ￿2 

so this design is not retained either. A further cycle applied to this design
w o u l dl e a de x a c t l yt o7 hence next a swap is applied to 7 This leads to
￿￿ (Table 6.6) with ) ￿ ￿￿  Since this value is not lower than
) ￿ 72  the design is not retained. Next we cycle ￿￿and obtain
￿e (Table 6.6) with ) ￿ ￿e  This is an improvement compared
to 7 so we retain ￿e and continue by cycling the rst choice set of ￿e
The ve designs obtained are presented in the middle part of Table 6.6. Since
none of these designs improve upon the ) ￿ ￿e  value, they are
dropped and the algorithm continues with the second choice set. The designs
obtained are displayed in the lower part of Table 6.6. Since the fourth design,
denoted ￿D yields a lower value than ) ￿ ￿e  the algorithm
continues with the rst choice set of ￿D It turns out that the ve designs
obtained from cycling the rst choice set yield the ) ￿  values: 2.061,
3.239,  2.657,  Cycling the second choice set of ￿D yields designs
with ) ￿  values:  6.574, 5.841,  1.865. Cycling the third choice
set yields designs with ) ￿  values: 6.701,   2.100, 3.755. None of
these is lower than 1.828, and since all possible cycles are veried, the algo-
rithm stops. Consequently, we have found the best design, that is, ￿ 	 ￿D
6.6 Conclusions and discussion
Few will contest that managers have relevant knowledge on the behavior of
their customers. It may be called surprising therefore, that managers’ subjec-
tive beliefs have hardly been utilized in conjoint experiments. Whereas man-
agers are routinely consulted by market researchers to select the attributes and
levels for a conjoint (choice) experiment, the potential of using their beliefs on
the attractiveness of attribute-level combinations to customers has remained
largely untapped. By designing conjoint experiments based on subjective be-
liefs of managers’, we have addressed the long-standing circular problem that
in order to design an experiment to estimate choice model parameters, those
parameters need to be known. Bayesian theory enables us to construct designs6.6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 145
that have higher efciency at parameter values judged likely by managers. In
our empirical illustration a Bayesian design generating procedure not only pro-
duced choice designs that resulted in lower estimated standard error than pro-
cedures proposed heretofore, it also provided higher predictive validity. The
increased efciency of the Bayesian design can be decomposed into two com-
ponents. First, thereis the efciencygainduetoincorporatingthebeliefsofthe
managers on the choice probabilities of products that possess certain attribute
levels, and second, the improvement arising from accommodating managers’
uncertainty about the values of those probabilities in the population.
Our study reveals that accurate elicitation of uncertainty is an important
issue, in particular with regard to the overcondence effect. We have made
an attempt to alleviate overcondence in three ways. First, we have used an
elicitation procedure that stimulates respondents to state their true beliefs and
minimizes overcondence. Second, we have combined the subjective con-
dence bounds of several managers using a minimax rule, so that a parameter
valuethatis consideredplausibleby anyofthemanagers isincluded inthecon-
d e n c es e t .T h i r d ,w eh a v et a k e nt h er e s u l t i n gc o n dence set of the parameters
as holding with 95% certainty. All of these procedures act to produce a rela-
tivelywideplausibleintervalfortheparameters, whichimprovedtheefciency
of thedesigns. However, theprocedures for elicitation (vanLenthe (1993))and
combination (Almond (1996)) of belief intervals from several judges clearly
need more study. Future research should aim at producing elicitation proce-
dures that enable similar contexts to be invoked for the management judge-
ments and consumer choice tasks, to ensure maximal congruity between the
two (Schwartz and Bohner (2000)). Our procedure to produce the prior pa-
rameter distribution from subjective probability judgements should be further
improved and its sensitivity to several aspects, such as the assumed normal
prior distribution of the probabilities, investigated.
Then, the Bayesian design generating procedure can be extended in sev-
eral directions. First, following other design generation procedures currently
provided in the literature, we consider the size of the choice set as x e db yt h e
researcher, prior to design construction. It may be desirable to include the size
of the choice set in design construction. However, presently this is hampered
by thecombinatorial explosionofthe designs to be searchedover, and the issue
awaits the development of better optimization algorithms. Second, the relabel-
ing, swapping and cycling algorithms can be further improved, for example
through the application of genetic or data-correcting algorithms (Goldengorin
and Sierksma (1999)). The possibility to implement such procedures for our
designs needs further investigation. Third, we think it desirable to further in-146 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFS
vestigate the performance of procedures based on different efciency measures
derived from the information matrix.
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Table 6.5: Relabeled and Swapped Designs
- 7￿ 72 
     


 

 

 

     
 

     


 

 

 

     
 

     


 

 

 

     
 
2.657 19.961 2.061

     


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
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
     


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
 

 

     
 

     


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
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Table 6.6: Cycled Designs
Cycles Swap Cycles
￿￿ ￿2 ￿￿ ￿e – 
     

21
1- 1
21
3- 1
21
1- 1

     
 

     

31
2- 1
21
3- 1
21
1- 1

     
 

     

31
1- 1
21
3- 1
21
1- 1

     
 

     

11
2- 1
21
3- 1
21
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–
 3.473 5.101 1.865 –

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
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Figure 6.1: Percentage reduction of subjects needed for the Bayesian design
relative to the standard design with the same efciency6.7. APPENDIX: TABLES AND FIGURES 153
Figure 6.2: Percentage reduction of subjects needed for the Bayesian design
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Figure 6.3: Example of subjective probabilities assessed by a manager6.7. APPENDIX: TABLES AND FIGURES 155
Figure 6.4: Percentage reduction of subjects needed for the Bayesian design
relative to the standard design with the same efciency in the application156 CHAPTER 6. BAYESIAN DESIGNS USING MANAGERS’ PRIOR BELIEFSChapter 7
Mixed Logit Designs
7.1 Introduction
Data from conjoint choice experiments are usually analyzed with the standard
logit model (Louviere and Woodworth (1983)). An important drawback of
that model is that does not account for consumer heterogeneity. Accounts
of heterogeneity in the analysis of consumer behavior constitute an impor-
tant topic in the recent marketing literature (Allenby, Arora and Ginter (1998),
Allenby and Rossi (1999), Wedel et al. (1999)). The ability to identify cus-
tomer heterogeneity is of eminent importance in new marketing approaches
such as one-to-one marketing, micro marketing and mass customization. Sev-
eral approaches to representing heterogeneity in choice data have been taken,
the most important distinction between them being whether one assumes that
the parameters of interest follow a continuous or a discrete distribution. The
assumption of discrete mixing distribution leads to nite mixture multinomial
logit models for conjoint choice experiments (Kamakura, Wedel and Agrawal
(1994), DeSarbo, Ramaswamy and Cohen (1995)). Such models connect el-
egantly to substantive theories of market segmentation, but the critique has
been levied against them that they cannot fully capture heterogeneity if the
true underlying distribution is continuous (Allenby, Arora and Ginter (1998),
Allenby and Rossi (1999)). Many authors have turned attention to continu-
ous mixing distributions, specifying random coefcient models. For example,
Haaijer, Vriens, Wansbeek and Wedel (1998), proposed such a random coef-
cient model for the analysis of conjoint choice experiments. Whereas their
model is computationally demanding, a computationally more attractive - but
conceptually similar - alternative is the mixed logit model. With the advent
0This chapter is based on the paper by Sándor and Wedel (2001).158 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
of such powerful but highly parameterized models, the quality of the design
deserves attention, since efciency of the estimators becomes more critical if
many parameters are estimated. Unfortunately, in applications of the mixed
logit model to the analysis of conjoint choice experiments nothing is known
about the efciency of classical standard logit designs for parameters of the
mixed logit. The development of designs that are optimal for mixed logit mod-
els or other random effect models has not been addressed at all, and then,
constitutes the topic of this chapter.
A useful point of departure for our study is the work of Lenk, DeSarbo,
Green and Young (1996). They proposed the application of a random coef-
cients (hierarchical Bayes) model to analyze metric conjoint data. Their model
is designed to recover individual level estimates even from short conjoint ques-
tionnaires, usingpreferenceratingsandaccommodatingconsumerheterogene-
ity. With the availability of such randomcoefcient models to analyze conjoint
experiments, the issue of their design became prevalent. Therefore, Lenk et al.
(1996) develop experimental designs that provide high efciency for parame-
ters of their random coefcient model. Their approach of design and analysis,
however, applies to standard metric conjoint experiments and not to choice
experiments.
Conjoint choice experiments pose more complicated problems of design
construction. In this chapter we address this issue and design choice experi-
ments that provide more efcient estimates of parameters of the mixed logit
model. We develop designs for the mixed logit, following the objectives of
Lenk et al. (1996) and previous approaches for logit models, such as the one
proposed by Huber and Zwerina (1996) and others. An important feature of
the proposed approach is that we relax the minimal level overlap design con-
straint and provide an algorithm to construct such designs. Due to the random
coefcient structure of the mixed logit model this leads to large efciency im-
provements relative to designs that satisfy the constraint. The next section
describes the mixed logit model and proposes a design criterion for it. Subse-
quently, we describe the procedures that can be used to generate the designs. In
section 7.3 we compare the performance of standard logit designs with mixed
logit designs. We conduct a Monte Carlo study to investigate the relative per-
formance of designs in three different design classes. We conclude the chapter
and discuss topics for future research in section 7.4.7.2. DESIGNS FOR THE MIXED LOGIT 159
7.2 Designs for the mixed logit
In the mixed logit model, the utility for alternative    in choice set
   is specied as:

￿r￿  ￿
￿r
  ￿r (7.1)
where ￿r is a -vector of the attribute-levels of the alternative , 
 is a -
parameter random vector and ￿r is an error term following an extreme value
distribution. The random parameter 
 can be written as 
  $!where !
is a diagonal matrix having the random vector   ￿ g with pair-wise
independent standard normal elements on the diagonal. The subscript  in the
notation 
￿r￿ refers to this. Assuming utility maximization the probability that
 is chosen from choice set  can be expressed as:
 ￿r 

Ug
2￿r  ￿gd, (7.2)
where  is the standard normal density function and
2￿r
	
	
￿
￿r$  !


a
o’￿ 	￿
or$  !
 (7.3)
The probability formula  is virtually the same as  from section 2.3.
We are concerned with the construction of designs for the mixed multino-
mial logit model that have high efciency for the parameters 
 and .O b v i -
ously, the designs that we generate may not be strictly optimal, for the same
reasons as those discussed in section 6.2 of the previous chapter. Our concern
is to nd a design dening the product proles, given a number of choice sets,
, a number of alternatives in the choice sets, , and a number of attribute-
level combinations, . Following previous design construction procedures,
we consider the sizes and numbers of choice sets as x e db yt h er e s e a r c h e r ,
prior to design construction. Further, in absence of a-priori subject specic
information subjects are considered interchangeable and all receive the same
choice sets. In addition, in some designs we allow each choice set to contain a
base alternative, as detailed below.
The development of highly efcient mixed logit designs requires the eval-
uation of the information matrix of the mixed logit. Since we assume choices
in different choice sets to be independent, the information matrix is the sum
of the information matrices corresponding to the choice sets (and derived in160 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
section 2.3):
 $
 
7 
r’￿

"￿
r3￿
r "r "￿
r3￿
r #r
#￿
r3￿
r "r #￿
r3￿
r #r

 (7.4)
with
"r 

Ug

Fr   2r 2r 
￿
  ￿gd and
#r 

Ug

Fr   2r 2r 
￿
!  ￿gd
where 2r  2￿r   2ar
￿ F rdiag 2￿r   2ar
  ￿￿  a￿ ￿2   a2 ￿7   a7￿ and r  diag  ￿r    ar
The information in equation 
 is not a scalar measure. We extend the
￿-error criterion widely used for the standard logit model (see section 6.2)
to the context of mixed logit designs and as a measure of optimality for mixed
logit designs we propose the D￿-error, which is the determinant of the inverse
of the full information matrix to the power *:
￿-error "  (  $

3￿*2g  (7.5)
This measure is directly optimized by our procedures. Whereas in the standard
logit design the parameter vector 
 needs to be x e dt od e t e r m i n ed e s i g n s
with high efciency (Huber and Zwerina 1996), we need to xb o t h$  $f
and   f This may be considered a disadvantage of our and other design
generating procedures. We address thisissueinmuch detail later. In thedesign
generating algorithm, the information matrix in 
 needs to be evaluated.
Whereas in the standard logit for xed 
 the information matrix has closed
form, this is not the case for expression 
, since it involves integration over
the distribution of the 
’s. We estimate the integrals by Monte Carlo methods
using a sample of size H  . We need a relatively large sample size,
since for a small number of draws chance uctuations affect the estimates of
the information matrix.
7.2.1 Algorithms for design construction
We use relabeling, swapping and cycling as described in section 6.2.3 and
their modied versions to search the design space for designs that provide
high amount of information on the mixed logit parameters. These design gen-
erating algorithms can be used for a wide range of designs. However, for de-
signswithin particulardesignclasses, modications to the algorithms make the7.2. DESIGNS FOR THE MIXED LOGIT 161
search for better designs more effective. Whereas for designs with two alter-
natives per choice set the above procedures can be directly applied, below we
present modications to the algorithm for designs with a base-alternative and
designs with three alternatives, that make the search across the design space
more effective for these classes of designs.
We do not explicitly enforce criteria, such as minimal level overlap, level
balanceororthogonality(HuberandZwerina(1996))onthedesigns. However,
since we start with designs having the property of level balance and minimal
leveloverlap, the designs obtained may still satisfy minimal leveloverlap. This
depends on the design class considered. Designs with two alternatives per
choiceset(towhichtheabovedescribed algorithmsareapplied)willsatisfythe
minimal level overlap property. As we point out in the next two subsections,
designs with a base alternative or with three alternatives per choice set do not
satisfy this property.
7.2.2 Adaptations for base alternative designs
A base alternative is a product prole that is included in all choice sets of a
design. Designs with a base alternative are commonly used and considered to
be important in conjoint choice analysis, since they provide a way to compare
the utilities of alternatives in different choice sets. To our knowledge, no suc-
cessful attempt has been made to develop procedures to generate such designs,
while in 1996, Huber and Zwerina already stated this to be an important issue
to be addressed in future research. We note that the often used design crite-
ria, level balance, minimal level overlap and orthogonality cannot apply for
designs with a base alternative.
There are several types of base alternatives. Examples are so called outside
alternatives: 1. ”I choose none of these”,2 . ”I retain the brand I currently
own”,3 .”Idonotmakeapurchaseatthistimefromthealternativesindicated”.
These alternatives have in common that they are not dependent upon any of
the attributes included in the study (with the possible exception of the second).
Another way to include a base alternative in the conjoint choice design is to
construct it based on the attribute levels in the design, but to constrain it to
be present in each choice set in the design. We elaborate on our procedure to
construct designs with the latter type of base alternative.
Our method for generating better designs including a base alternative em-
ploys the procedures mentioned in the previous sections, namely, swapping,
relabeling and cycling. We start with a design of which a sub-design not con-
taining the base alternative has the property of maximal level balance and min-
imal level overlap. We then take the sub-design and optimize it in the same162 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
way as the designs without a base alternative in the previous sections. Then we
apply the swapping algorithm to the sub-design, relabeling to the base alterna-
tive, then cycling to the sub-design and relabeling again to the base alternative.
We go on until no improvement of the objective function occurs.
7.2.3 Adaptations for designs with three alternatives
For constructing designs with 3-alternative choice sets we use the above pro-
cedures: relabeling, swapping and cycling, but in a somewhat different way
than for the above design classes. We could use the three procedures exactly
as described above, but cycling does not improve over swapping in the case
that the number of levels is equal to the number of alternatives in a choice set.
Hence we use relabeling, but modify swapping and cycling as described next.
Swapping. We take the rst choice set and apply swapping rst in the
usual manner (described in the previous subsection) to alternatives one and
two and then to alternatives two and three, subsequently. We go on to the
next choice set, and so on, until no further improvement is possible. Cycling
follows the same conception, namely, we start with the rst attribute of the
rst choice set and apply cycling in the usual way (previous subsection), rst
to the rst two alternatives and then to alternatives two and three. Then we
move on to the rst two alternatives of the second choice set, and so on, until
no improvement is possible. This procedure, due to the pairwise treatment of
the alternatives, does not preserve the minimal level overlap property of the
designs but therefore results in large potential improvements in the ￿-error.
7.3 Performance of mixed logit designs
In this section we investigate the performance of mixed logit designs. Since
the designs are generated from parameter values that are xed a priori, it is of
particular interest to analyze their performance in situations when the param-
eter values assumed in generating the design deviate from the true ones. We
use standard logit designs as a benchmark for comparison. We are interested
in two particular aspects of the relative performance of the designs: efciency
of the resulting parameter estimates and predictive ability. For comparing the
designs we thus employ three different performance measures. They are based
on the ￿-error, RMSE (root mean squared error) of parameter estimates and
the predictive validity obtained from the designs. These measures are detailed
below in subsequent subsections.
All the comparisons are based on the following framework. We consider7.3. PERFORMANCE OF MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS 163
three design classes: designs of type e**, that is, with 18 choice sets, two
alternatives in each set with four attributes, each attribute having three levels,
of the type e**, with three alternatives in each of 12 choice sets, and
e*  * designs of the same type, where the third alternative in each
choice set is a base alternative.
As mentioned above, when constructing the designs we need to assume
some values for the parameters. We assume that the mean is $f  [-1 0 -1 0 -1
0- 10 ] ￿ and the variance takes 92g,w i t h9 or 9   and construct de-
signs. In applying these methods in practice, several procedures to choose the
initial values of the parameters are available, that include estimating parameter
values from a pilot study, or obtaining them from judgments by consumers or
managers (see Huber and Zwerina (1996), Arora and Huber (2001) and the
previous chapter). The two different values of the variance enable us to ana-
lyze the effect of misspecifying the variance parameters on the performance of
the constructed design. In order to study the effect of misspecifying the mean
parameters we take $  $f as the true mixed logit mean parameter value,
with $f  [ - 10- 10- 10- 10 ] ￿,  
  and    g. For analyzing
the effect of misspecication of the variance, we assume that the true standard
deviation takes 4 different values: ￿  D 2  [0.5 ... 1.5]￿ ￿  [0.2 ...
2]￿ and e    D ( w eu s et h en o t a t i o nD  [ 11111111 ] ￿ and take the
increase in the elements of the vectors 2 and ￿ to be linear). For a given
value of  where we use 30 different values on  we draw H   mean
parameter values $. Then such $o and  for   H and   ￿ 2
￿ e are taken as the true mean and standard deviation parameter values,
and used in the evaluation of the information matrix and the three comparison
measures. For each design class we construct a standard logit design, 7 and
two mixed logit designs, ￿￿ and ￿2 using the ￿-error section 6.2 and
the ￿-error , respectively, as the objective function. The standard logit
design, 7 is constructed with the parameter values $f Both mixed logit de-
signs are constructed using $f as the mean parameter and f  D for ￿￿ and
f  D for ￿2 as the variance parameters. We measure the performance
of the mixed logit designs by comparing them to the corresponding standard
logit designs. We construct the standard logit design analogous to the mixed
logit design, in that we use relabeling, swapping and cycling. Thus the com-
parison of the designs is unconfounded by the optimization procedure. The
designs obtained are presented in Table 7.1, Table 7.2, and Table 7.3 for the
three design classes, respectively.
We note here the important feature of the 3-alternative designs with im-
proved efciency (Table 7.3) that they do not satisfy the minimal level overlap164 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
property. In addition, we observe a tendency of the designs to have more level
overlap as the variances of the random coefcients used in their construction is
higher. In this regard, the standard logit design 7, constructed without using
variance parameters, has level overlap in only two (5 and 8) choice sets. The
mixed logit design ￿2 constructed with variance parameters f    D
has level overlap in all but two choice sets (6 and 10) while the mixed logit de-
sign ￿￿ constructed with variance parameters f  D has only one choice
set (11) without level overlap. The fact that designs constructed with larger
variance parameters have more overlap can be explained from the difference
in attribute variation in the standard and mixed logit designs. In the standard
logit model design efciency requires high variation in the attributes within
choice sets and this precludes level overlap, to degrees. On contrary, in the
mixed logit model efciency does not necessarily require attribute variation
since the randomness of the coefcients make up for it. Since designs with
level overlap are in a larger design space than those with minimal level over-
lap, the optimal designs without level overlap are expected to be more efcient
(see Figure 7.2 from section 7.3.4). Hence designs with level overlap are ex-
pected to be useful for the mixed logit model.
7.3.1 The ￿-error
For each $o and each  described above we compute the
￿-error "  (  $o
(
3￿*2g 
both for the standard (   and the mixed logit (  " or " de-
sign. Then, the percentage difference of ￿-errors corresponding to these
two designs is computed. This is averaged across the H generated true mean
parameters. This measure can be loosely interpreted as the increase in the
number of respondents needed for the standard logit design to attain the same
efciency as the mixed logit design, for estimating a mixed logit model (if it
is negative it shows by what percentage we have to increase the number of re-
spondents for the mixed logit design in order to obtain the same efciency as
with the standard logit design).
7.3.2 Expected RMSE of the estimates
We exploit the fact that in the simulation studies the true parameter values are
known. Since these completely determine the asymptoticdistribution of the es-
timators, we can generate ”parameter estimates” and directly compare them to
the true values using a root mean square difference criterion. For a design (7.3. PERFORMANCE OF MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS 165
and for each $o and  we compute the information matrices  $o
(
where    " or " Using the asymptotic approximation to the dis-
tribution of the parameter estimates, we have that the estimator obtained from
using thedesign ( is # 
(  
	
$o￿￿
￿ $o
(
3￿


where   
" or " Then the comparison measure used is the percentage difference
between the expected root mean squared errors: .H".(# 
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for    " or ". The integral is approximated by computing the mean
across draws of the estimated parameters.
7.3.3 Expected root mean squared prediction error
Predictive validity has been of importance in the evaluation of conjoint mod-
els in practice. Although the procedures for generating mixed logit designs
improve the efciency of the estimates, and not the predictive validity of the
estimated models, improved efciency will translate in better expected predic-
tive validity, as well. The criterion that we use for assessing the predictive
validity of the designs is the expected root mean squared error of the choices
in hold-out choice sets. To compute that measure, we proceed in the following
manner. We construct a e** design for out-of-sample prediction (for all
design classes in the simulation), and compute true and predicted probabilities
by using the true and estimated parameters, respectively. Here we use the fact
that the asymptotic distribution of the ”estimated” parameters is known. We
compute the Expected RMSE as:
.H".(
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
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where    or " , for the standard logit and mixed logit designs, respec-
tively. Here,  is the vector of choice frequencies in the hold-out choice sets:
the vector of probabilities computed for the true values $oof the parame-
ters, 2
	
# 
(


is the corresponding vector of predicted probabilities computed
for estimated parameter values # 
( ,a n d
	
# 
(


is the asymptotic distribution
of the estimates presented above. The expectation is again approximated by
averaging over a large number of draws from the asymptotic distribution of166 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
the estimates. We compare the mixed logit design to the standard logit design
by computing the percentage difference in the expected prediction RMSE be-
tween the standard and mixed logit designs. It may be observed that if the dis-
tributionoftheestimates
	
# 
(


ismoreconcentrated, asweexpecttohappen
for the mixed logit design, the expected prediction error will be smaller.
7.3.4 Simulation results
We present the results of our Monte Carlo studies mostly in graphical form.
Figure 7.1 shows the ￿-error for the three design classes: the 2-alternative
design (top panels), the base-alternative design (middle panels), and the 3-
alternative design (bottom panels). In each of these graphs, the ￿-error is
expressed relative to that of the corresponding standard logit design, so that
the vertical axes can be loosely interpreted as the percentage reduction in the
number of subjects needed to achieve the same efciency as the standard logit
design. The horizontal axis presents the standard deviation of the normal dis-
tribution from which we draw 300 true parameter values, to evaluate the ￿-
error of the designs. The larger the standard error, the larger the percentage
of the true values that are far from the ones assumed in constructing the de-
sign. Each gure consists of two panels: the top panel corresponds to a design
g e n e r a t e dw i t ha na s s u m e dv a l u eo ff  D, the bottom panel to a design gen-
erated with a smaller assumed value of f    D In each panel there are
four curves, that correspond to different ”true” values of  used in computing
the ￿-error, respectively ￿  D 2  [.5 ... 1.5]￿ ￿  [.2 ... 2]￿ and
e  D The differences between those four lines enable us to identify the
effect of a misspecied covariance matrix in design construction. For exam-
ple, if f  D, and for the line corresponding to ￿  D in the top panel of the
graphs, the assumption of the covariance matrix in design construction is cor-
rect, but the other three lines present situations of misspecication. Figure 7.2
has a similar structure as Figure 7.1, but each line evaluates ￿-error of the
3-alternative and base-alternative designs relative to that of the corresponding
2-alternative mixed logit design. Thus, here we explicitly compare the design
classes.
Figure 7.1, top left panel, shows that for the 2-alternative design, substan-
tial increases in efciency are attained if 95% of the true values are less than
 away from the ones assumed in the design: efciency increases 15% or
more relative to the standard logit design. If the assumptions in design con-
struction are correct, as much as 70% higher efciency may be realized. As the
various lines show, misspecication of the covariance matrix in constructing7.3. PERFORMANCE OF MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS 167
the design does not have a major effect, except in the case where the true co-
variances are very small: here the mixed logit design is up to 40% less efcient
than the standard logit design. This is an intuitive nding, since that situation
corresponds to one where the true model approaches a standard logit model
without heterogeneity, so that the standard logit design is better. The graphs
also show, however, that if the true mean parameter values are far from those
assumed in design construction, the advantage of a mixed logit design dimin-
ishes. The top right panel of Figure 7.1 shows that this effect is less dramatic
if the design is constructed with a smaller value (0.2) of the covariance matrix.
Here smaller gains in efciency accrue if the true and assumed mean values
a r ec l o s e ,b u te v e ni ft h et r u ev a l u e sa r ef a rf r o mt h ea s s u m e do n e s( as t a n d a r d
deviation of 2 or 3 on the horizontal axis), the increase in efciency over the
standard logit design is still around 10%.
The middle panels of Figure 7.1, relating to designs with a base alternative,
reveals an interesting nding. Qualitatively, the picture is the same as in the
top panels: high gains in efciency if the true mean values of the parameters
are close to the ones assumed in the design, diminishing if the true values are
further away, and insensitivity of the design efciency against misspecication
of the variances. However, comparing the top and middle panels of Figure 7.1
it becomes apparent that designs with a base alternative are much more robust
against deviations of the true parameters from the assumed ones. The maximal
gains in efciency that can be achieved are lower, around 50%, but even as the
true parameters are far from the assumed ones the design yields an increase in
efciency of around 20%. Also, base alternative designs seem less sensitive to
misspecication of the variances. Note that these effects are less pronounced
if small values of the variances are assumed in constructing the design.
Designs in the third design class, with three alternatives, apparently pro-
vide even more latitude for improvement of efciency over the standard logit
designs. This is apparent from the bottom panels of Figure 7.1. Although the
picture is qualitatively similar, the degree of improvement in efciency ranges
from an impressive 80% if the assumptions are correct, to a respectable 40%
if the true values are far from the assumed ones. Note that again the situation
where the design is constructed with relatively large values of the covariance
matrix while the true ones are small is a special one: here the design may not
yield higher efciency than the standard logit design. But, as the true mean
parameters are far from the assumed ones, the efciency gain is again substan-
tial. Figure 7.2 compares the base-alternative and 3-alternative designs to the
2-alternative design, which shows that irrespective of misspecication of the
mean and covariance parameters, a gain in efciencyofaround50%inthecase168 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
of the base alternative design and of 60% in the case of the three alternative
design are attained. Thus, these two design classes seem preferable from the
perspective of improvement of efciency of the estimates of the mixed logit
parameters. Note that these improvements may even be larger in applications,
since we compare designs constructed with 18 choice sets for the 2-alternative
design and with 12 choice sets for the base- and 3-alternative designs, where
the latter may present a lower burden to the respondent as well.
The ERMSE’s of the parameter estimates indicate how far the estimated
parameters, based on the design in question, are expected to be from the true
ones, for the 2-alternative (Figure 7.3, top panels), the base-alternative (Figure
7.3, middle panels) and the 3-alternative (Figure 7.3, bottom panels) designs.
Note that the designs have not been constructed to minimize the ERMSE of the
parameter estimates, but that still the estimates may be improved in that sense.
For the 2-alternative design the improvement in expected RMSE, relative to
the standard logit, ranges from around 60% when the assumed mean parame-
ters are correct, to around 10% when they are not by far. Although in general
the designs are not very sensitive to misspecication of the variances, the case
where the true variances are small stands out: here the mixed logit design may
be worse than the standard logit design if large values of the variances are as-
sumed in constructing the design. In line with the above ndings, designs with
a base alternative or three alternatives are even better in this respect: improve-
ments in ERMSE range from 10% to 50%, respectively 30% to 80%. Thus,
these designs yield estimates that are expected to be much closer to the true pa-
rameter values, even if these deviate substantially from the values assumed in
constructing the designs. Note the similarity of the corresponding panels from
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.3. Since the expected RMSE of the estimates is con-
ceptually different from the ￿-error, this similarity shows that the ￿-error
criterion proves to be appropriate for selecting designs that have the desirable
feature of estimates that are closer to the true values in expectation.
Finally, we are interested in whether the designs with improved efciency
also have better predictive validity. Table 7.4 shows the expected predictive
validity of the 2-, base-, and 3-alternative designs. All these designs are con-
structed with ￿  D We evaluate these designs for two values of the standard
error of the normal distribution from which the true parameters are drawn: 0.5
and1.5. WenotethattheMonteCarlostudyforpredictivevalidityissomewhat
less elaborate than those for the other two measures above, because of the very
large computation times required to approximate the integrals through simu-
lation at each of the design points. We evaluate the designs for true values of
the variances of respectively ￿  D 2  [0.5 ... 1.5]￿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and e    D We nd the results striking. First, if the true parameters are
somewhat close to the ones assumed in the design (standard deviation = 0.5),
a 2-alternative design is expected to yield an approximately 30% improvement
in predictive validity over a standard logit design. If either the assumed means
(standard deviation = 1.5) or variances (￿ or e) are further from the assumed
values, the improvement in predictive validity is small (5%) or absent. How-
ever, Table 7.4 reveals that a design that includes a base alternative results in a
substantial improvement in expected predictive validity over the standard logit
design across all conditions that we investigate, ranging from around 10% if
mean and variance parameters are far from the assumed values, to 20% if they
are relatively close. While we nd this a respectable improvement, the im-
provements in expected predictive validity for the 3-alternative design can be
called impressive. Even if all parameters - mean and variance - are far from
the ones assumed, the design yields a 20% improvement in expected predic-
tive validity. However, in cases where the true variance parameters are not very
small, the improvement over the standard logit design is around 65%.
7.4 Conclusions
Parameter heterogeneity has been one of the most important issues in the mar-
keting choice modelling literature in the last decade (Wedel et al. (1999),
Wansbeek, Wedel and Meijer (2000)). Following the objectives of Lenk et
al. (1996) for metric conjoint, we provide a way to generate designs that have
improved efciency if choice models accommodating heterogeneity are to be
estimated from conjoint choice data. Our study provides compelling evidence
that such designs provide more efcient parameter estimates for the mixed
logit model than standard logit designs, provide estimates that are closer in
expectation to the true ones in most cases, and that yield higher predictive va-
lidity. We have also provided the rst attempt to deal with a base alternative in
conjoint choice design, both for the standard and mixed logit situation and ex-
amined the relative performance of several design classes. We nd our results
in that respect striking. Designs that include a base alternative are more robust
to deviations from the parameter values assumed in the designs, while that ro-
bustness is even higher for designs with 3 alternatives, even if those have 30%
less choice sets. Thus, those designs yield higher efciency, estimates that
are expected to be closer to the true values, and better predictive validity at
lower burden to the respondent. We provided the rst attempt to relax the min-
imal level overlap design constraint in the class of 3-alternative designs. This
yielded our ”best” choice design that resulted not only in a substantial im-170 CHAPTER 7. MIXED LOGIT DESIGNS
provement in efciency over the standard logit design, but also in an improved
expected predictive validity of around 65%, a number that pales the increases
in predictive validity achieved by model renements. The improvements are
larger if the assumed variance parameters in the design construction are larger.
This is due to the fact that in the standard logit model the assumption of homo-
geneity of individuals requires maximum variation in the attribute levels for
efciency, while in the mixed logit variation among alternatives is ensured by
variation in the parameters, and hence variation in the attribute levels is less
important. Therefore, relaxing the minimal level overlap design constraint is
much more benecial for mixed logit designs than for standard logit designs.
While we believe to have presented signicant advance in generating de-
signs for conjoint choice experiments, there are also limitations. In our pro-
cedure, next to having to predetermine the values of the mean regression pa-
rameters as in a standard logit design, we also have to choose values for the
variances of the regression parameters. However, our study shows that, with
the exception of the case where the true variances are very small, the efciency
of the design is not much affected if the variance parameter is misspecied in
constructing the design. An important topic for future research is to extend our
procedures to enable the inclusion of the number of choice sets and the num-
ber of alternatives within a choice set in design generation. Given the results
of our study on the relative performance of these alternative design classes,
this seems an important topic for future research. From both a statistical and
measurement perspective, increasing the size of the choice set and simultane-
ously decreasing the number of choice sets is advisable. However, based on
our study the validity of that conclusion is limited to choice sets with 2 and 3
alternatives, respectively. Our study was the rst to compare designs in such
different design classes, but more work is needed to further explore the trade-
off of choice set size and number. Finally, the algorithms themselves are a
topic for future study. The currently used algorithms are heuristic, and, while
an exhaustive search across all possible designs is not feasible in most realistic
cases, improved search procedures should be investigated.
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Conclusions
In this last chapter we provide a summary of the conclusions and recommen-
dations for future research to the ve essays presented. In chapter 3 we have
discussed quasi-Monte Carlo methods for estimating multi-dimensional inte-
grals. We have presented several sampling methods developed recently in the
statistical literature. We have shown intuitively by means of the ANOVA de-
composition in what circumstances they have good performance for estimating
integrals. Then we have shown how the sampling methods work in practice for
multivariate normal probabilities. Our results suggest that the improvement
over Monte Carlo and antithetic Monte Carlo methods is substantial.
As shown in chapter 3, the magnitude of the improvement of quasi-Monte
Carlo over Monte Carlo depends on the integrand. In the Monte Carlo study
from chapter 5 we have reported an improvement that is much larger than that
from chapter 3, in spite of the fact that in the former the integrals have dimen-
sion much higher than in the latter. We have also observed that grouping the
variables of these integrals (or, equivalently, the components of the samples)
leads to a signicant average variance reduction. All these results show the
potential of the quasi-Monte Carlo methods, potential that is far from having
been fully exploited in econometrics and marketing. Monte Carlo estimation
of integrals is applied for many problems in econometrics. For all these prob-
lems Monte Carlo can be replaced by quasi-Monte Carlo methods leading to
potentiallysignicantimprovementsinprecision. Although we did not employ
quasi-Monte Carlo for estimating the D-errors when constructing the Bayesian
and mixed logit designs, we expect this to yield substantial reduction in the
time needed for nding the efcient designs. An interesting challenge for fu-
ture research is analyzing the performance of quasi-Monte Carlo for sampling
problems different from Monte Carlo estimation of integrals. An example of180 CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS
such sampling problem of great interest is Markov chain Monte Carlo sam-
pling.
In chapter 4 we have presented versions of a market equilibriummodel that
can be used through econometric techniques for estimating demand parame-
ters and market conduct of participating rms. The models are based on the
logit model of demand we discuss two versions based on the standard logit
and two based on the mixed logit. The two versions in both cases differ on
the way the income-price difference is specied in the utility: in logarithm or
linear. The appealing features of these models are that they allow for prod-
ucts that are differentiated in multiple dimensions and product characteristics
that are unobserved by the researcher. This latter feature is possible by assum-
ing price competition of participating rms in the market, that is, endogenous
prices. The mixed logit versions, in addition, are able to model consumer het-
erogeneity through random coefcients. Hence these latter versions are more
important empirically due to this realistic feature. Since prices are determined
endogenously in the model, the question of existence and uniqueness of price
equilibrium becomes important. As we have shown in chapter 4, this question
has an afrmative answer in the standard logit case with linear income-price
difference. Adopting some assumptions, we have shown equilibrium existence
in the standard logit case with log income-price difference. A major challenge
remaining for future research is to investigate price equilibrium existence and
uniqueness in the mixed logit case. We believe that the proving strategy used
for the standard logit combined with more sophisticated mathematics is able
to shed some more light on this issue.
In chapter 5 we have discussed the estimation of price equilibrium mod-
els presented in the previous chapter. The estimation employs GMM based
on the moments of the unobserved characteristics. Regarding the efciency of
the GMM estimator, the choice of instruments employed in the estimation is
important. We have presented the instruments constructed by Berry, Levin-
sohn and Pakes (1995), derived the optimal instruments that yield efcient es-
timates, and have shown how to estimate these. In a Monte Carlo study based
on a simplied version of the model we have shown the importance of efcient
estimation. Our method of efcient estimation works well in the case of our
Monte Carlo study but in a strict sense the obtained estimator by this method
is not efcient. Due to this, in future research it would be of interest to study
the estimation of the model by likelihood-based methods, like the Bayesian
method or empirical likelihood.
A problem when estimating the optimal instruments is that this requires
price equilibrium uniqueness. In chapter 4 we have established this property181
only for the standard logit demand case with linear income-price difference.
Hence for estimating the optimal instruments in a practically more relevant
case, like the mixed logit demand, we cannot rely on theoretical results of
price equilibrium uniqueness. This does not exclude, however, the possibility
that the price equilibrium is unique in this case too. An interesting topic for
future research wouldbe to design a testthat uses the high computing power of
today’s computers and quasi-Monte Carlo methods, and veries computation-
ally the conditions from the proof of the theorem for the standard logit case.
This may make possible efcient estimation in the mixed logit case as well.
In chapters 6 and 7 we have studied the problem of constructing statisti-
cally efcient experimental choicedesigns. In chapter 6, bydesigningconjoint
experiments based on subjective beliefs of managers’,w eh a v ea d d r e s s e dt h e
long-standing circular problem that in order to design an experiment to esti-
mate choice model parameters, those parameters need to be known. Bayesian
theory enables us to construct designs that have higher efciency at parame-
ter values judged likely by managers. In our empirical illustration a Bayesian
design generating procedure not only produced choice designs that resulted
in lower estimated standard error than procedures proposed heretofore, it also
provided higher predictive validity. The increased efciency of the Bayesian
design can be decomposed into two components. First, there is the efciency
gain due to incorporating the beliefs of the managers on the choice probabili-
ties of products that possess certain attribute levels, and second, the improve-
ment arising from accommodating managers’ uncertainty about the values of
those probabilities in the population.
Our study in chapter 6 reveals that accurate elicitation of uncertainty is an
important issue, in particular with regard to the overconde n cee f fe c t.W eh a v e
usedseveraltechniquesthatattemptatalleviatingovercondencebyproducing
relatively wide plausible intervals for the parameters. However, the procedures
for elicitation and combination of belief intervals from several judges clearly
need more study. Future research should aim at producing elicitation proce-
dures that enable similar contexts to be invoked for the management judge-
ments and consumer choice tasks, to ensure maximal congruity between the
two. Our procedure to produce the prior parameter distribution from subjec-
tive probability judgements should be further improved and its sensitivity to
several aspects, such as the assumed normal prior distribution of the probabil-
ities, investigated.
In chapter 7 we studied the construction of designs for the mixed logit
model. Our study provides compelling evidence that such designs provide
more efcient parameter estimates for the mixed logit model than standard182 CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS
logit designs, provide estimates that are closer in expectation to the true ones
in most cases, and that yield higher predictive validity. We have also provided
the rst attempt to deal with a base alternative in conjoint choice design, both
for the standard and mixed logit situation and examined the relative perfor-
mance of several design classes. We have found designs that include a base
alternative to be more robust to deviations from the parameter values assumed
in the designs, while that robustness is even higher for designs with three alter-
natives, even if those have a smaller number of choice sets. In our procedure
for constructing mixed logit designs, next to having to predetermine the values
of the mean regression parameters as in a standard logit design, we also have
to choose values for the variances of the regression parameters. However, our
study shows that, with the exception of the case where the true variances are
very small, the efciency of the design is not much affected if the variance
parameter is misspecied in constructing the design.
The studies on conjoint choice design constructions from chapters 6 and
7 can be extended in several directions. First, following other design genera-
tion procedures currently provided in the literature, we consider the size of the
choice set as xed by the researcher, prior to design construction. It may be
desirable to include the size of the choice set in design construction. However,
presently this is hampered by the combinatorial explosion of the designs to
be searched over, and the issue awaits the development of better optimization
algorithms. Given the results of our study on the relative performance of these
alternative design classes from chapter 7, this seems an important topic for fu-
ture research. Second, the algorithms used in our studies from chapters 6 and
7 are a topic for future study. This is because these algorithms are heuristic,
and, while an exhaustive search across all possible designs is not feasible in
most realistic cases, improved search procedures should be investigated. The
application of some recently developed algorithms in combinatorial optimiza-
tion like genetic or data-correcting algorithms would be of interest here. The
possibility to implement such procedures for our designs needs further investi-
gation. Finally, we think it desirable to further investigate the performance of
procedures based on different efciency measures derived from the informa-
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Dit proefschrift is een verzameling van vijf essays over verschillende onder-
zoeksproblemen met betrekking tot discrete-keuzemodellen. De vijf essays
worden behandeld in hoofdstukken 3 tot en met 7, terwijl hoofdstuk 2 onder-
steunende informatie bevat over een aantal basisingrediënten. De problemen,
los van het feit dat ze in aard van elkaar verschillen, komen ook voort uit ver-
schillende subdisciplines in de economische wetenschappen. Ze hebben echter
gemeen dat ze betrekking hebben op numerieke problemen die voortkomen uit
het streven naar nauwkeurige schattingen in discrete-keuzemodellen.
Zoals gezegd worden in hoofdstuk 2 enkele basisbegrippen besproken die
de presentatie van de problemen kunnen vergemakkelijken. Het gaat hier om
bekendemultinomialediscrete-keuzemodellen: destandaardlogit,deprobiten
de stochastische-coëfciëntversie van de standaard logit, de gemengde logit.
Met het oog op wat we in de daaropvolgende hoofdstukken nodig hebben,
presenteren we voor de standaard en de gemengde logit de overeenkomstige
log-aannemelijkheidsfunctie en de asymptotische informatiematrix, terwijl we
voor de probit een methode geven om de keuzekansen te berekenen die in de
literatuur bekend staat als de GHK-simulator.
In hoofdstuk 3 bespreken we quasi-Monte Carlo-methoden om multidi-
mensionale integralen te kunnen schatten. We presenteren diverse steekproef-
methoden die recentelijk in de statistische literatuur werden ontwikkeld. In-
tuïtiefgevenwemiddelseenANOVA-decompositieaaninwelkeomstandighe-
den ze goed presteren met betrekking tot het schatten van integralen. Daarna
geven we aan hoe de steekproefmethoden in de praktijk werken voor multi-
variaat normale waarschijnlijkheden. Onze resultaten wijzen erop dat er een
aanzienlijke verbetering wordt bereikt ten opzichte van Monte Carlo- en anti-
thetische Monte Carlo-methoden.
Zoals in hoofdstuk 3 is aangegeven, is de mate van verbetering van quasi-Monte Carlo ten opzichte van Monte Carlo afhankelijk van de integrand. In
de Monte Carlo-studie van hoofdstuk 5 zien we een verbetering die veel groter
is dan die uit hoofdstuk 3, hoewel in hoofdstuk 5 de dimensie van de inte-
gralen veel hoger is dan in hoofdstuk 3. Ook zien we groepering van de vari-
abelen van deze integralen (of, gelijkwaardig daaraan, van de componenten
van de steekproeven) tot een signicante reductie van de gemiddelde vari-
antie leidt. Al deze resultaten geven het potentieel aan van de quasi-Monte
Carlo-methoden, een potentieel dat nog bij lange na niet ten volle is benut in
de econometrie en marketing. Monte Carlo-schatting van integralen wordt op
vele problemen in de econometrie toegepast. Voor al dergelijke problemen kan
Monte Carlo worden vervangen door quasi-Monte Carlo-methoden, hetgeen
leidt tot potentieel signicante verbetering van de nauwkeurigheid. Hoewel
we quasi-Monte Carlo niet toepassen voor de schatting van D-fouten bij het
opstellen van Bayesiaanse en gemengde-logitontwerpen, verwachten we dat
dit de benodigde tijd voor het vinden van nauwkeurige ontwerpen aanzienlijk
kan verminderen. Een interessante uitdaging voor toekomstig onderzoek is een
analyse van de prestaties van quasi-Monte Carlo voor steekproefproblemen
die verschillen van Monte Carlo-schatting van integralen. Een zeer interes-
sant voorbeeld van een dergelijk steekproefprobleem is Markov-keten Monte
Carlo-steekproeftrekking.
In hoofdstuk 4 presenteren we verschillende versies van een markteven-
wichtsmodeldatmiddelseconometrischetechniekenkanwordengebruiktvoor
het schatten van vraagparameters en het marktgedrag van deelnemende on-
dernemingen. De modellen zijn gebaseerd op het logit-model van de vraag
we bespreken twee versies die op de standaard logit zijn gebaseerd en twee
versies die op de gemengde logit zijn gebaseerd. De twee versies verschillen in
beide gevallen in de manier waarop het inkomens-prijsverschil in de nutsfunc-
tie wordt gespeciceerd: logaritmisch of lineair. Het aantrekkelijke aan deze
modellen is dat zij producten toestaan die zijn gedifferentieerd in meerdere di-
mensies en in productkenmerken die door de onderzoeker niet zijn waargeno-
men. Deze laatste eigenschap is mogelijk door aanname van prijsconcurren-
tie van de ondernemingen die aan de markt deelnemen, dat wil zeggen en-
dogene prijzen. Met de gemengde-logitversies is het daarnaast mogelijk de
consumentenheterogeniteit te modelleren door middel van stochastische coëf-
ciënten. Empirisch gezien zijn deze laatste versies dan ook belangrijker,
vanwege dit realistische kenmerk. Aangezien prijzen in het model endogeen
worden bepaald, wordt de vraag naar het bestaan en de uniciteit van een pri-
jsevenwicht belangrijk. Zoals we in hoofdstuk 4 laten zien, kan deze vraag
bevestigend worden beantwoord in het geval van de standaard logit met lin-eair inko-mens-prijsverschil. Op basis van enkele aannamen kunnen we het
bestaan van het evenwicht aantonen in het geval van de standaard logit met
logaritmisch inkomens-prijsverschil. Een belangrijke uitdaging voor toekom-
stig onderzoek is een studie naar het bestaan van prijsevenwicht en uniciteit
in het geval van de gemengde logit. We denken dat de bewijsstrategie die
voor de standaard logit werd toegepast, gecombineerd met meer geavanceerde
wiskundige bewerkingen, meer licht op deze kwestie zal kunnen werpen.
In hoofdstuk 5 bespreken we de schatting van prijsevenwichtmodellen die
in het voorafgaande hoofdstuk werden gepresenteerd. Deze schatting maakt
gebruik van GMM gebaseerd op de momenten van de niet-waargenomen ken-
merken. Met betrekking tot de nauwkeurigheid van de GMM-schatter is de
keuze vaninstrumenten dievoordeschattingworden toegepastvanbelang. We
bespreken de instrumenten die door Berry, Levinson en Pakes (1995) werden
ontwikkeld met daarvan afgeleid de optimale instrumenten die nauwkeurige
schattingen opleveren, waarbij we laten zien hoe deze kunnen worden geschat.
Met een Monte Carlo-studie die is gebaseerd op een vereenvoudigde versie van
het model laten we het belang zien van nauwkeurige schatting. Onze methode
van nauwkeurige schatting werkt goed in het geval van de Monte Carlo-studie,
maar in strikte zin is de met deze methode verkregen schatter niet nauwkeurig.
Als gevolg daarvan zou het in toekomstig onderzoek interessant zijn de schat-
ting van het model te bestuderen met methoden die op aannemelijkheid zijn
gebaseerd, zoals de Bayesiaanse methode of empirische aannemelijkheid.
Een probleem bij het schatten van optimale instrumenten is dat dit uniciteit
van prijsevenwicht vereist. In hoofdstuk 4 stellen we deze eigenschap alleen
vast voor het geval van de standaard logit-vraag met een lineair inkomens-
prijsverschil. Voor de schatting van optimale instrumenten in een praktisch
gezien meer relevant geval, zoals de gemengde-logitvraag, kunnen we dan ook
niet vertrouwen op theoretische resultaten van uniciteitvan prijsevenwicht. Dit
sluit echter de mogelijkheid niet uit dat ook in dit geval het prijsevenwicht
uniek is. Een interessant onderwerp van toekomstige studie zou zijn een test
te ontwikkelen waarbij de rekenkracht van moderne computers wordt ingezet
met quasi-Monte Carlo-methoden, waarbij rekenkundig de voorwaarden voor
het bewijs van het stelling voor het geval van de standaard logit worden gever-
ieerd. Dit zou ook in het geval van de gemengde logit nauwkeurige schatting
mogelijk kunnen maken.
In hoofdstukken 6 en 7 bestuderen we het probleem van het opstellen
van statistisch nauwkeurige experimentele keuze-ontwerpen. In hoofdstuk
6 behandelen we, door conjuncte experimenten op basis van subjectieve be-
liefs van managers te ontwerpen, het reeds lang bestaande circulaire probleemdat, om een experiment op te stellen voor het inschatten van parameters voor
keuzemodellen, deze parameters bekend moeten zijn. De Bayesiaanse theo-
rie stelt ons in staat ontwerpen op te stellen met een grotere nauwkeurigheid
bij parameterwaarden die door managers als aannemelijk worden beoordeeld.
In onze empirische illustratie levert een Bayesiaanse ontwerpprocedure niet
alleen keuze-ontwerpen die resulteren in een lagere geschatte standaardafwi-
jking dan de tot nu toe voorgestelde procedures de procedure levert ook een
hogere predictieve validiteit. De verhoogde nauwkeurigheid van het Bayesi-
aanse ontwerp kan worden herleid tot twee componenten. Ten eerste is er een
toenamein nauwkeurigheiddoor debeliefsvandemanagersover dekeuzekan-
sen van producten met bepaalde kenmerkniveaus op te nemen, en ten tweede
de verbetering die wordt verkregen door rekening te houden met de onzeker-
heid van de managers over de waarden van deze kansen in de populatie.
Onze studie in hoofdstuk 6 geeft aan dat een nauwkeurige elicitatie van
de onzekerheid een belangrijke kwestie is, in het bijzonder met betrekking
tot het overcondence-effect. We passen diverse technieken toe die tot doel
hebben overcondence te verminderen door relatief brede plausibele inter-
vallen voor de parameters te nemen. De procedures voor de elicitatie en com-
binatie van belief-intervallen van verschillende beoordelaars behoeven echter
duidelijk nader onderzoek. Toekomstig onderzoek zou zich moeten richten
op de ontwikkeling van elicitatieprocedures waarmee vergelijkbare contex-
ten kunnen worden opgeroepen voor de managementbeoordelingen en con-
sumentenkeuzes, tenbehoevevanoptimaleovereenstemmingtussendezebeide
taken. Onze procedure om de prior-parameterverdeling te produceren aan
de hand van subjectieve waarschijnlijkheidsbeoordelingen zou verder moeten
worden verbeterd en de gevoeligheid ervan voor diverse aspecten, zoals de
veronderstelde normale prior-verdeling van waarschijnlijkheden, zou nader
moeten worden onderzocht.
Inhoofdstuk7bestuderenwehetmakenvanontwerpenvoorhetgemengde-
logitmodel. Onze studie levert overtuigend bewijs dat dergelijke ontwerpen
nauwkeurigerparameterschattingenleverenvoorhetgemengde-logitmodeldan
de standaard-logitontwerpen, dat ze schattingen leveren die in de meeste geva-
llen dichter bij de werkelijkheid liggen en een hogere predictieve validiteit lev-
eren. Ook bieden we een eerste poging tot verwerking van een basisalternatief
in een conjuncte-keuze-ontwerp, zowel voor de standaard als de gemengde
logit, en verder hebben we de relatieve prestaties van diverse ontwerpklassen
beoordeeld. We zijn van mening dat ontwerpen die een basisalternatief om-
vatten robuuster zijn met betrekking tot afwijkingen van de parameterwaarden
die bij de ontwerpen werden aangenomen, terwijl die robuustheid zelfs noggroter is bij ontwerpen met drie alternatieven, zelfs als die een kleiner aan-
tal keuzesets bevatten. In onze procedure voor de constructie van gemengde-
logitontwerpenmoetenwe, naastbepalingvoorafvandewaardenvandegemid-
delderegressieparametersals bijeenstandaard-logitontwerp, ookwaardenkie-
zen voor de varianties van de regressieparameters. Uit onze studie blijkt echter
dat behalve als de werkelijke varianties zeer klein zijn, de nauwkeurigheid van
het ontwerp nauwelijks wordt beïnvloed als de variantieparameter bij de con-
structie van het ontwerp onjuist wordt gespeciceerd.
De studies over de opbouw van conjuncte-keuze-ontwerpen uit hoofdstuk-
ken 6 en 7 kunnen in verschillende richtingen worden uitgebreid. Ten eerste,
in navolging van andere procedures voor de ontwikkeling van ontwerpen die
op dit moment in de literatuur worden beschreven, beschouwen we de om-
vang van de keuzeset als zijnde vastgesteld door de onderzoeker, voorafgaand
aan het maken van het ontwerp. Het kan wenselijk zijn de omvang van de
keuzeset op te nemen in de opbouw van het ontwerp. Op dit moment wordt
dit echter bemoeilijkt door de combinatorische explosie van het aantal ontwer-
pen waarover moet worden gezocht het wachten is hierbij op de ontwikkeling
van verbeterde optimaliseringsalgoritmen. Gezien de resultaten van ons on-
derzoek naar de relatieve prestaties van deze alternatieve ontwerpklassen uit
hoofdstuk 7, lijkt ons dit een belangrijk onderwerp voor toekomstig onder-
zoek. Ten tweede vormen de algoritmen die in onze studies uit hoofdstukken
6 en 7 werden gebruikt onderwerp van toekomstig onderzoek. Dat komt om-
dat deze algoritmen heuristisch zijn, en hoewel een uitputtende zoekbewerking
voor alle mogelijke ontwerpen in de meeste realistische gevallen niet praktisch
haalbaar is, zou onderzoek moeten worden gedaan naar verbeterde zoekpro-
cedures. De toepassing van een aantal recentelijk ontwikkelde algoritmen in
de combinatorische optimalisering, zoals genetische of datacorrigerende algo-
ritmen, zou hier interessant kunnen zijn. De mogelijkheid dergelijke proce-
dures toe te passen op onze ontwerpen behoeft nadere studie. Ten slotte achten
we het wenselijk de prestaties nader te onderzoeken van procedures die zijn
gebaseerd op verschillende maatstaven van nauwkeurigheid die zijn afgeleid
van de informatiematrix.